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Origin of the book

The author Philippe Grand ( aka grandoc) was largely inspired by the Dolibarr wiki and has written

a User Guide for Dolibarr ERP/CRM in French. The content of his book is subject to a creative

Commons (CC-BY-SA) license. Thus, as far as Dolibarr has modular nature, Mr. Philippe Grand

has described module by module the main operations that can be done in Dolibarr. So, this guide

is intended to give the user a global,  quick,  and non-specific overview of each of the different

processes and functionalities, so that if something is forgotten, the user can easily be enlightened

in a simple and practical way. 

Then, the French user guide was translated into English and slightly modified in order to adapt it

to the language specifics as well as to update some of the content details.

We remind you that this is not a complete manual, but only a quick guide which gives the user a

global and non-specific overview of each of the different processes and functionalities, so that the

users can easily figure out their own way of using it in a simple and practical manner. In this

regard, you are highly welcome to submit a feedback in case if you found a mistake or have any

comments, objections or suggestions.

Please note that current guide is based on Dolibarr version 13.0, which means that this guide will

be constantly updated in correspondence with the Dolibarr updates, so stay tuned and check the

new versions of the book on DoliStore. 

Introduction

What is ERP?

An  ERP  (Enterprise  Resource  Planning)  program  is  a  "back-office"  software  that  integrates

internal  business  processes  and  stores  all  business-relevant  information.  Usage  of  an  ERP

system allows to optimize the processes within a company. An ERP system is thus the central

component  of  control  of  every  company.  All  producing,  selling  and  checking  processes  are

mapped in this system.

What is CRM?

CRM (Customer Relationship Management) helps you to support the sales department and thus

increase your sales. CRM helps the sales department to store their contacts, sales prospects,

activities and appointments securely and in a centralized way in one place and have unrestricted

access to the database from anywhere. Furthermore, it helps to prioritize tasks to ensure that

customers are not  ignored and important  prospects  are contacted.  It  also helps to  prepare

standardized reports for management.
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When properly adapted and used, CRM increases the performance of each sales team and helps

the individual salesperson to become better in the following areas:

 Better search, sorting and qualifying leads;

 systematic and timely tracking of sales opportunities;

 prioritizing and rationalizing follow-up activities; and

 faster target achievement.

CRM & ERP integration

Direct  access  from the  ERP system to  customer data  in  the  CRM software  offers  several

advantages.  Conversely,  ERP  applications  should  also  be  able  to  access  CRM  data.  Today,

professional customer relationship management can hardly be realized without an appropriate

connection of ERP and CRM systems. (Source: tecchannel)

What is the common cause of a failed ERP/CRM software integration?

Two very common factors why a software project does not lead to the promised success are "no

time" and "I don't care". Both reasons are closely intertwined and equally as often encountered.

The "no time" syndrome can be counteracted by clearly communicating the required working time

and the release/launch date to the affected employees. The project manager should counter the

attitude "I don't care" with his conviction that the new software makes sense right from the start

and encourage his colleagues to cooperate again and again.

An experienced specialist will  explain these two factors to you, but you will  have to implement

these  points  internally.  If  you  are  looking for  an  experienced  specialist  in  your  area,  you  are

welcome to ask the Foundation dolibarr.org or the dolibarr.de association (without any obligation),

or write your wishes in one of the Dolibarr forums. Usually they all are very helpful and will suggest

experts and solutions.

What is Dolibarr - A powerful and easy to use tool to manage your business...

If you want a CRM that is following trends, Dolibarr is for you. It is a free ((GPL v3)) integrated

CRM, as well  as modular ERP software that allows you to manage the requirements of  your

business.

The main advantage of this business software is that it makes you vendor-independent.

You probably already have experience with providers who activate an EOL(End of Life) every few

years to sell their customers an update and a service contract. Then you will notice that they can

not transfer their data into another solution, because you lack the necessary rights.
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This  will  not  happen  with  Dolibarr,  because  Dolibarr  was  implemented  transparently  (open

source). A consequential advantage is that integration with other open source applications is easy

to  implement  and  changes  and  adaptations  to  your  workflow  or  additional  information  are

possible.

For your information, more than 200 programmers have been working for over 15 years to

make the design and functions more convenient and to quickly integrate safety-relevant changes

in parallel.  There are not  many open source applications that  kept  their  actuality  during this

period and have made the necessary structural changes.

Among the basic modules, there are also modules for:

 Address management: Contacts (customers, prospects or suppliers);

 Management of articles, products, warehouses and services;

 Commercial administration: offers, contracts, etc;

 Financial and accounting management: invoices, bookings and bank reconciliations etc;

 Ordering and procurement management;

 POS Module (Point of Sale);

 HR-management: holidays, salaries, surveys, etc;

 Ticket and incident management;

 ...to name just the most used ones.

The solution also allows interfaces to other systems (LDAP, DAV, Paypal, Stripe, SOAP, Rest-API

etc.).

Despite the multitude of modules, it is surprisingly easy to get started. Companies coming from

other systems are especially  enthusiastic  about it.  The half-yearly  updates  are easy to install

without special knowledge. Also the import modules to import existing data, as well as the export

wizard which also allows exporting individual reports or a further processing of the data in third-

party software, are available.

So, if you are managing more and more prospects and customers and you are convinced that

digitization is a prerequisite for the success of your company, try the software package now. You

can  download  it  free  of  charge  in  the  "Download"  section  of  the  international

(https://www.dolibarr.org) or German-language portal (https://www.dolibarr.de).

It’s up to you to decide whether you will run it on a Mac, Windows or Linux operating system.

Dolibarr Foundation
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Enterprise software under the Free Software License is rarely available and requires the close

involvement of developers and users to remain functional and cleave to the principles of free

software redistribution and dissemination.  This  task is  a signpost  of  the Dolibarr  Foundation,

where  users  and  developers  who  work  with  and  on  the  Dolibarr  ERP/CRM  management

software meet together.

To find out more about the Dolibarr foundation, follow the link:

https://wiki.dolibarr.org/index.php/Dolibarr_foundation   or www.dolibarr.org    

other important Dolibarr Websites

https://www.dolistore.com/en  /  dolistore / Store for Third-party Modules→

https://www.transifex.com/dolibarr-association/dolibarr  /  Translations / Translation tools→

www.dolibarr.de  German speaking Community Dolibarr Verein e.V. (D-A-CH)→

https://wiki.dolibarr.org  /  Dolibarr Description - Wiki in English and French, but also more and→

more information in other languages is added

https://github.com/Dolibarr/dolibar  r  (Dolibarr Developer versions/ Bug & Issue reporting/→

Request for Core Version)

As  an  OpenSource  project and community  we  also  need  your  help - active in many areas

such as development,  application consulting,  marketing,  public  relations,  websites,  translation,

bug fixing and much more - or passive - through a donation :).

Besides, hereby we would like to thank all the people who contributed to the appearance of this

user guide in English, and namely Mr. Philippe Grand – the author of this book in French, Mr.

Guido  Schratzer  –  the  initiator  of  its  translation  and  coordinator  of  the  project,  Ms.  Aliona

Gubenco  –  the  coordinator  for  translations  and  translator,  Ms.  Natalia  Mucerschi  –  the

translator.

Author’s Introduction

The  seventeenth  edition  of  this  book  is  published,  while  Dolibarr  reputation  is  already  well

established.  Eighteen  years  after  the  first  lines  of  code  made  by  Rodolphe  Quiédeville  were

presented on the Dolibarr stand at Linux Solutions exhibition (see), under the guidance of Laurent

Destailleur and with the help of many contributors (see), Dolibarr ERP/CRM has become a must-

have in the Open Source software world.

The Covid-19 impacted this year the good progress of the devcamps which could not take place,

neither  in  Spring  2020  nor  the  Christmas  devcamp  which  was  to  be  held  in  Valence.  A

presentation of what is new in this version 13 by Laurent Destailleur (the project leader) was

however made by videoconference, which highlighted the following points:

As to visual part of Dolibarr:
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- Very few other minor things have been introduced in the "Look And Feel" v13 if compared to

v12:

-  Displaying each  user’s  photo  in  the  drop-down list  to  select  a  user,  displaying flags  in  the

language or country drop-down list.

- Adding pictures for some common fields (email, phone, …) on the forms.

-  Displaying  the  object  status  in  the  popup  window  visible  when  the  mouse  hovers  over  a

reference.

- The color setting of a theme element is immediately visible as a preview.

- Use of a different symbol for the link to the online documentation when a page is dedicated to

the current screen.

- More widgets.

Improved security:

A large number of bug fixes or security-related improvements reported after the introduction of a

bug  bounty  campaign  in  v13.  Approximately  80  reports  from  security  researchers  were

addressed in v13. Further 40 commits related to potential vulnerabilities were merged.
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New features in TakePOS:

You can create a third party customer directly from TakePOS.

Display the available stock on the product lines.

You can pay with late payments.

Foreign currencies supported.

Keep the terminal number as default for the next connection on the same terminal.

New features:

Add more grouped actions (define a category on a website page, delete a draft invoice, delete

events ...)

More predefined export profiles. More predefined import profiles (proposals, customer orders,

supplier invoices)

Accounting: more options to define default values.
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Added two rules for Email-Collector function:  "Message sent from Dolibarr"  / "not  sent from

Dolibarr".

Added a page to list stock at a given date in the past.

Generation of support documents for tickets (PDF and ODT)

Added workflow interaction "closing intervention at closing a ticket".

Expense report:  added a page to  define mileage expenses and some rules on the maximum

amount you can claim.

Ability  to  set  reminders  in  calendar  events:  e-mail  reminders  and/or  contextual  browser

reminders.

Better exchange rate editor.

Ability to set logo size on PDF documents.

The VAT rate of ALL rows of a draft object can be changed in one step.

Ability to set tags/categories on website pages.

Ability to use the desired stock from a given warehouse for replenishment.

“Multiple prices per level” option compatible with “use of variants”.

Support for Samba4 AD in the LDAP module.

Still compatible with all versions of PHP> = 5.6 and <= 7.4. *

Compatibility with version 8.0 is in progress but may not be ready for release in this version.

A new stable module "SEPA Credit Transfer":

Similar to the "SEPA Direct Debit" module but for supplier invoices

=> Mark your supplier invoices to be paid by bank transfer,

=> Generate the SEPA file,

=> Submit the SEPA file to your bank,

=> Define the files as processed to automatically register the payments and define the invoices as

paid.

A new stable module "Reception":

Similar to the "Shipping" module but for supplier orders,

=> Allows you to follow the reception of products with a PDF document for each reception.

Prototype of an "Intracomm Report" module:

First module to help generate reports for intracomm import or export (Document Support for

France only for the moment).

Prototype of a "Zapier" module:

First module and tools to interface Dolibarr with Zapier
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=> Solution to interface Dolibarr with more than 2000 applications.

New experimental "Recruitment" module:

Register jobs,

Use the public page to publish them,

Save applications or let the email collector save them from your incoming emails,

Track the status of each application,

Convert the recruited applicant's record to a user.

Many other minor improvements in all modules...

So Dolibarr version 13.0 is a further step towards the already recognized maturity of the most

accessible ERP & CRM solution for small and medium enterprises. You will have noticed that we

went directly from version 12.0 to version 13.0 without declining all the decimals of 12.0. Indeed,

from version 4.0 onwards, each new version jumps from unit to unit, if  you have followed me

correctly...

The new version is 13.0. Versions 13.0.1, 13.0.2 etc... will correspond to versions of bug fixes.

With  transifex,  the  new translation  processor,  helping  to  translate  Dolibarr  has  never  been

easier. No technical knowledge is required, just create an account on transifex.com and translate

from the interface.

The Dolibarr  association  has  also  linked the system to the Google translation  service,  which

allows to have automatically suggested proposals if needed. This reduces the work time.

Translations  submitted  on  transifex  will  be  frequently  synchronized  with  the  official  Dolibarr

project sources.

Note that for the moment, this new system must be used for all languages except en_US (the

source language), fr_FR, es_ES and es_CA (whose contributors continue to use GitHub for the

most part). The same goes for "alternative languages" (e.g. es_MX, es_PR, es_PY) as these are

variants of another language (e.g. es_ES) which only need to maintain the delta of lines that differ.

For any other language,  please help us to translate Dolibarr by registering as Dolibarr online

translator on page https://www.transifex.com/projects/p/dolibarr/. In a few minutes, you can

complete/correct  your  language.  Also,  you  can  just  "approve"  translations  that  are  already

translated but not yet approved.

Features and development rules have also been enriched to improve quality  and efficiency of

DoliStore complementary plugins platform, so most of modules of this platform have also been

updated in parallel and are available at the same time as Dolibarr release.

Please note that since version 3.4.0 Dolibarr is released under GPLv3+ license.
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2. Installation

2.1. Introduction

2.1.1. Doliwamp

Dolibarr is installable on a LAMP server (Linux, Apache, Mysql, PHP). 

Primarily we will present the installation mode of a local version on Windows using the installer

Doliwamp. First, we download the necessary sources from SourceForge:

https://sourceforge.net/projects/dolibarr/files/   

Click the link: Dolibarr installer for Windows (DoliWamp)   and then click the 13.0.0 tag to get the

latest stable release. 
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2.1.2. Installation steps

The first step is downloading and running the exe file.

Follow all the installation stages step by step before reaching the Dolibarr installation itself. Click

the buttons displayed in the installation wizard windows (Yes, Next or Install).
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Naturally, allow access.
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Further installation continues in web-interface.

2.1.3. From the sources on GitHub

An  essential  prerequisite  is  to  have  LAMP  server  already  installed  on  your  computer  (e.g.,

WampServer),  as  well  as  Git  Bash

(http://code.google.com/p/msysgit/downloads/list?q=label:Featured)

Now, access the folder www from wamp, right-click and run the command Git Bash.
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Use the following command line:

« git clone https://github.com/Dolibarr/dolibarr.git » 

Once the download is completed, go to the file dolibarr (renamed into dolibarr_130), which you

have just downloaded, to launch the following command line: « git checkout 13.0  » and to use

the desired version of Dolibarr. 

We will create an alias in WampServer to access our dolibarr site directly (without the necessity

of adding /htdocs/ into the address of the instance  Dolibarr). For this, go to the root of the
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wamp  directory  in  the  alias  folder.  Duplicate  one  of  the  existing  files,  rename  it  into

dolibarr_130.conf (or as you wish). Open the file using a text editor (e.g., Notepad ++) and make

the following changes:

Check the availability of your alias, otherwise click “create an alias”.

If you access the localhost page, you now have direct access to the dolibarr web interface under

the alias name dolibarr_130.
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Creating the corresponding database:
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Attention!  The database name corresponds to the one which we have created before (here:

dolibarr_130). We continue the installation.

This  step  can  take  several  minutes.  To  continue,  wait  until  the  whole  following  page  will  be

displayed.

Wait a little bit…

A new feature is the possibility to make an anonymous ping to allow the foundation to count the

number of Dolibarr installations. 
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Here is an example of data retrieved in two days.
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It is done!
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3. First settings

Attention!  Once the installation is finished, it is required to deactivate the installation/migration

tools  by  inserting  the  install.lock  file  into  the  directory

C:/wamp64/www/dolibarr_100/documents (in  documents  folder  which  is  located  in  root

directory; the rest of the address is specific to my installation). Absence of this file represents

security vulnerability. Security alerts are visible to administrators only and are active as long as

vulnerability is proven (or as long as the constant MAIN_REMOVE_INSTALL_WARNING is defined

in Setup>Other setup).

Once the installation is completed, you should make a series of settings to adapt Dolibarr to your

needs.

3.1. Setup

3.1.1. Company/Organization

Access  the  Setup->Company/Organization menu  and  edit  on  this  page  all  the  available

information about the company or association which you will manage (for this, click the „Modify”

button at the bottom of the page). Import your logo (in .png or .jpg format Attention! Do not use

an image of too big size: it can affect the structure of displaying the document models and also

increase their size).

Do not forget to set the country, because many options depend on this choice (if you forget to do

this, a warning message will be displayed).
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Indicate the month in which the company or organization started its activity (reports from the

Accounting/Treasury module will display data starting from the chosen month).

Indicate whether you are a VAT payer or not.
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3.1.2. Modules

It is very important to choose the modules to be activated. Mostly, it depends on the way of using

Dolibarr as well as on the type of your company or organization structure. For example, a service

provider company will not require activation of such modules as Products and Stocks, while Small

and Medium Enterprises that resell products will need these modules.  Members or  Donations

modules will be of interesting for associations only. Do not worry, each module can be enabled or

disabled at any moment depending on your necessities in program usage and level of expertise in

it. Further, we will present the way of usage and setup the main modules.

This is new! two menu display modes, Kanban view and list view.

Installation  of  an  external  module  can  be  done  from  the  third  tab:  "Deploy/install  external

app/module".
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3.1.3. Menus

Menu managers set content of the two menu bars (horizontal and vertical). One can establish a

different manager depending on whether the user is an internal or external one.

Menu Editor allows to define customized entries in menu. This editor should be used with caution

not to destabilize  Dolibarr operability,  which would lead to its re-installation in order to find a

compatible menu.

Some modules provide customized entries in menu (generally, in the menu  All).  If  you destroy

these menus by mistake, you can restore them by deactivating and then activating the module

again.

In the Miscellaneous tab you can configure the parameter:

Hide unauthorized menus (otherwise they will be displayed in gray color).

Attention! Generally, I would recommend you to use the Eldy menu which is maintained best of

all. But if you use an “exotic” menu and notice abnormal behavior of Dolibarr in displaying things,

try to switch back to the Eldy menu to see if it functions in the same way there.

3.1.4. Display

Here you can choose all the parameters related to display in Dolibarr. Choose the language. For

example, the “multilingual” option allows to manage different translations for displaying products,

as well as to choose default language of third parties for editing PDF documents in their language.

Choose a skin theme.

You have the possibility to fully customize your interface, for example you can now change the

background color of the top menu...
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Display permanent search zones in the left menu (Companies, Contacts, Products and Services,

Products and Services (Ref. Supplier Product), Members, Projects).

You can display a message on the login page with the help of substitution constants, for example:

Which will give on the home page:

You can also set certain parameters as, for example, displaying your logo in the left menu, default

maximum length for lists. You can also choose the order for displaying name/surname…

Attention! Online help access icon is now located in the top right part of the page.

Enhance your home page with a background image:
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3.1.5. Values/filters/default sorting

Default values (in creation forms):

You should introduce the page URL. When you specify parameters in the URL, the default values

will be effective if all parameters are set to the same value. 

Example:  For the form of new third party creation, it is "societe/card.php". For the URL of the

plug-ins installed in the customized directory, do not include the "custom/", so the path will look

like "monmodule/mapage.php" and not "custom/monmodule/mapage.php". If you want a default

value  if  only  the  URL  has  certain  parameters,  you  can  use  "societe/card.php?

abc=val1&def=val2". 

3.1.6. Widgets

Widgets are small  information boxes displayed on certain pages. You can choose whether to

activate a box or not by selecting the target page and clicking “Enable” or clicking on the recycle

bin to deactivate it. Only elements related to an active module are presented. 

Here you can also set the maximum number of lines for widget boxes.
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3.1.7. Alerts 

This display allows defining tolerance periods after which an alert signal – a pictogram  – will

appear for each item in delay. Only elements related to an active module are presented.

3.1.8. Security 

Security settings refer both to technical and functional aspects. Indeed, in this part you can set up

the following: 

 ➔ using a proxy 

If the Dolibarr server needs to go through a proxy connection in order to access the Internet,

introduce here the information related to the proxy. Note: This element has no connection to the

settings of your browser in terms of allowing it to access the Internet or any Dolibarr application

in Internet; it is only used to allow visualization of the Internet resources by Dolibarr server which

is useful for some marginal functions of Dolibarr only (e.g.: adding a RSS Feed widget to display

information from an external news website on the screen).

 ➔ default permissions of Dolibarr 

Default  permissions  are  the  permissions  that  will  automatically  be  assigned  to  each  newly

created user. They have no effect on existing users. For each module you must specify whether

you authorize consultation, modification, deletion… For this,  click the sign + (plus) on the right

extreme of the option to give the permission by default to all users or, on the contrary, click the

sign – (minus) to cancel this permission.

Attention! Here one can only determine the permissions which will function once a new user is

created. To modify the permissions for an existing user or group of users or after creating it, you

should  access  the  user’s  or  group’s  card  (Permissions  displayed  as  “inherited”  are  the

permissions which result from a group of users).

 ➔ Miscellaneous

Using graphical code (CAPTCHA) on login page, 

Using the advanced permissions in some modules,

Session timeout,

Forcing the visible value of the application name: for example, if you introduce „Toto” in the field,

the application will  be renamed into „Toto  13.0.1”  instead of  „Dolibarr  13.0.1”  (Attention!

Placing your own name here will render the function of ID autofill inoperative when you use the

DoliDroid mobile app). 

 Passwords➔
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It  is  very  important  to  protect  your  passwords,  that's  why  with  each version  of  Dolibarr  the

security of the software is being strengthened.

 Files (Send File)➔

Trick! Under the Files tab you can adjust the maximum dimension of files which can be uploaded.

Certainly, you cannot exceed the limit fixed by your server. See in the php.ini file.

Attention!  The initial  setting  of  the value is  done in  the php.ini  file,  replace the value of  the

"upload_max_filesize" variable.
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3.1.9. Emails

Example of local Dolibarr installation on a winamp server. Emails will be sent by SMTP method.

Here the SMTP server is that of a gmail account. The port 465 of the SMTP server is used for

encryption. The SMTP authentication identifier is the email address. The server availability test

confirmed  that  the  configuration  is  valid  and  functional.  Attention!  The  configuration  will  be

different for an online Linux server.

Under  the  "Email  templates"  tab  you  can  create  as  many  email  templates  as  you  want,  by

selecting "Customer invoices" as the template type for example, you can create a standard email

template to send your invoices to your customers, make reminder templates etc...

You have the list of substitution variables to introduce in your template to display the desired

values, for example: __REF__ will display the invoice reference...
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When sending an invoice by email, you can now choose the "simple invoice" template from the list

and apply its formatting.

3.1.10. Dictionaries 

Define the reference data here. You can complete/modify the predefined data with yours. Only

elements related to an active module are presented.

This page allows editing lists of defined values for some objects of Dolibarr:

Currency

Country 

Region

Department/Province/Canton

Legal Form of Third Parties

Type of Third Parties

Staff

Level of the Prospects’ Potential

Statutes of Prospecting

Forms of Address

Contacts/Addresses Types

List of Agenda Event Types

Opportunity Status for Business/Projects

Types of Social or Fiscal Taxes

Types of Business Trips and Expense Reports

Type of Resources

Amount of Tax Stamps
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VAT rate (or sales tax in the USA).  Note: Allows specification not only for French VAT and is

similar to a global tax management screen.

Terms of payment

Payment methods

Origins of Proposals/Orders

Order Methods

Shipping Methods

Delivery Time

Paper Format

Units

Incoterms

UltimatepdfLine.  Note: Added by the  Ultimatepdf external plugin to create specific lines of text

that will be placed in the document info area.

UltimatepdfTitle.  Note:  Added by the  Ultimatepdf external  plugin to create titles on the go to

rename documents (e.g., to rename „Order” into „Proforma Invoice”).

3.1.11. Users 

The last step is to create users and to assign permissions to them. Almost all modules, even

those which were activated before, are accessible only in case the permission is assigned. For

this, you can access the menu Home/Users & Groups in order to define users and their rights.

Attention, it will be necessary to verify and redefine the users’ rights when you will activate new

modules. Due to the fact that the list of available rights depends on the activated modules and

default permissions. It is recommended to configure this part only after activation of the desired

modules.

For some actions, if you have no rights to do them, Dolibarr will not suggest it to you, because in

this case you can lose some useful and/or important things. In order to assign some rights to a

user or to yourself, in case you are the administrator, access Home/Users & Groups, choose the

desired user’s card, then click the file „Permission”.

It is possible to avoid these configuration steps to be done for each new user by configuring the

default rights (should be understood as the rights assigned automatically to each newly created

user), also configuring the default permissions. Default permissions are the permissions that will

be assigned automatically to each newly created user. They have no effect on existing users. For

each module, you must specify whether you allow consultation, modification or deletion… For this,

click the sign + (plus) on the right extreme of the option to give the permission by default to all

users or, on the contrary, click the sign – (minus) to cancel this permission.

Attention!  Here one can only determine the permissions which will function once a new user is

created. To modify the permissions for an existing user or group of users or after creating it, you
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should  access  the  user’s  or  group’s  card  (Permissions  displayed  as  “inherited”  are  the

permissions which result from a group of users).

3.1.12. Hidden options 

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

ADD_UNSPLASH_LOGIN_BACKGROUND => The background image will  be updated each time

the login page is refreshed. The background image is taken from the popular open source image

website Unsplash. If there is a static background image already saved, this code will replace it (but

will not delete the saved image). (v10.0)

MAIN_FILESYSTEM_ENCODING => In case of some PHP versions, PHP can not detect the page

code for the file system of the server operating system. To solve this problem, Dolibarr assumes

that the file system of your operating system is UTF-8 if you use Linux or OSX, and ISO-8859-1 if

you use Windows. If this is not the case, for example, on a Windows server with an NTFS UTF-8

pagecode, you can set the MAIN_FILESYSTEM_ENCODING variable to "utf-8".

MAIN_SHOW_TECHNICAL_ID => Shows the technical identifiers on the element sheets or some

lists (not supported everywhere).

MAIN_COUNTRIES_IN_EEC => List of European zone countries (for VAT purposes) (v10.0 +)

 

MAIN_MAXTABS_IN_CARD =>  Maximum number of visible tabs. Other tabs are grouped in a

drop-down list. 

 

MAIN_ONLY_LOGIN_ALLOWED => Only the specified login can connect to Dolibarr (maintenance

mode).

 

MAIN_AUTO_TIMESTAMP_IN_PUBLIC_NOTES / MAIN_AUTO_TIMESTAMP_IN_PRIVATE_NOTES

=> Automatically adds a time-stamp and a user when editing a note (public or private depending

on the option).

 

MAIN_SECURITY_CSRF_WITH_TOKEN (>= 5.0)  => Enables  a second anti-CSRF protection on

POST (a POST from another website  can not  be done).  Note that  there is already a  default
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protection using the referrer test. This second protection uses a TOKEN on forms and is less

powerful.

 

MAIN_DOC_UPLOAD_NOT_RENAME_BY_DEFAULT  =>  Disable  automatic  renaming  on  the

downloaded file (v10.0)

MAIN_LANGUAGES_ALLOWED => It is a list of languages without spaces, example: fr_FR, en_US,

de_DE, it_IT if defined, only these languages will appear in the dropdown lists.

MAIN_APPLICATION_TITLE => Changes the software title (which appears by default on the login

page). Attention!, this modification can impede the detection of Dolibarr version by smartphone

apps like Android App - DoliDroid.

 

MAIN_AUTOFILL_DATE => If  this constant is set (other than 0),  the date of invoice, proposal,

order or payment will  correspond to the current date. It  is recommended not to activate this

function. It creates a lot of input errors without data which is not validated by users. This fact in its

turn leads to false data registered in database, which generates difficulties in further elaboration

of  accounting  reports!  Nevertheless,  some  users  want  to  use  it,  therefore,  we  offer  this

functionality. 

MAIN_DISABLE_FULL_SCANLIST  =>  This  constant  should  be  set  in  order  to  deactivate  the

complete analysis of tables for finding the total number of elements, which allows pagination to

display total number of pages. To be activated in systems with an extremely large amount of data

(tables with more than 500 000 records).

 

MAIN_FIRST_TO_UPPER => Dolibarr adds capital letters to the names of third parties, contacts

or  members  if  it  was not  done before.  Attention!  In  case  of  some languages (where  words

starting with capital letters are not the same words already or the page code does not always

have a capital letter, as in Cyrillic languages), this functionality can change certain data.

MAIN_ALL_TO_UPPER => Dolibarr capitalizes names of third parties, contacts or members if it is

not done. Be careful, with some languages (where words in capitalization are not the same words,

or the page code is not always capitalized, like in cyrillic languages), this feature can alter your

data. (v11.0)

MAIN_NO_CONCAT_DESCRIPTION => Allow only to use the custom description entered in the

lines (proposal, order, invoice). (v10.0).
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MAIN_DONT_KEEP_NOTE_ON_CLONING  =>  Deletes  notes  related  to  objects  during  cloning.

(v11.0).

MAIN_DOC_SORT_FIELD => Sets the default sort field on the document page (default  name).

(v11.0).

MAIN_DOC_SORT_ORDER => Sets the default sort order (ASC or DESC) on the document page

(Default ASC). (v11.0).

 

MAIN_ENABLE_LOG_TO_HTML (MAIN_LOGTOHTML before 3.9) => If this constant is defined, it

is possible to include logs into pages by adding the & logtohtml = 1 parameter into the URL.

 

MAIN_USE_HOURMIN_IN_DATE_RANGE => It is possible to add the hour and the minutes with

date in the fields “start date” and “end date” in all the lines of entities (invoice, order, contract...).

 

MAIN_REMOVE_INSTALL_WARNING  =>  Removes  all  security  warnings  displayed  to

administrators if the URL/installed program is public. If a warning appears, you should solve the

problem instead of removing the warning. For this, place a file named install.lock into the root

directory of Dolibarr. It will prevent displaying the warning but also will impede the usage of the

page/installed program for the reasons of protection.

MAIN_OPTIMIZE_SPEED  =>  Uses  speed  optimization.  For  more  information,  see  the  page

Increase Performance.

MAIN_REPLACE_TRANS_xx_XX  =>  where  xx_XX  is  the  language  code.  If  the  value  is

string1:newstring1; string2:newstring2, replace string1 with newstring1 in any translation done

for the language xx_XX.

 

MAIN_REPEATCONTACTONEACHTAB => If added and set to 1, it allows to add contacts into all

tabs, not only into the main one.

MAIN_DISABLE_JQUERY_JNOTIFY => Deactivates usage of Jnotify for displaying confirmation or

error messages.

 

MAIN_USE_JQUERY_JEDITABLE => Allows updating certain properties of the elements (invoices,

proposals…) from the screen directly into the database using Ajax.  It  speeds up the response

time, but avoid using this function because it exceeds some special  actions (updates of other

data, which should be done regularly) and ignores special controls of the data which you have
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registered. So, this function does not contribute to data coherence and impedes stability of the

software.

 

MAIN_USE_JQUERY_MULTISELECT => Allows to  use Ajax  when it  comes to a  choice with  a

necessity of a multiple selection (at the moment, only plugins use a selection box with the values

of  Multiselect  property).  Set  the value for  the  name of  the jQuery  plugin  which  will  be  used

(multiselect, multiple-select, select2...). Setting to another value will result in undesired side effects

and/or bugs. 

 

MAIN_HELPCENTER_LINKTOUSE => Defines the URL link which will be used as the target for the

link “I need help” from the login page.

 

MAIN_MODULES_FOR_EXTERNAL => Limits the modules available for external users. By default,

the  defined  value  is  „invoice,  order,  contact,  proposal,  project,  contract,  institution,  card,

transport, agenda”.

 

MAIN_SHOW_TUNING_INFO => Adds configuration information into javascript consol. It functions

better if xdebug is activated.

 

MAIN_DOL_SCRIPTS_ROOT => Defines the directory which contains the directory with „scripts”

(e.g. / var / www / dolibarr)

 

MAIN_MIN_NB_ENABLED_MODULE_FOR_WARNING  =>  Displays  a  warning  indicating  that

module installation is not completed if the number of activated modules is lower or equal to the

value (1, if not defined).

 

MAIN_ADD_SALE_REP_SIGNATURE_IN_NOTE => Adds the first commercial partner’s signature

into documents (at the end of public notes).

MAIN_DISABLE_AJAX_COMBOX => If you have a large number of third parties or products, you

can deactivate the functionality  of  semi-automatic introduction into the list  of  third parties by

defining  the  constant  MAIN_DISABLE_AJAX_COMBOX  as  1in  Home-Setup-Other  setup  (in

Dolibarr v3.6.0 +).

MAIN_USE_CACHE_MANIFEST =>  Adds  an HTML5 Manifest  cash memory  –  Attention!  This

function is out of date and removed from Web standards.

 

MAIN_FORCELANGDIR => Relative path of the directory containing your customized langs folder.
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MAIN_DEFAULT_LANGUAGE_FILTER => Useful  if  you don't want to show the en_US language

option in the dropdown boxes (other languages can easily be removed from the langs directory

but not en_US) (v10.0).

 

MAIN_VAT_DEFAULT_IF_AUTODETECT_FAILS  =>  Allows  setting  a  default  VAT  rate. Tip!  If,

despite all  your actions, the product lines are desperately displayed with 0% VAT, change this

constant to 20 for example.

 

MAIN_HTML_TITLE => Can be used in order to control the way html title is formatted. If the value

contains  the  „noapp”  key,  the  application  name  will  not  be  generated.  If  the  value  contains

„thirdpartynameonly”, one the names of third parties are displayed in the tab for third parties. The

value can be a list of tags: „noapp; thirdpartynameonly”. 

 

MAIN_LANDING_PAGE => (>= 3.9) Allows choosing the first page which should be displayed after

login.  This  option  functions  as  a  global  option (llx_const)  as  well  as  a  per-user  option

(llx_user_param). 

 

MAIN_PROPAGATE_CONTACTS_FROM_ORIGIN  =>  (>=  4.0)  When  one  creates  an  order,  a

contract, an invoice basing on another object, the specific contacts of the objects are defined as

specific contacts of the new object when possible.

 

MAIN_WEIGHT_DEFAULT_ROUND => Precision of weight (number of decimals). 

 

MAIN_WEIGHT_DEFAULT_UNIT => Default unit for weight (0 = kg, -3 = g,...). 

 

MAIN_VOLUME_DEFAULT_ROUND => Precision of volume (number of decimals). 

 

MAIN_VOLUME_DEFAULT_UNIT => Default unit for volume. 

MAIN_PUBLIC_NOTE_IN_ADDRESS (>= 4.0) => Public note is displayed in address box.

 

MAIN_DEFAULT_PAYMENT_TERM_ID => With the ID of a payment term, this term will be used

as the default  payment  term each time when a  new proposal,  order,  invoice (customer and

supplier) is created. 

 

MAIN_ROUNDOFTOTAL_NOT_TOTALOFROUND =>  Changes the way of rounding the total TTC

lines, rounding before or after.
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MAIN_VIEW_LINE_NUMBER =>  Displays a line number for each line of  the order/invoice for

products/services (on the screen only, not on PDF files).

 

MAIN_DOC_USE_OBJECT  THIRDPARTY  NAME  =>  Adds  the  name  of  a  third  party  at  the

beginning of the generated document.

 

MAIN_DOC_USE_TIMING =>  Adds date and time at the end of the generated document.  The

value must be of the timestamp format. For example:% Y% m% d% H% M. 

 

MAIN_DISABLEDRAFTSTATUS => Disables Draft status for an object (project, donation...). 

 

MAIN_USE_OLD_SEARCH_FORM => Displays the old search box in the left menu.
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4. Members

4.1. Introduction 

The „Members” module allows managing the members of an association. We remind you that

Dolibarr supports cash management, but does not support cost accounting (not yet). This gap is

enough  to  say  that  Dolibarr is  not  suitable  for  a  big  association  (with  more  than  5000

members).  It  also does not offer any payroll  management  modules,  which limits its usage to

associations without employees. In fact, the association management module named „Members”

is rather oriented towards small associations (which Dolibarr association also belongs to).

Setup

It is a standard module which comes with the Dolibarr distribution, so it is already installed. You

will  find it  in the compartment „Available Modules/Human Resources Management (HR)”.  Its

activation will be indicated by green color of the pictogram, 

the pictogram in the form of a gear offers access to the page with specific module settings:
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Miscellaneous Tab

Main options

Manage a Login for each member: choose the value „yes or  no” and click the „Modify” action

button. (For information, Dolibarr association has set the value as „yes”).

Email required to create a new member: choose the value „yes or no” and click the „Modify” action

button. (For information, Dolibarr association has set the value as „yes”).

Check-box to send mail confirmation to members (validation or new subscription) is on by default:

choose the value „yes or  no”  and click  the „Modify”  action button.  (For  information,  Dolibarr

association set the value as „yes”).

Complementary action, suggested by default when recording a subscription:

choose the value „None”, „Create a direct entry on bank account or cash”, „Create an invoice with

no payment” or „Create an invoice and a payment on bank account or cash” and click the „Modify”

action button. (For information, Dolibarr association has set the value as Create an invoice and a

payment on bank account or cash).

VAT  rate  to  use  for  subscriptions:  choose  between  „Subscription  with  VAT  payment  or

Subscription  without  VAT”.  (For  information,  Dolibarr association  has  set  the  value  as

Subscription without VAT payment).

Product used for subscription line into invoice: a drop-down list of products and services created

in the Products/Services module is displayed.
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Member business cards

Format of cards page: choose a value from drop-down list and click the „Modify” action button.

(For information, Dolibarr association has chosen „Dolibarr Business cards (A4)”).

Text  printed on top of  member cards: In the „value”  field,  you can place one or more of  the

following constants which will be replaced by the corresponding value:

__DOL_MAIN_URL_ROOT__,  __ID__,  __FIRSTNAME__,  __LASTNAME__,  __FULLNAME__,

__LOGIN__,  __PASSWORD__,  __COMPANY__,  __ADDRESS__,  __ZIP__,  __TOWN__,

__COUNTRY__,  __EMAIL__,  __BIRTH__,  __PHOTO__,  __TYPE__,  __YEAR__,  __MONTH__,

__DAY__ and click the „Modify” action button. (for information, Dolibarr association has chosen

„__FIRSTNAME__ __LASTNAME__”. Member’s first and last name will be displayed).

Text printed on member cards (aligned on left): In the „value” field, you can place one ore more

constants which will be replaced by the corresponding value, and click the „Modify” action button.

(For information,  Dolibarr association has chosen  „E-mail:  __EMAIL__ __ADDRESS__ __ZIP__

__TOWN__”. This is about the member’s e-mail and complete address).

Text printed on member business cards (aligned on right): In the „value” field, you can place one

ore more constants which will  be replaced by the corresponding value,  and click the „Modify”

action button. (For information, Dolibarr association has chosen „__LOGO__”, to display the logo

of Dolibarr association).
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Text printed on bottom of member cards: In the „value” field, you will only introduce the name of

your association (in our case, Dolibarr association) and click the „Modify” action button.

Members Tickets

Format of labels page: choose a value from drop-down list and click the „Update” action button.

(For information, Dolibarr association has chosen „L7163 (A4)”).

Text  printed  on  member  address  sheets:  (For  information,  Dolibarr association  has  chosen

„__FULLNAME__, __ADDRESS__, __ZIP__, __TOWN__, __COUNTRY__”).

Others

Subject of the email received in case of a guest’s auto-registration: Fill in the „value” field and click

the „Modify” action button.

Email received in case of a guest’s auto-registration: Fill in the „value” field and click the „Modify”

action button.

Subject of the email sent in case of a guest’s auto-registration: Fill in the „value” field and click the

„Modify” action button.

Email sent in case of a guest’s auto-registration: Fill in the „value” field and click the „Modify” action

button.

Subject of the email of member’s status validation: Fill in the „value” field and click the „Modify”

action button. ([Dolibarr Foundation] You Dolibarr membership application has been registered),

as far as we are concerned.
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Email  of  member’s  validation: Fill  in  the  „value”  field  and  click  the  „Modify”  action  button.

(__FIRSTNAME__ Your Dolibarr membership application has been received. You have introduced

the  following  contact  data:  __FIRSTNAME__  __LASTNAME__  __COMPANY__  __ADDRESS__

__ZIP__ __TOWN__ __COUNTRY__ __EMAIL__. Once your membership fee payment is made,

you will receive a payment validation email. Otherwise, you can make it right now in a way which

suits you as it is described in the following link http://asso.dolibarr.org/index.php/Adhérer).

Subject of the email of member’s validation: Fill in the „value” field and click the „Modify” action

button. ([Dolibarr Foundation] Confirmation of your membership fee payment), in our case.

E-mail  of  member’s  validation:  Fill  in  the  „value”  field  and  click  the  „Modify”  action  button.

(__FIRSTNAME__ This e-mail confirms that you  Dolibarr association membership fee payment

was received and registered. Your membership is a great help to Dolibarr development. You can

follow  the  activities  of  the  association  and  information  about  it  on  the  wiki  page:

http://asso.dolibarr.org. You can also follow us on: 

 ● Google+: https://plus.google.com/106793900529658571751 

 ● Twitter: http://twitter.com/dolibarr 

 ● Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/dolibarr.
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Enable automatic e-mail reminders for expired memberships.

Note:  The Scheduled Jobs module must be enabled and configured correctly for a reminder to

be sent.

Email template to be used to send an email reminder when membership is about to expire:

Email template to be used to send an email to a member about the member's auto-enrollment

Email template to be used to send an email to a member about the validation of a member
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Email template to be used to send an email to a member who is registering a new membership

Email template to be used to send an email to a member who is registering a new membership

Email template used to send an email to a member upon cancellation of membership

Cancellation email: fill in the “value” field and click on the “Modify” action button.

(__FIRSTNAME__ Your membership in the Dolibarr association has just been terminated. The

most common reason is non-payment of the annual membership fee. However, if you think that

this is a mistake or to correct this, do not hesitate to contact the treasurer by the following email

address tresorier@dolibarr.org.).

You can also add a note like this:

Note: you can follow us on: 

Google+, Facebook or Twitter: 

 ● Google+: https://plus.google.com/106793900529658571751 

 ● Twitter: http://twitter.com/dolibarr 

 ● Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/dolibarr.

Automatic message sent by email:  Fill  in the „value” field and click the „Modify”  action button.

(contact@dolibarr.org), in our case. 

Complementary attributes (member) 
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If you need to manage specific attributes from your Member card which were not foreseen, you

can define them here. In our example,  we will  add three fields to fill  in the values of Google+,

Twitter and Facebook.

In the „Complementary attributes (member)” tab from the Members module setup, define the list

of complementary attributes which are not available in standard mode but which you want to use

in order to manage the  Members module. Click the „New attribute” button, in the „Label” field

introduce: Google+, in the „Attribute code” field: google (only alphanumeric characters, lowercase

without space), type: „String” and „Size”: 255. Repeat the actions twice for Twitter and Facebook.

Now you have the possibility to integrate these elements into your Member card.

Complementary attributes (member type)

In the „Complementary attributes (member type)” tab from the  Members module setup, define

the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard mode but which you want

to use in order to manage the Types of Members.

Public self-subscription form 

Dolibarr  can  offer  a  public  URL page  address  which  will  allow external  visitors  to  apply  for

membership.  If  an  online  payment  module  exists,  a  payment  form  will  also  be  offered

automatically. 

Activate the public auto-registration form: If you choose the „Yes” value, you will see two new lines:

Default amount of subscription: Dolibarr association has set this value as 20€.

Visitor can choose/edit amount of its subscription:  Dolibarr association has set this value as

„No”.

Redirection  to  the  integrated  online  payment  page:  If  there  is  an  online  payment  module,  a

payment form will also be offered automatically. The association uses Paypal.
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Email of notice in case of return of validated membership fee payment: Generally, a message to

the treasurer’s email address will be sent.

 ● Click „Modify” to apply your changes.

 ● The  address  of  the  public  registration  form  of  the  association  is  the  following:

«http://asso.dolibarr.org/dolibarr/public/members/new.php» 
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4.2. Member Type 

4.2.1. Create a new member type

First of all, it is necessary to define member profiles. For this, you should create a member type

via the „Member Type/New” menu. After clicking the tab with the same name from the top menu,

we are on the home page of the Members module. Click the „New Member Type” button.

As for the association, we have defined two types: 

●Label: Standard, 

Subscription required: Yes, 

Vote allowed: Yes, 

Description: See wiki 

http://wiki.dolibarr.org/index.php/Grilles_de_cotisation_dolibarr, 

Welcome e-mail: no provision.

●Label: Preferred partners, 

Subscription required: Yes, 

Vote allowed: Yes, 

Description: See wiki

http://wiki.dolibarr.org/index.php/Dolibarr_Preferred_Partner_fr,

Welcome e-mail: no provision. 

A „Dolibarr Preferred Partner” is a service provider of Dolibarr ERP-CRM committed to prove its

credibility  and  competence  related  to  the  offered  product  and  who  guarantees  quality  and

competence of the services offered.
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4.2.2. Modify a member type

Click the „Modify” button and make the changes in different fields before saving the data.

4.2.3. Delete a member type 

Click the „Delete” button.

You will be asked for confirmation.

4.3. New member

4.3.1. Create a new member

To create a new member, access the menu „Members/New member”. A form for new member

creation will be offered then. Fill in all the fields and click the „Add member” button.

Attention!  If you have not set the member type, you will see the following warning: „No member

type defined. Go to Setup – Member Types”

Then the member’s statutes is changed to „Validated” by clicking the „Validate“ button in the

member’s card, with the intermediate validation phase: „Are you sure you want to validate this

member?”. If you want to offer this member access to Dolibarr, you should click „Create a user

account” from the member’s card. If you want to manage a third party related to this member

(for invoicing, quoting, etc...),  you should either click the „Create a third party” button from the

member’s card, or click the pictogram of „Dolibarr Third Party Link” line editing and choose the

third party from drop-down list.

You can send the card to the member via email by clicking the „Send the card via email” button;

after the positive answer to the question „Do you want to send the content of this card via email

to the following address member@dolibarr.fr”, the card is sent.

The  status  is  changed  to  „Validated  (waiting  for  the  fee  payment)”.  Click  the

„Members/Contributions” tab and then „Add member/contribution”. A form with subscription

information opens;  it  contains a date field  completed in advance.  If  you leave it  not filled,  the

„Membership end date” field will be completed automatically by adding a year to the current date.

Enter  the  contribution/ membership  fee  amount,  label  is  completed  automatically,  choose  a

supplementary action for registration. The default one, „Create an invoice with bank account or

cash payment (Third party: the one you have just created)”, will issue the invoice for the latter.

Select the account, payment method, payment date and click the „Add member/contribution”
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button. The member’s status will change to „Updated membership”. Click „Dolibarr Third Party

Link” to access the associated third party’s card, then „Customer” tab, where you will find the

invoice  with  the  „Started”  status.  Click  on  it  and  switch  the  status  to  „Paid”,  using  the

corresponding „Classify paid” button, validate it, and now the member forms part of the „Current

members” list. 

4.3.2. Modify a member

Click the „Modify” button and make desired changes in different fields before saving the data. 

4.3.3. Delete a member

Click the „Delete” button. You will be asked for a confirmation before the final deletion: „Are you

sure you want to delete this member (Deleting a member will delete all his subscriptions)?”

4.3.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

 

MEMBER_URL_REDIRECT_SUBSCRIPTION  =>  Link  called  and  displayed  when  a  member’s

account is created automatically in the Members module by a guest user. 

 

MEMBER_EXT_URL_SUBSCRIPTION_INFO => External page link pointed by the „Show here” link,

added in front of the payment cell on the page to make an online subscription.
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5. Third Parties

5.1. Introduction

The Third Party-Company module is used to manage such entities as clients, prospects and/or

suppliers  (called  Third  Parties).  This  module  is  an  essential  prerequisite  for  numerous other

modules that are based on these concepts (invoices, orders, contracts, proposals, etc...).

A Third Party is therefore a business entity: customer, prospect or supplier (for example: A SARL,

a business, an association, an individual). The contact represents a physical person or a generic

contact associated to a physical person (for example: CEO or worker of the SARL, principal sales

agent  of  the  enterprise,  president  or  treasurer  of  the  association).  Dolibarr manages  both

individuals and enterprises as third parties in the same way. Also, for individuals, a "Contact" is

usually introduced that contains the same features as the "Company" object.

Setup

This module is included in standard Dolibarr distribution, so it is already installed.

You'll  find  this  module  in  the  Customer  Relationship  Management  (CRM) compartment.  The

status pictogram must be green to signify its activation. The following pictogram at the end of the

line gives access to the module's specific setup page:

On the Miscellaneous Tab:

Options for automatic generation of customer/supplier codes

Choose the model here which will serve as a counter to define the customer and supplier code

for the new third parties created. 

Attention! Think about the choice of configuration before entering data, because it will be

very hard to go back, except to re-enter by hand the codes already entered.

For data entered prior to the change, in client’s card it will be displayed, for example: (Incorrect

Customer Code), and you will have to enter new code format manually in all the forms.

Choose the Elephant model:
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You can enter any numbering mask. The next tags can be used in this mask: 

{000000} corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each third party. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first third party. 

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory. 

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits. 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of a Third party created on 31/03/2017:

ABC {yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1703-000099

{0000 +100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY

IN{yy}{mm}-{0000}-{t}  will  result  in  IN0701-0099-A,  if  the  enterprise  is  of  the „Responsible

Inscripto” type and has the „A_RI” code type. 

Choose the Leopard model: 

Customer/supplier code is free without verification. Can be changed at any time.

Choose the Monkey model:
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Returns the number in form of  CUyymm-nnnn for customer’s codes and  SUyymm-nnnn for

supplier’s codes, where yy is the year, mm is the month and nnnn is a sequential counter without

breaking and reseting to 0.

Models for automatic generation of customer/supplier accounting codes

Choose a model here which will serve to assign an accounting code to newly created third parties

automatically.

Choose the Aquarium model:

Returns  a  401  account  code  followed  by  the  third  party  supplier  code  for  the  supplier’s

accounting  code,  and  411  followed  by  the  third  party  customer  code  for  the  customer’s

accounting code.

Choose the Panicum model:

Returns an empty account code.

Document Templates

Activate the document templates here.

Generic model ODT

Attention! This model functions only in PHP versions>= 5.2.0.

With this model, define a list of directories containing ODT document templates (these templates

should have .odt or .ods extension).

Specify the complete directory path. Add a line break between each directory. To specify a EDM

module directory, indicate DOL_DATA_ROOT/ecm/nomdurepertoireged. You can use OpenOffice

or any text processor which allows saving files in .odt format. If you start with one template, you

will find them installed in subdirectories of the documents/doctemplates directory.

Then, add and edit your ODT template files with the contents you are interested in. Include the

tags of the information which you want to display into your document. The tags will be replaced

automatically at the moment of document generation by Dolibarr.
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If  you  have  activated  the  Electronic  Document  Management  module,  you  will  find  the  folder

created and the ODT files in the Root section (Manual Tree Structure).

Attention!  Tags are enclosed in {} or [] for tables and should be typed in one go in Office suite

(without using backspace,  delete,  or  copy/paste).  Otherwise,  the Office suite will  add invisible

information which will prevent the replacement.

Here is the list of tags which will be replaced by corresponding information:

Information about company/organization:

 ● mycompany_logo = {mycompany_logo} 

 ● mycompany_name = {mycompany_name}

 ● mycompany_address = {mycompany_address} 

 ● mycompany_zip = {mycompany_zip}

 ● mycompany_town = {mycompany_town} 

 ● mycompany_country = {mycompany_country} 

 ● mycompany_country_code = {mycompany_country_code} 

 ● mycompany_state = {mycompany_state}

 ● mycompany_state_code = {mycompany_state_code} 

 ● mycompany_phone = {mycompany_phone}

 ● mycompany_fax = {mycompany_fax}

 ● mycompany_email = {mycompany_email}

 ● mycompany_web = {mycompany_web} 

 ● mycompany_barcode = {mycompany_barcode} 

 ● mycompany_capital= {mycompany_capital}

 ● mycompany_juridicalstatus= {mycompany_juridicalstatus} 

 ● mycompany_idprof1 = {mycompany_idprof1} 

 ● mycompany_idprof2 = {mycompany_idprof2} 

 ● mycompany_idprof3 = {mycompany_idprof3} 

 ● mycompany_idprof4 = {mycompany_idprof4} 

 ● mycompany_idprof5 = {mycompany_idprof5} 

 ● mycompany_idprof6 = {mycompany_idprof6} 

 ● mycompany_vatnumber = {mycompany_vatnumber} 

 ● mycompany_note = {mycompany_note} 

...

Information about clients, prospects or suppliers:

 ● company_name = {company_name}

 ● company_address = {company_address} 

 ● company_zip = {company_zip}
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 ● company_town = {company_town}

 ● company_country = {company_country} 

 ● company_country_code = {company_country_code} 

 ● company_state = {company_state} 

 ● company_state_code = {company_state_code} 

 ● company_phone = {company_phone}

 ● company_fax = {company_fax} 

 ● company_email = {company_email}

 ● company_web = {company_web} 

 ● company_barcode = {company_barcode} 

 ● company_customercode = {company_customercode} 

 ● company_suppliercode = {company_suppliercode} 

 ● Company customer accountancy code = {company_customeraccountancycode} 

 ● Company supplier accountancy code = {company_supplieraccountancycode} 

 ● company_capital = {company_capital} 

 ● company_juridicalstatus = {company_juridicalstatus} 

 ● company_idprof1 = {company_idprof1} 

 ● company_idprof2 = {company_idprof2} 

 ● company_idprof3 = {company_idprof3} 

 ● company_idprof4 = {company_idprof4} 

 ● company_idprof5 = {company_idprof5} 

 ● company_idprof6 = {company_idprof6} 

 ● company_vatnumber = {company_vatnumber} 

 ● Customer or Supplier company public note = {company_note_public}

Information about users:

 ● myuser_lastname = {myuser_lastname} 

 ● myuser_firstname = {myuser_firstname} 

 ● myuser_login = {myuser_login} 

 ● myuser_email = {myuser_email} 

 ● myuser_zip = {myuser_zip} 

 ● myuser->town = {myuser->town} 

 ● myuser->country = {myuser->country} 

 ● myuser->country_code = {myuser->country_code} 

 ● myuser->state = {myuser->state} 

 ● myuser->state_code = {myuser->state_code} 

...

Other information
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 ● current_date = {current_date} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_datehour = {current_datehour} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_server_date = {current_server_date} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_server_datehour = {current_server_datehour} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_date_locale = {current_date_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_datehour_locale = {current_datehour_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_server_date_locale = {current_server_date_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

 ● current_server_datehour_locale = {current_server_datehour_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0)

...

Object-related information (invoice, proposal, order,...)

 ● object_id = {object_id}

 ● object_ref = {object_ref} 

 ● object_ref_customer = {object_ref_customer} 

 ● object_ref_supplier = {object_ref_supplier} 

 ● object_date = {object_date}

 ● object_date_creation = {object_date_creation}

 ● object_date_modification = {object_date_modification}

 ● object_date_validation = {object_date_validation}

 ● object_note_private = {object_note_private} 

 ● object_note_public = {object_note_public} 

 ● object_note = {object_note}

...

Amounts (numeric data):

 ● object_total_ht = {object_total_ht} 

 ● object_total_vat = {object_total_vat} 

 ● {object_total_localtax1} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0)

 ● {object_total_localtax2} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 

 ● object_total_ttc = {object_total_ttc} 

 ● object_total_discount_ht = {object_total_discount_ht}

 ● {object_total_vat_x.y} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0, is vat total for rate x.y}

Amounts (text format):

 ● {object_total_ht_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 

 ● {object_total_vat_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 

 ● {object_total_localtax1_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 

 ● {object_total_localtax2_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 
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 ● {object_total_ttc_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 

 ● {object_total_discount_ht_locale} (Dolibarr >= 3.5.0) 

 ● {object_total_vat_local_x.y} (Dolibarr >= 3.6.0, is vat total for rate x.y}

Specific information related to proposals:

 ● object_date_end = {object_date_end} End date of proposal validity.

Specific information related to orders:

 ● object_date_delivery_planed = {object_date_delivery_planed} (Dolibarr >= 3.4.0) 

Specific information related to invoices:

 ● object_date_limit = {object_date_limit} 

 ● object_payment_mode = {object_payment_mode}

 ● object_payment_term = {object_payment_term}

 ● object_already_payed = {object_already_payed} Amount already paid

 ● object_remain_to_pay = {object_remain_to_pay} Amount to pay 

 ● object_source_invoice_ref = {object_source_invoice_ref} 

 ● {object_already_payed_locale} : Amount already paid (text format)

 ● {object_remain_to_pay_locale} : Amount to pay (text format)

Extra fields: 

 ● {object_options_xxx}: Value of extra field (where xxx is code of extra field)

Lines of objects

This is how the tables with lines of objects should be used (lines of invoices, orders, etc....). In the

document, you should create a table and use the tags „begin” and „end” to define the line in a

table. This line will be repeated as many times as required at the moment of generation.

[!-- BEGIN row.lines –]... [!-- END row.lines --] 

Next, add the tags you have chosen to the lines.

List of tags:

 ● {line_fulldesc}

 ● {line_product_ref} 

 ● {line_product_label}

 ● {line_desc} 

 ● {line_vatrate}

 ● {line_up}

 ● {line_qty}

 ● {line_discount_percent}

 ● {line_price_ht}
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 ● {line_price_vat}

 ● {line_price_ttc}

 ● {line_date_start} 

 ● {line_date_end} 

This is how it would look like in a text editor:

Rules for Professional IDs

This block allows you to choose whether the 6 professional IDs (SIREN, SIRET, NAF, RCS/RM)

should be unique, or necessary for a third party creation, or necessary for invoice validation.

Conditional Substitution

Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, you can use conditional substitution, which means that you can decide

to display something if a variable is true or to display something else if it is false (or not to display

anything at all). It is valid not only for texts, but also for any other more complex structure, as

tables and images.

Example:

[!-- IF {my_var} --] 

Print this text if {my_var} is true (can be any value except for null/0/empty string)

[!-- ELSE {my_var} --] 

Or print this text if {my_var} is false (null/0/empty string) 

[!-- ENDIF {my_var} --] 

 

Attention! The format of this special tag is very precise and picky, so be careful enough to enter

only one space between: [!-- and IF/ELSE/ENDIF or {my_var} and –]

Others

In order to download the content of the drop-down list of products, one should press a key (If you

have a large number of contacts, this can increase performance).

Note that if you have a large number of third parties (> 100 000), you can increase performance

by setting the COMPANY_DONOTSEARCH_ANYWHERE constant to 1 in Setup -> Other setup.

The search will be limited to the beginning of the chain.

Display  the customer/supplier  code  in  the lists  (drop-down or  auto-completion)  and  in  most

hyperlinks.
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In order to download the content of the drop-down list of products, one should press a key (If you

have a large number of contacts, this can increase performance).

Note that, if you have a big number of contacts (> 100 000), you can improve performance by

setting the constant  CONTACT_DONOTSEARCH_ANYWHERE to 1 in  Setup->Other setup.  The

search will be limited to the beginning of the chain.

Display the customer/supplier references in the lists (drop-down or auto-completion) and the

tags of the clickable links. The third parties will appear in form of „CC12345 - SC45678 - La big

company coorp”, instead of „La big company coorp”.

Request the preferred shipping method for third parties.

Complementary attributes (thirdparty) Tab

Here, define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and

which you want to manage for third parties. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types was

significantly extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean

(check-box with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a

table,  radio  button  (single  option),  check-boxes,  check-boxes  from  a  table,  link  to  an  object,

separator (this is not an input field)). 
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Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as List from a table. We fill in

a command (which will be applied for complementary attributes list only), a label:  Company type,

an attribute code: tipcom (only alphanumeric lower-case characters, no spaces), a type:  Table

List, a value: we have chosen the c_tipcom table, tag field (from the c_tipcom table) and code field

(from the c_tipcom table), then save the records. Now, if we create a new third party, we find the

drop-down list of company types in the form.

Complementary attributes (contact/address) Tab

Here, define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and

which you want to manage for contacts/addresses. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types

was  significantly  extended  (string,  long  text,  integer  numbers,  decimals,  date,  date  and  time,

boolean (check-box with a single option),  price, phone, email,  URL, password, selection list, list

from a table, radio button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object,

separator (this is not an input field)). 

5.2. Third parties 

5.2.1. Creating a new third party (prospect, customer, supplier) 

Access the menu Third Parties  New Third Party → (prospect/customer/supplier). choose in the

left menu either the generic "New third party", or directly a type of third party: New prospect, New

customer or New supplier, which will pre-fill the corresponding fields.

The "Third Party Name", "Prospect/Customer" and "Supplier" fields are mandatory. 

From the drop-down list, choose whether it is a Prospect, Prospect/Customer, Customer, Nor

prospect,  nor customer. The “Customer” field  will  be already filled according to the choice of

model made in the previous step. 
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Choose whether it is a Supplier or not. The “Supplier” field will also be already filled according to

the choice of model made in the previous step. 

Some  fields  with  a  "?"  icon  have  drop-down  lists,  the  content  of  which  can  be  modified  by

accessing the following address: Home - Setup - Dictionaries. 

Click on the name of a dictionary, for example to add a country (example: Borduria) to the existing

list, the dictionary name is Country. In the code field, a code modeled on those already present

(example: RG) and in the label field we add Borduria. You can now find this name in the list of

countries. By returning to the dictionaries, you can activate, modify or delete it.

You will notice that here we have the possibility to fill in the social networks of the third party. To

do this you must activate the "Social networks" module.
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You can assign one or more sales representatives to your third party.

Here we see that we have assigned Alex Boston and Bob Bookkeeper (from the user list) to this

third party.

Barcode search added:

You can use the barcode system to manage your third parties. To do this you need to enable the

barcode module.

The "barcode" field will then appear on your third party records.
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The possibility of sending an email from the third party’s card was implemented.

5.2.2. Modifying a third party (prospect, customer, supplier)

Edit the Prospect/Customer/Supplier card, by clicking the „Modify” button in order to make any

change.

5.2.3. Deleting a third party (prospect, customer, supplier)

It  sometimes happens that  we register  several  instances of  a third party  with  more or  less

different spellings, different contacts, from an online store, from an import list…

Before deleting a file with the risk of losing different data, you have the possibility to merge them.

All its related objects (invoices, orders, ...) will be moved to the current third party before deletion.

Once placed on the card to keep, click on the "Merge" button and you will search in the drop-down

list the duplicate third party that will be merged and deleted.
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To delete the card of a prospect/customer/supplier, click the „Delete” button, though the next

statement might appear: „It is not possible to delete the card, because it has a child”. You wonder

whether the program supports the France birth rate policy? No! It is a document correlated and

made in the name of the third party (offer, order, invoice), so before deleting a third party’s card,

you will need to delete all these documents, if it is possible.

A company (third party) can have only one status, that of existing or not. A deleted company does

not change the status, but simply disappears from Dolibarr.

5.2.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

COMPANY_AQUARIUM_CLEAN_REGEX => Add a REGEX rule on third party names. This applies a

regular  expression  replacement  pattern  to  the  generated  code  if

COMPANY_AQUARIUM_CLEAN_REGEX  is  set.  The  value  must  be  a  regular  expression  with

parentheses.  The  part  in  parentheses  is  kept,  the  rest  is  removed.  For  example,  if

COMPANY_AQUARIUM_CLEAN_REGEX = '^..(..)..(. *)' The first and second characters are deleted

and the characters 5 and 6 as well (> = 8.0.1).

MAIN_FORCE_DEFAULT_STATE_ID  =>  rowid  (integer)  of  a  state/province  as  defined  in

llx_c_departements. When creating a third party/contact, the state/province corresponding to

this rowid is preselected from the dropdown list. (> = 8.0.1)
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SOCIETE_DISABLE_CUSTOMERS => deactivates menus and client’s specific functions.

SOCIETE_DISABLE_PROSPECTS => deactivates menus and prospects’ specific functions.

SOCIETE_DISABLE_STATE => The field „State/Province” will not be used. 

 

THIRDPARTY_NOTCUSTOMERPROSPECT_BY_DEFAULT => If a new third party is created from

the  „New Third Party” menu, the status for „Customer/Prospect” will  not be set by default to

„active”.

 

THIRDPARTY_NOTSUPPLIER_BY_DEFAULT => At a new third party creation from the „New Third

Party” menu, the status for “Supplier” will not be set as “active” by default.

SOCIETE_SORT_ON_TYPEENT => The drop-down list of “Third Party Types” from the dictionary is

not sorted by alphabetical order, but based on the “Position” field. 

THIRDPARTY_DEFAULT_CREATE_CONTACT (Dolibarr 5.0+) => Created third parties are private

persons by default.

MAIN_THIRDPARTY_CREATION_INDIVIDUAL (Dolibarr <5.0) => Created third parties are private

persons by default.

THIRDPARTY_DEFAULT_USEVAT  => At  a  new  third  party  creation,  the  “VAT  Payer”  field  is

activated or deactivated based on the value of this parameter.

THIRDPARTY_DEFAULT_USELOCALTAX1 => At a new third party creation, the “Use the second

tax” field is activated or deactivated based on the value of this parameter.

THIRDPARTY_DEFAULT_USELOCALTAX2 => At a new third party creation, the “Use the third tax”

field is activated or deactivated based on the value of this parameter.

5.3. Contacts/Addresses

5.3.1. Creating a new contact/address

A contact represents a private person or a generic contact associated with a private person (e.g.,

CEO of the multinational company Dolistore, principal sales agent of the Dolistore shop, president

or treasurer of the Dolibarr association). Dolibarr manages the private persons and institutions
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as the third parties in the same way. Also, in case of private persons, a „Contact” which has the

same features as the „Company” object will be introduced.

To create a new contact, you can either:

click on New contact/New address in the left menu and fill in the fields. Only the Name/Tag field

is mandatory. You can bind this contact with a “third party” company from the drop-down list,

though it is possibly not to bind a contact to any third party. Multiple contacts can be bound to a

company, which allows, for example, creation of multiple delivery addresses or invoice addresses

for the same company.

The next example presents an invoice made with  Ultimatepdf. Here you can see two blocks for

address: one for delivery, and the other one for invoicing.
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or directly from a third party file, by going to its Contacts/Addresses tab

By clicking on the Create contact/address button you will  be returned to  the previous case.

However, the third party is already selected.

Some fields complemented by a “?” icon include drop-down lists. To modify their content, access

Home/Setup/Dictionaries. Click on the name of a dictionary. For example, to add a country to an

existing list – Countries (e.g.: Borduria). In the code field, one should add the modeled code on

those already present (e.g.: RG), and in label field – Borduria. Now you will find this name in the list

of countries. By returning to dictionaries, one can activate, modify or delete such units.

The Shared vs. Private option allows you to either to hide the contact in the list from other users,

or to display it.
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You can exclude this contact from email recipient list by selecting “Yes” in the drop-down list.

You  can  fill  in  the  contact’s  date  of  birth  and  tick  off  the  Alert  box  to  be  notified  about  a

customer’s or association member’s anniversary.

5.3.2. Modifying a contact/address

Once  created,  the  contact  appears  in  the  contact  list.  These  are  sorted  into  Prospects→
Customers  Suppliers  Others→ →  (not linked to a third party).

At the top of each column (can be activated or deactivated by clicking on the hamburger menu

icon), the search fields (Name, Surname, Position/Function, Company, Phone, Email) allow you to

start a search to find one of them quickly.

Contact Name is a hypertext  link which allows access to the contact’s card. You can do any

corrections or additions to the card by clicking the Modify button.

5.3.3. Deleting a contact/address

Name of a contact is a hypertext link which allows accessing its card. By clicking the check-box at

the end of the line will display the Delete action button, and by clicking the button you can remove

a name from the contact list.

5.3.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

CONTACT_USE_COMPANY_ADDRESS => at contact creation, it allows to complete automatically

the fields with the third party’s contact details. 
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5.4. Customers/Prospects tags/categories

5.4.1. Creating a new tag/category of customers

Creating tags/categories allows filtering and sorting the customers.

First,  it  is  necessary  to  activate  the  Tags/Categories module.  For  this,  access  the  path

Setup/Multi-modules tools.

Click New tag/category in the left menu. Enter the name for this category, a description in the

reference field, select a color, choose an existing category from the drop-down list, but if you want

the new category to be a subcategory of the previous one, click Add.

5.4.2. Modifying a tag/category of customers

Click the hypertext link which represents the name of the chosen category, click “Modify” to edit

the card and enter the necessary changes.

5.4.3. Deleting a tag/category of customers

Click the hypertext link which represents the name of the chosen category, click “Delete” to delete

the category. You will be asked to confirm the action.

5.5. Suppliers tags/categories

5.5.1. Creating a new tag/new category of suppliers

First, it is necessary to activate the Categories module. For this, access the path  Setup/Multi-

modules tools.
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Creating tags/categories allows filtering and sorting the suppliers.

Click New tag/category  in the left menu. Enter the name for this category, a description in the

reference field, select a color, choose an existing category from the drop-down list, but if you want

the new category to be a subcategory of the previous one, click Add this category.

5.5.2. Modifying a tag/new category of suppliers

Click the hypertext link which represents the name of the chosen category, click “Modify” to edit

the card and enter the necessary changes.

5.5.3. Deleting a tag/new category of suppliers

Click the hypertext link which represents the name of the chosen category, click “Delete” to delete

the category. You will be asked to confirm the action.
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6. Products/Services

6.1. Introduction

These modules allow managing a product catalog for the Products module, as well as a service

catalog for the Services module.

Setup

These modules are included in Dolibarr standard distribution and are already installed.

To use these modules, you should first activate them. To do this, connect from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Available modules – Products Management (PM). 

Choose the tab where the module appears and click Activate.

A pictogram appears at the end of the module line: click on it to access the setup page specific to

this module.

Numbering models of products/services

Choose the model here which will serve as a counter to define product code or service code for

newly created products and/or services.

Leopard Model

Presents a free code without verification. Can be modified at any time.
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Elephant Model

With the Elephant model you can enter any numbering mask. In this mask you can use the next

tags:

{000000} corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each product and/or service.

Enter as much zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of

the counter in order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first product and/or service.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of a product and/or service created on 31/03/2017:

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1703-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 

IN{yy}{mm}-{0000}-{t}  will  result  in IN0701-0099-A,  if  the enterprise is of  the „Responsable

Inscripto” type and has the „A_RI” code type. 

Document template for the product card

Here, activate the standard PDF template.
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Setup for products/services

Generic model ODT

Attention! This model functions only in PHP versions>= 5.2.0.

With this model, define a list of directories containing ODT document templates (these templates

should have .odt or .ods extension).

Specify the complete directory path. Add a line break between each directory. To specify a EDM

module directory, indicate DOL_DATA_ROOT/ecm/nomdurepertoireged. You can use OpenOffice

or any text processor which allows saving files in .odt format. If you start with one template, you

will find them installed in subdirectories of the documents/doctemplates directory.

Then, add and edit your ODT template files with the contents you are interested in. Include the

tags of the information which you want to display into your document. The tags will be replaced

automatically at the moment of document generation by Dolibarr.

If  you  have  activated  the  Electronic  Document  Management  module,  you  will  find  the  folder

created and the ODT files in the Root section (Manual Tree Structure).

To learn how to write odt document templates before placing them in one of these directories,

consult the wiki documentation: 

https://wiki.dolibarr.org/index.php?title=Create_an_ODT_document_template
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Rule for customer prices

These settings allow managing multiple price levels for each product/service. Choose yes from

the drop-down list and click Modify. A new line will appear which allows you to choose the desired

number of prices to be used for the product/service. You can choose between: 

One selling price for each product/service (if you use the Multi-company module, and if the “single

price” option is chosen, then the price will be the same for all the companies, as far as products

are shared between environments);

Multiple price levels for each product/service (each customer is in one level only);

Different prices for each customer.

If you activate the rule of Different prices for each customer, the button “Add price per customer”

will appear now in the tab „Customer Price” of a product card. 

In order to download the content of the drop-down list of products, one should press a key (If you

have a large number of contacts, this can increase performance).

Different prices per quantity (Experimental).

Virtual Products Management

You can manage virtual products/packages of virtual products: choose yes from the drop-down

list and click Modify.

A virtual product or service is a product of parent type made up of other products. This function is

activated on the Products/Services module setup page. Its scope is to define “packages” or “lots”

of  products which allows rationalization of  orders,  invoices  and stocks with  just  one element

instead of n of products constituting a lot. 

A virtual product follows the next rules:

When a product is added to a document (proposals, invoice, order), only the line of the virtual

product of parent type is displayed.

The stock of the n products comprising the virtual product is incremented/decremented when

the virtual product is incremented/decremented. For example, if you have configured the stock

growth on purchase order validation, by validating a supplier order containing a virtual product,

you increment the stock of this product and also of all the sub-products that make it up.

A virtual product itself can be made up of other virtual products which contain real products.

Note:  It is not a "manufacturing/production" function where the child-type products constituting

a virtual product would be consumed from the stock to obtain an additional parent product in

stock. Here, the by-products constituting a virtual product are decremented from the stock only
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at the moment of consumption of the virtual parent product and remain consumable by-products

independently of the others, unlike those of a manufacturing module, where a by-product is used

to produce a parent module, the by-product is decremented from the stock even if the parent

product is not yet distributed, and often this by-product can no longer return back to the stock.

In order to download the content of the drop-down list of products, one should press a key (If you

have a large number of contacts, this can increase performance).

You can  use  a  field  with  auto-completion  to  choose products  (rather  than a  drop-down list),

choose yes from the drop-down list and click Modify. Check whether AJAX/Javascript is enabled

in the user interface settings. This is useful if you manage a large number of products/services.

Note that if  you have a large number of  products or services (> 100,000),  you can improve

performance by setting the PRODUCT_DONOTSEARCH_ANYWHERE constant to 1 in  Setup->

Miscellaneous.  The search will  be limited to  the beginning of  the chain.  You can choose the

number of characters that trigger the search, i.e. 1, 2 or 3.

Set the maximum number of products from drop-down lists (0=without limit).

You can choose View product descriptions in forms (or as a tooltip).

Visualization of product descriptions in the third party’s language.

Complementary Attributes Tab

Here, define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and

which you want to manage for  products/services. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types

was  significantly  extended  (string,  long  text,  integer  numbers,  decimals,  date,  date  and  time,

boolean (check-box with a single option),  price, phone, email,  URL, password, selection list, list
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from a table, radio button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object,

separator (this is not an input field)). 

Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as  Date type. We fill  in a

command (which will be applied for complementary attributes list only), a label: Expiration Date, an

attribute code:  expir (only alphanumeric lower-case characters, no spaces),  a type:  Date, then

save the records. Now, if we create a new product, in its card we find a field for date.

 

Definition

A  Dolibarr product is a good to manage, either because it characterizes an object offered to

customers, or an object received from suppliers. These are material goods, unlike Services.

A product follows the next rules:

 ✔ A product can be stored in a stock  (so, only products appear in the  Stock module, services

never appear there).

 ✔ A product can be delivered (so, only products appear in the Shipments module, but services do

not. Services can be realized or not, but never delivered).

 ✔ Generally, a product is a material good. Sometimes its value depreciates in the course of time

(A second hand product has less value than the same new product).

 

Virtual products

A virtual product or service is a parent-type product made up of other products. This function is

activated on the Products/Services module setup page. Its scope is to define “packages” or “lots”

of  products which allows rationalization of  orders,  invoices  and stocks with  just  one element

instead of n products constituting a lot.

A virtual product follows the next rules:

 ✔ When a product  is  added to a document  (proposals,  invoice,  order),  just the line with the

parent-type virtual product is displayed. 

 ✔ Stock of products, which constitutes the virtual product, is incremented/decremented only if

the virtual product is incremented/decremented.

 ✔ A virtual  product  in its turn can be made up of  other virtual  products which contain real

products.

Note:  It is not a "manufacturing/production" function where the child-type products constituting

a virtual product would be consumed from the stock to obtain an additional parent product in

stock. Here, the by-products constituting a virtual product are decremented from the stock only

at the moment of consumption of the virtual parent product and remain consumable by-products

independently of the others, unlike those of a manufacturing module, where a by-product is used

to produce a parent module, the by-product is decremented from the stock even if the parent

product is not yet distributed, and often this by-product can no longer return back to the stock.
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Support of bills of material (BOM)

Module to define your bills of material (BOM). It can be used for the planning of manufacturing

resources by the module Manufacturing Orders (MO).

Choose the tab in which the module appears then click on Activate.

An icon appears at the end of the line of the module, click on it to access the specific settings

page for this module.

BOM Numbering Models

Choose the model here which will  serve as a counter to define the BOM code of the created

products.

Advanced Model

Returns a customizable number according to a mask to be defined.

Standard Model

Returns the number in the form BOMyymm-nnnn where yy is the year, mm is the month and nnnn

is a sequential counter without break and without reset to 0.

With the Standard model you can enter any numbering mask. In this mask you can use the next

tags:

{000000}  corresponds to a number that  will  be incremented to each BOM product (Bill  of

Materials). Enter as much zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to

the left of the counter in order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first product and/or service.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 
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{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of a product and/or service created on 31/03/2017:

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1703-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 

IN{yy}{mm}-{0000}-{t}  will  result  in IN0701-0099-A,  if  the enterprise is of  the „Responsable

Inscripto” type and has the „A_RI” code type. 

6.2. Products

6.2.1. Creating a new product

Access the menu Products – New Product. Insert the information. 

The Ref, Tag, Status (Sell), Status (Purchase) fields are mandatory. 

When the desired fields are filled in, click the Create button.

Starting  with  the  previous  Dolibarr version,  the  way  of  attaching  an  image  to  product  has

changed. You should access the „Attached Files” tab and use the function „Add a file/document”.
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Once your product is created, you can find it in the product list accessible by the link from the left

menu:  Products>List. Access the product card by clicking on the product in the list. The card

displays a series of tabs depending on the number of activated modules. 

In our example, we have activated the modules Categories, Stocks, Barcodes and Margins.

Search by barcode was added. 

Hint! You  can  add  or  modify  a  VAT  rate  on  your  own  by  accessing  the  next  address:

Home/Setup/Dictionaries. Click on the dictionary named „VAT Rates or Sales Tax Rates”. To add

a rate, for example, 20%, select country (i.e., France), rate (20%), NPR will be set to no (this is

irrecoverable VAT used in FODs), fill in the note to find it easily (VAT rate 20) and click the „Add”

button. 

You  can  also  make  a  mass  VAT  change  in  the  products  database  by  accessing  „Admin

Tools>Global VAT update”.
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6.2.2. Modifying a product

Edit the product card by clicking the Modify button. 

6.2.3. Deleting a product

To delete the card of a product, click the Delete button.

6.2.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

CATEGORY_GRAPHSTATS_ON_PRODUCTS => Displays the product chart with categories and

totals in the Product Area screen.

MAIN_SEARCH_PRODUCT_BY_FOURN_REF => (>= 8.0) Allows you to search for a product by

supplier reference in the document line addition form.

MAIN_DISABLE_FREE_LINES => Forbids the use of free lines to add a line in documents (>= 8.0)

RESOURCE_ON_PRODUCTS_RESOURCE_ON_SERVICES => Allows resources to be allocated to

products/services (v10.0+)

MAIN_PRODUCT_DISABLE_CUSTOMCOUNTRYCODE => allows to avoid definition of customized

code  and  origin  country  as  product  description  when  these  are  added  to  a

Proposal/Order/Invoice.

 

PRODUCT_ADD_TYPE_IN_DOCUMENTS =>  Adds text „Product” or „Service” in front of lines of

details in generated PDF-files.

 

PRODUCT_SHOW_WHEN_CREATE => An older option, not supported (creates problems), which

allowed to introduce your own lines on the first page when an invoice or a commercial proposal is

created. 

 

PRODUCT_DONOTSEARCH_ANYWHERE =>  If  Ajax search is enabled,  it  is  possible to  search

products  with  informations  introduced in  any  field,  be  it  reference or  label.  With  this  option,
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searches happen  in  the beginning only,  which is  much faster,  especially  when there is  a  big

number of products.

PRODUIT_DESC_IN_LIST => Displays long description of the product/service in the lists. It is used

for instant visualization of lists of service agreements. 

FOURN_PRODUCT_AVAILABILITY  =>  On  the  page  with  product  supplier  prices,  there  is  the

function related to the product availability expiration date for supplier.

PRODUIT_MULTIPRICES_LABELx  (where  x  =  1,2,...)  =>  If  the  option  for  price  setup  is

PRODUCT_MULTIPRICES (n different prices per product depending on the level of the customer),

this option will force a label to the level x. The value must be a key. If the key is found in translation

files, it will be replaced by the translated value.

PRODUIT_PDF_MERGE_PROPAL => Activates the Proposal module to merge product PDFs.

 

PRODUCT_USE_OLD_PATH_FOR_PHOTO => Demands Dolibarr to search in old location (before

3.7), the place where photos where stored. 

 

PRODUCT_USE_UNITS => Activates units from dictionary in the product/service card.

PRODUIT_MULTIPRICES_USE_VAT_PER_LEVEL  =>  When  the  option  of  using  a  price  per

level/segment, this function also allows to define a VAT for each price level.

 

MAIN_DIRECT_STATUS_UPDATE => Allows to change the product status (for sale/not for sale,

for  purchase/not  for  purchase)  directly  on  the  product  page  by  means  of  a  button

started/stopped.  This can be convenient  for  those who need to  deactivate  product  statuses

quickly without accessing the page of each product separately. It can also be very useful if used as

filter for the search list of products and for products list. v4.0 +. 

 

PRODUCT_CHARGES =>  An  additional  field  for  ad-hoc  expenses  is  added  at  the moment  of

setting the product purchase price. The cost price is then calculated with supplier price + costs, if

these are defined.  This  is  a useful  constant  for  additional  costs for  a product  or  for  certain

products delivery costs.

 

PRODUCT_MAX_VISIBLE_PHOTO => Displays the maximum number of products photos (in small)

in the main product card. For example, if you set this constant to 5, first 5 photos of the product

are displayed in its card.
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PRODUCT_MAX_LENGTH_COMBO =>  Limits the length of displayed label when some lines are

added to proposals/invoices/orders. 

PRODUCT_ADD_FORM_ADD_TO  =>  Displays  the  form  for  adding  a  product  to  a  draft

proposal/order/invoice from the product sheet. The usage of this constant can create problems

(cost price for calculating the margin not entered, VAT adjustment). 

6.3. Stocks 

6.3.1. Setting the Stocks module

Management of stocks allows to monitor their status and to enter changes for each product,

eventually shared by multiple stocks.

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules.

You will find this module in the  Products Management (PM) section. A green icon indicates its

activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup

page:
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Attention!  If  the Lot/Serial  module is  activated,  the automatic inventory decrement mode is

forced  to  'Decrement  actual  inventory  on  shipment  release'  and  the  automatic  inventory

increment mode is forced to 'Increment actual inventory on manual warehouse breakdown' and

cannot be edited. The other options can be set as you wish.

Attention! If  you  use  the  default  point-of-sale  (POS)  module  provided  or  any  other  external

module, this configuration can be ignored by your POS module. Most POS modules are designed

by default to create an invoice immediately and reduce stock regardless of the options available.

So, if you need a stock reduction when registering a sale from your point of sale or not, also check

the configuration of your POS module. 

Setup page allows you to create automatically a user’s own stock/warehouse when you create

the user themselves: set the option to yes or no.

Setup page allows you to choose an option determining at which moment of the order of invoice

the stock should be modified.

Rules for automatic stock reduction (a manual reduction is always possible, even if an automatic

reduction rule is activated):

 ❖ Decrease in actual stocks when validating the customer invoice/ credit note. 

 ❖ Reduce actual stocks when validating the customer order. 

 ❖ Decrease physical stocks upon validation of shipments (Attention! The Shipping module must

be activated to use this function). 

 ❖ Decrease the physical stocks to the "closed" classification of the shipment (Attention! The

Shipping module must be activated to use this function). 

Rules for automatic stock increase (a manual increase is always possible, even if an automatic

increase rule is activated):

 ❖ Increase actual stocks when validating the supplier invoice / credit note. 

 ❖ Increase actual inventory when approving bills for supplier purchase orders. 

 ❖ Increases  physical  stocks  on  manual  distribution  of  the  receipt  of  supplier  orders  in

warehouses: Attention! If you receive the order and it is only partial, or if products are missing,

indicate that it is partially received, then go to the "receipt to stock" tab and break down what you

have received into the right stocks. When you have received everything and broken it down, enter

a total reception. 
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Rules and requirements for stocks:

 ❖ The stock can be negative. 

 ❖ The stock level must be sufficient to add a product/service to an invoice (control is performed

on the current actual stock when adding a line to the invoice, regardless of the automatic stock

change rule). 

 ❖ The stock level must be sufficient to add a product/service to an order (control is performed

on the current actual stock when adding a line to the order, regardless of the automatic stock

change rule). 

Stock Replenishment Rule:

Depending on the stock increase/decrease options,  physical  stock and virtual  stock (physical

stock + current orders) may differ.

Use the default virtual stock, instead of the actual stock, for the replenishment function.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Miscellaneous:

 ❖ At a user creation you create automatically a stock/deposit for the user.
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 ❖ Stock  management  supports  services  (Attention! By  default,  only  product-type

products/services can benefit from stock management). By activating this parameter, and if the

Services module is activated, stock management can be applied to service type items. 

 ❖ Allows adding a limit  and a desired stock per product  and warehouse instead of  a single

product. 

6.3.2. Creating a new stock

Creating a stock or a storage zone is the first mandatory step in stocks management. You can

create a stock using either the main Products/Services tab or left menu:  Warehouses -> New

warehouse.

The only mandatory information is the reference – Ref. Then you need to indicate whether the

stock is functioning or not (open/closed).

A closed stock cannot be used by means of any other Dolibarr tools. Thus, this is a good way to

prepare a stock (supplying it) before putting it into operation or temporarily blocking it for a stock-

taking.

It is a long but necessary stage. It is about using the Stock tab for each product in order to define

the basic stock in each warehouse. 

Depending on the selected option in the module setup, a change occurs at the moment of an

order publication, a shipment, an invoice issuing, etc. A stock movement is recorded, depending

on the selected criteria of storaging/removing from the storage.
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If any adjustments (theft, loss, usage…) of the existing stock are desired, they can be done directly

from the Stock tab in the product card.

A detailed list of products and transfers registered in a warehouse can be obtained by clicking on

the name of the warehouse in the list of warehouses. 

6.3.3. Modifying a stock

In the left menu, click the list, then the hypertext link which represents the name of the selected

stock, then click the Modify button and enter the necessary corrections in the card.

6.3.4. Deleting a stock

Click the hypertext link which represents the name of the selected stock, then click the  Delete

button in order to delete the corresponding stock. You will be asked to confirm the action. 

6.3.5. Stocks by lot/series

How to introduce the lot/serial numbers ? You must start from a supplier order.

The order must include products for which the line "Use lot/serial numbers" has the answer "Yes

(Lot/Serial required)".

It is at the time of the reception of the order that one informs the numbers of lot/series, as well

as the dates DMD/DLUO and DLC. It is also necessary to display the warehouse concerned.
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You must then click on "Approve".

6.3.6. Replenishment

This menu allows to see products with a real stock which is smaller then the minimum quantity

desired (or threshold alert amount, if the box “Alerts only” is ticked off) and suggests you to create

purchase orders to fill the gap.
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After selecting the references which you want to replenish, click the “Create orders” button.

Created orders are displayed in draft format. You can click on a reference in order to validate the

corresponding order. 
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Once this is done, click on the "Place order" button.

Then, after having entered the order method and possibly a comment, click the "Place order"

button again and pass the confirmation stage...
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The new screen offers us the buttons "Receive products", "File reception", "Create invoice" etc...

For the reception of the products choose "Receive products".
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Our interface of reception will allow us to inform the number of lot or series; the dates DMD or

DLUO as well as DLC and to choose the warehouse (s). To distribute over several warehouses, we

must decrease the quantity of the amount we want to transfer to another location and click to

choose the other warehouse.

Then click on "Approve".
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The screen now shows that all  the products have been received,  with the reference of  each

product and the final place where they were received.

If we go to each of the files of the corresponding warehouses, in the “Stock transfer” tab, you can

see the transfer line with the date, the reference and the product label, the number of lot/series,

the transfer label: “Receival of the xxx purchase order”, as well as the number of added units.
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6.3.7. Stock transfer

After clicking on "Transfer stock" :

Fill in the reference or the name of the product, the number of pieces, its lot or serial number, its

DMD/DLUO and DLC, and save.

6.3.8. Weighted average input price (WAIP) 

Access the Stock tab of a product, click the „Correct stock” button and fill in the „Unit purchase

price” field.
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This gives us our weighted average acquisition price.
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6.3.9. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

 

STOCK_SUPPORTS_SERVICES => Services can be added/ removed from stocks.

SUPPLIER_ORDER_DISABLE_STOCK_DISPATCH_WHEN_TOTAL_REACHED  =>  Disables  stock

dispatching if the planned total was already reached.

STOCK_CALCULATE_ON_BILL  =>  STOCK  THEORIQUE  =  STOCK  PHYSIQUE  +  STOCK  EN

COMMANDE 

USER_DEFAULT_WAREHOUSE => Display the warehouse in the user file (v11.0)

6.4. Barcodes

6.4.1. Setting the Barcodes module

This module is included in  Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed. To use it, you

should  first  activate  it.  For  this,  connect  from  the  administrator’s  account  and  access  the

following page: Home – Setup – Modules. 

You will find this module in Multi-modules tools section. A green icon indicates its activation. The

next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup page:
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Encoding patterns for barcodes

On the Administration page, chose the encoding patterns for barcodes (the most common are

usually EAN13 and ISBN, now QR codes are also enabled). Choosing “Internal engine” in the drop-

down list, you will see an example of a barcode. Internal engine of some barcode types requires

installation of genbarcode tool on your server. It can be downloaded here. 

Other options

Then, in other option, set the default barcode type for products or third parties. Attention! If you

have not installed the genbarcode tool or if the path is incorrect, the next alarm will be displayed:

„/usr/local/bin/genbarcode file not found (wrong path, incorrect permission or access denied

of PHP parameter openbasedir or safe_mode)”. This has no consequences for patterns which
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use PHP only. For example, choose EAN13 from the drop-down list for Default barcode type to

use for products and Default barcode type to use for third parties, then click Modify.

Manager to auto define barcode numbers (Product)

Returns a customizable number according to a defined mask. Attention!  For EAN13, enter 12

figures only,  the 13th one is  calculated automatically  by  the engine,  which is  the control  key

(Checksum). For example:  300999{000000}, 300 is the country code of France, 999 – the

company code, and 6 zeros in brackets are the counter made up of 6 incremented figures at

creation of each product. 

6.4.2. Using barcodes

Once the setup stage is finished, the field “barcode” will be displayed, depending on your choice

(third  party  and/or  products  box).  In  this  box  you  can  enter  the  barcode  value  either  as  a

keyboard input or by using a barcode scanner. 

If you use your keyboard, simple type the number presented in the barcode. It presupposes that

the number was printed and is clearly visible under the barcode. This happens if you print labels

with barcodes by using the „Print barcodes” function, which is included in Dolibarr 3.6+ (in the

Tools menu).

Using barcode scanner:

If the barcode number is nor clearly visible, and if you do not want to lose time by introducing all

the figures, you can use a barcode scanner. To be compatible with Dolibarr, the barcode scanner

must  allow  “keyboard  input  simulation”.  Barcode  scanning  is  similar  to  introducing  it  with

keyboard. To find a barcode scanner which allows simulation (the majority of scanners are in the
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category, but not all of them), you can address to the technical specification of the device. The

scanner should display the following:

 „● HID” (Human Interface Device, that is a user interaction device)

or

 ● Interface „Clavier Wedge” or „Wedge”

Example: 

 ● Motorola DS4208 

 ● Datalogic QW2120 

6.4.3. Using barcodes with UltimatePdf 

UltimatePdf module allows to display barcodes of a third party, be it at the top or at the bottom

of a commercial  proposal,  an order and/or an invoice,  depending on the options selected in

module administration section, as well as the product barcodes per line.

6.5. Categories

6.5.1. Creating a new category

The Tags/Categories module allows to manage categories for third parties as customers, third

parties as suppliers, contacts or products.
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This module is included in standard Dolibarr distribution and is already installed.

Yo use this module,  you should first activate it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules.

You will  find this module in the  Additional modules tab, in the  Multi-module tools section, click

Enable.  Immediately  after  that,  the  module  starts  functioning  without  requiring  any  other

additional settings.

You can create a category from the main tab – Products/Services, or from the left menu named

Tags/Categories, then  New Tag/Category. The only mandatory information is the reference –

Ref.

6.5.2. Modifying a category

Click on the hypertext link represented by the name of the chosen category, click "Modify".
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6.5.3. Deleting a category

Click the hypertext link which represents the name of the chosen category, click “Delete” to delete

the category. You will be asked to confirm the action.

6.6. Shipments

6.6.1. Setup of Shipments module 

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules.

You will find this module in the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) section. A green icon

indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access the specific

module setup page:

 ❖ Support shipping sheets for customer deliveries

 ❖ Support products deliveries receipts
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In most cases, shipping sheets are used both as sheets for customer deliveries (list of products

to send) and sheets that are received and signed by customer. So product deliveries receipts is a

duplicated feature and is rarely activated.

 

Numbering models of shipments

There are two types of models for shipments numbering: 

 ❖ Ribera: represents a customizable number, depending on the mask which should be defined.

You can enter any numbering mask. In this mask, the next tags can be used:

{000000} corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each shipment. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first shipment.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client cod out of n letters

{cccc000} client cod out of n letters is followed by a numeration specific to the client, without an

offset, completed with the number of 0s similar to the mask and reset to 0 once with the general

counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types).

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example  of  a  99th  shipment  to  the  LaCompanie third  party  which  was  carried  out  on

31/03/2017:

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1703-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 

 

 ❖ Safor:  represents a number in the form  SHyymm-nnnn, where  yy is the year,  mm is the

month, and nnnn is a sequential counter without sequence breaks and without reset to 0.
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Sending receipt model

You  can  choose  between  several  models  of  sending  receipts:  standard  models  Merou and

Rouget,  and also  ultimate_shipment, if  you have installed the  Ultimatepdf model.  To make the

models usable, one should switch the status buttons to green. One of the models will be used by

default.
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Other options

You can add an extra note in the sending receipts (the Word Wrap function is not activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it). 

You can also add a watermark on the draft document.
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Products deliveries receipt numbering module

You  can  choose  between  two  types  of  numbering  models  for  products  deliveries  receipt  by

customers:

 ❖ Jade: the number is presented in form of  BLyymm-nnnn, where yy is the year, mm – month

and nnnn is a sequential counter without sequence breaks and without reset to 0.

 ❖ Saphir: number can be customized depending on the defined mask.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:

{000000} corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each product delivery. Enter as

much zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will  be added to the left of the

counter in order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first shipment.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code out of n letters. 

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th product delivery of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2017: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1703-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 
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Products deliveries receipt model

You can choose between several models of products deliveries receipts: standard model typhon

and ultimate_shipment, if you have installed the Ultimatepdf module. To make the models usable,

one should switch the status buttons to green. One of the models will be used by default.
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Other options

You can add an extra note in the deliveries receipts (the Word Wrap function is not activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it). 

6.6.2. Creating a new shipment

Access the Products/Services page, Shipments tab in the left menu.

In the right part of the page,  you will  find all  the orders in the „Customer orders in process”

section.

Select one of them by clicking on it and opening the Shipments/Delivery Receipts tab, choose the

warehouse from the drop-down list and click the “Create shipment” button. 

Enter the planned date of delivery, do not forget about delivery method; choose the quantity which

is to be delivered and click  Create.  Validate and confirm it.  Shipment receipt will  now appear

under the „Shipments and receipts for this order” title.

You  can  use  the Send  by  email  button  from  this  page  or  Create invoice,  which  are  self-

explanatory.

6.6.3. Modifying a new shipment

You cannot modify a shipment. You should first delete it before creating a new shipment. 

6.6.4. Deleting a shipment 

Click Delete to delete a shipment. You will be asked to confirm this action. 

6.6.5. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

DATE_LIVRAISON_WEEK_DELAY =>  Automatically increments delivery date based on the week

number declared when a proposal or an order was created, depending on the creation date. 

STOCK_SUPPORTS_SERVICES => Allows to integrate services into a shipment.  It  is  especially

useful when a service is associated with a product.
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6.7. Services

6.7.1. Creating a new service

Access the menu Services – New Service. Enter the information.

The Ref, Label, Status (Sales), Status (Purchases) fields are mandatory.

After completing the desired fields, click Create. 

6.7.2. Modifying a service

To implement modifications, edit the service card by clicking the Modify button. 

6.7.3. Deleting a service

To delete a service card, click the Delete button.

6.7.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

SERVICE_ARE_ECOMMERCE_200238EC => If this option is activated, services are considered as

digitally  supplied,  according  to  the  EU  2002/38/CE  guideline  of  the  Council

(https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/index.cfm?

fuseaction=list&coteId=1&year=2006&number=210&language=en).  Predefined  VAT  rate  is

based on the country of purchase but not on the country of sales for sales from B to C.

STOCK_SUPPORTS_SERVICES => Allows to integrate services into a shipment.  It  is  especially

useful when a service is associated with a product.

6.8. Lot/Serial Number

6.8.1. Lot/Serial Number module configuration

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules.

You will  find this module in the  Product Management (PM) section. A green icon indicates its

activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup

page:
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The configuration page only allows you to add additional fields. 

Now you can choose whether to use this functionality for each product or not.

Now in the list of Products (Stocks by lot/series) you have the fields "Lot/Series", "DMD/DLUO"

(Optimal ‘Use By’ Date), "DLC" (‘Consumption By’ Date) that have appeared. 

6.9. Usage of Variants

6.9.1. Creating a variant

Go to Products | Services from the top menu. 

Then, in the left menu: Products > Variant attributes.
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To create a new variant, click on the "create" button at the top right.

The Size attribute has just been created.

We create a value.
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Now the values for your size variant are created.

Now choose your variant and apply any impact on the price (in absolute value or percentage)

and/or on the weight. 
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Now you have the list of variants at the bottom of the product sheet.

6.10. Nomenclatures (BOM)

6.10.1. New BOM (new nomenclature)

Module to define your bills of material  (BOM). Can be used for the planning of manufacturing

resources by the module Manufacturing Orders (MO).

You can access the commands of both modules from the CAPM button on the top menu.
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In the left frame, click on "new BOM" to create the first BOM. We will search a compound product

in the drop-down list of products or we create it on the fly. Please note! A kit cannot be used in a

BOM or a production order. We fill in a quantity to be manufactured, an estimated duration, a

destination warehouse and we click on the "create" button.

"Stock modification disabled" : When this property is defined, there is no stock modification on this

product, whatever the consumed quantity is.

"Blocked Qty": When this indicator is defined, the quantity consumed is always the defined value

and is not relative to the quantity produced.

We add the products that will enter the composition of our final product and a quantity and we

validate.
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The production cost of this BOM is based on each quantity and product to be consumed (uses the

cost price if defined, otherwise the PMP if defined, otherwise the best purchase price). We can

now click on the button "create MO" (for Manufacturing Order).

Then on the button "validate" of the tab "production order".
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Then we go to the "production" tab. After having verified that the quantities necessary for the

manufacture are well presented, you can click on the "Consume and Produce all" button.
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We finish by clicking on the "Confirm" button. The tag of the tab should show the total of the

realized production.

You can go to the tab "Stock movements" to check the increments and decrements of the stock.
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7. Commercial

7.1. Introduction

The Commercial tab contains the following modules: 

 ● Commercial proposals (to manage commercial proposals) 

 ● Customer Orders (to manage customer orders) 

 ● Purchase Orders (to manage purchase orders) 

 ● Contracts/Subscriptions (to manage contracts and subscriptions) 

 ● Interventions (to manage interventions related to third parties) 

 ● Suppliers Commercial proposals. 

 

Setup

These modules are included in Dolibarr standard distribution and are already installed.

 

 ❖ You will find the Proposals module in the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) section.

A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access

the specific module setup page.

Numbering models of commercial proposals

Here, choose the invoice numbering model which will be used for commercial proposals. You can

choose between the Marbre model, where the number is presented in form of PRyymm-nnnn,

where  yy  represents  the  year,  mm –  the  month  and  nnnn  is  a  sequential  counter  without

sequence breaks and without reset to 0 (i.e.,  PR1101-0001), or the  Saphir model, where the

number can be customized depending on the mask defined.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:
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{000000}  corresponds to a number that will  be incremented to each commercial proposal.

Enter as much zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of

the counter in order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first commercial proposal.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th commercial proposal of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 

Commercial proposal documents models

Then choose a commercial proposal document model by clicking the activation button, the color

of which should switch to green. At a proposal creation, all the activated models will appear in a

drop-down list. You can choose a predetermined model or create another one by means of ODT

templates, which allows you to generate the documents based on an OpenDocument model (such

files as .ODT OpenOffice, KOffice, TextEdit...). 

If you have installed the ultimatepdf module, then you should also activate here one of the models

for proposals: ultimate_propal1, ultimate_propal2.

 

Other options

Here you can set a default commercial proposal validity duration (in days) for your proposals. You

can also add an extra note or a watermark on the draft versions.

Path to documents

For your information, path to documents in the module (this is the path in the UNIX system): 

e.g.: Directory
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/home/httpd/vhosts/domaine.fr/domains/compta.domaine.fr/documents/propale 

 

Complementary attributes

Here, define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and

which you want to manage for Commercial proposals. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types

was  significantly  extended  (string,  long  text,  integer  numbers,  decimals,  date,  date  and  time,

boolean (check-box with a single option),  price, phone, email,  URL, password, selection list, list

from a table, radio button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object,

separator (this is not an input field)). 

Complementary attributes (lines) 

Here, define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and

which you want to manage for Commercial proposals. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types

was  significantly  extended  (string,  long  text,  integer  numbers,  decimals,  date,  date  and  time,

boolean (verification  list),  price,  phone,  email,  URL,  password,  selection  list,  list  from a  table,

separator field, check-boxes, radio button).

Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as Selection list. We fill in a

command (which will be applied for complementary attributes list only), a label: At your choice, an

attribute code: choice, a type: Selection list. The list should have the next form: Key Value: e.g., 1,→

value1…, then save the records. Now, each time we add a line in Commercial proposals module, it

will be duplicated by a line tagged “At your choice”, being preceded by the value selected from the

drop-down list. 

 ❖ You  will  find  the  Customer  orders/  Sales  orders module  in  the  Customer  Relationship

Management (CRM) section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the

end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup page.
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Numbering models of orders

Here,  choose  the  invoice  numbering  model  which  will  be  used  for  orders.  You  can  choose

between the Marbre model, where the number is presented in form of COyymm-nnnn, where yy

represents the year, mm – the month and nnnn is a sequential counter without sequence breaks

and without reset to 0 (i.e.,  CO1101-0001), or the  Saphir model,  where the number can be

customized depending on the mask defined.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:

{000000}  corresponds to a number that will  be incremented to each order. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first order.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th order of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY. 

 

Order documents models

Then choose an order document model by clicking the activation button, the color of which should

switch to green. At an order creation, all the activated models will appear in a drop-down list. 

Here you will find a model of proforma invoice. You can choose a predetermined model or create

another one by means of ODT templates, which allows you to generate the documents based on

an OpenDocument model (such files as .ODT OpenOffice, KOffice, TextEdit...). 

If you have installed the ultimatepdf, module, then you should also activate here one of the models

for orders: ultimate_order. 
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Other options

You can add an extra  note  in  Orders (Attention! the Word Wrap function  is  not  activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it). Or you can add a watermark on draft orders (none if empty).

Complementary attributes 

In  the  „Complementary  attributes”  tab  from  the  setup  of  Orders module,  define  the  list  of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the  Orders module.  Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3,  the list  of  types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-box

with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a table, radio

button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object, separator (this is

not an input field)). 

Complementary attributes (lines) 

In the „Complementary attributes (lines)” tab from the setup of Orders module, define the list of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the Orders module.  Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3,  the list  of  types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-box

with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a table, radio

button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object, separator (this is

not an input field)). 

Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as Selection list. We fill in a

command (which will be applied for complementary attributes list only), a label: At your choice, an

attribute code: choice, a type: Selection list. The list should have the next form: Key Value: e.g., 1,→

value1…, then save the records. Now, each time we add a line in an Order, it will be duplicated by a

line tagged “At your choice”, being preceded by the value selected from the drop-down list. 

 ❖ You  will  find  the  Suppliers/  Vendors module  in  the  Vendor  Relation  Management  (VRM)

section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to

access the specific module setup page.
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Purchase Orders Tab

Numbering models of orders

Here,  choose  the order  numbering  model  which  will  be  used  for  purchase  orders.  You can

choose between the Muguet model, where the number is presented in form of  CFyymm-nnnn,

where  yy  represents  the  year,  mm –  the  month  and  nnnn  is  a  sequential  counter  without

sequence breaks and without reset to 0 (i.e., CF1301-0001), or the Orchidee model, where the

number can be customized depending on the mask defined.

{000000} corresponds to a number that will  be incremented to each order. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first order.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th order of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY. 

 

Order documents models 

Then choose an order document model by clicking the activation button, the color of which should

switch to green. At an order creation, all the activated models will appear in a drop-down list. You

can choose a predetermined model. If you have installed the ultimatepdf, module, then you should

also activate here one of the models for orders: ultimate_supplierorder.
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Other options

You can add an extra  note  in  Orders (Attention! the Word Wrap function  is  not  activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it). 

Available substitution variables:

__USER_SIGNATURE__ 

__USER_ID__ 

__USER_LOGIN__ 

__USER_LASTNAME__ 

__USER_FIRSTNAME__ 

__USER_FULLNAME__ 

__USER_SUPERVISOR_ID__ 

__USER_REMOTE_IP__ 

__MYCOMPANY_NAME__ 

__MYCOMPANY_EMAIL__

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID1__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID2__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID3__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID4__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID5__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID6__ 

__MYCOMPANY_CAPITAL__ 

__MYCOMPANY_FULLADDRESS__ 

__MYCOMPANY_ADDRESS__ 

__MYCOMPANY_ZIP__ 

__MYCOMPANY_TOWN__ 

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY__ 

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY_ID__ 

__MYCOMPANY_CURRENCY_CODE__ 

__ID__ 

__REF__ 

__REFCLIENT__ 

__REFSUPPLIER__ 

__EXTRAFIELD_XXX__ 

__THIRDPARTY_ID__ 

__THIRDPARTY_NAME__ 

__THIRDPARTY_NAME_ALIAS__ 

__THIRDPARTY_EMAIL__ 
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__PROJECT_ID__ 

__PROJECT_REF__ 

__PROJECT_NAME__ 

__CONTRACT_HIGHEST_PLANNED_START_DATE__ 

__CONTRACT_HIGHEST_PLANNED_START_DATETIME__ 

__CONTRACT_LOWEST_EXPIRATION_DATE__ 

__CONTRACT_LOWEST_EXPIRATION_DATETIME__ 

__ONLINE_PAYMENT_URL__ 

__ONLINE_PAYMENT_TEXT_AND_URL__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_MEMBER__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_ORDER__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_INVOICE__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_CONTRACTLINE__ 

__DIRECTDOWNLOAD_URL_PROPOSAL__ 

__DIRECTDOWNLOAD_URL_ORDER__ 

__DIRECTDOWNLOAD_URL_INVOICE__ 

__DATE_YMD__ 

__DATE_DUE_YMD__ 

__AMOUNT__ 

__AMOUNT_EXCL_TAX__ 

__AMOUNT_VAT__ 

__AMOUNT_FORMATED__ 

__AMOUNT_EXCL_TAX_FORMATED__ 

__AMOUNT_VAT_FORMATED__ 

__DAY__ 

__DAY_TEXT__ 

__DAY_TEXT_SHORT__ 

__DAY_TEXT_MIN__ 

__MONTH__ 

__MONTH_TEXT__ 

__MONTH_TEXT_SHORT__ 

__MONTH_TEXT_MIN__ 

__YEAR__ 

__PREVIOUS_DAY__ 

__PREVIOUS_MONTH__ 

__PREVIOUS_YEAR__ 

__NEXT_DAY__ 

__NEXT_MONTH__ 
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__NEXT_YEAR__ 

__DOL_MAIN_URL_ROOT__ 

__(AnyTranslationKey)__ 

__[AnyConstantKey]__ 

__FROM_NAME__ 

__FROM_EMAIL__ 

Enable three-step approval if the amount excluding VAT is greater than (set an amount).

By default,  purchase orders must be created and approved in two steps/ by two users (one

step/user to create and one step/user to approve. If a user has both permissions, these two

actions are performed at once). This option adds the need for approval by a third step/user, if the

amount of the order is greater than the amount of a defined value (i.e. 3 necessary steps: 1 =

Validation, 2 = First approval and 3 = Second approval if the amount requires it). Leave the field

blank if  there is only one approval (2 steps are sufficient),  indicate a very low value (0.1) if  a

second approval (3 steps) is still required. 

If set to Yes, do not forget to give permissions to groups or users who will have rights to this

action.

Complementary attributes (orders) 

In  the  „Complementary  attributes”  tab  from  the  setup  of  Orders module,  define  the  list  of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the  Orders module.  Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3,  the list  of  types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-boxes),

price, phone, email, selection list, list from a table, separator field, check-boxes, radio button).

 ❖ You will find the Contracts module in the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) section.

A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access

the specific module setup page.
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Contracts numbering models

Here, choose the contract numbering model. You can choose between the Magre model, where

the number can be customized depending on the mask defined, and the Serpis model, where the

number is presented in the form of CTyymm-nnnn, where yy is the year, mm is the month and

nnnn is a sequential counter without sequence breaks and without reset to 0.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:

{000000} corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each contract. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first contract.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th contract of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 

Other options

You can add an extra note in Contracts (Attention! the Word Wrap function is not activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it).

Complementary attributes 

In  the „Complementary attributes”  tab from the setup of  Contracts module,  define the list  of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the Contracts module. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-box
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with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a table, radio

button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object, separator (this is

not an input field)). 

 ❖ You  will  find  the  Interventions module  in  the  Customer  Relationship  Management  (CRM)

section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to

access the specific module setup page.

Intervention numbering models

Here,  choose the intervention numbering model.  You can choose between  the  Arctic model,

where the number can be customized depending on the mask defined, and the  Pacific model,

where the number is presented in the form of  Flyymm-nnnn, where yy is the year, mm is the

month and nnnn is a sequential counter without sequence breaks and without reset to 0.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:

{000000}  corresponds to a number that will  be incremented to each intervention. Enter as

much zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will  be added to the left of the

counter in order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first intervention.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.
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{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th intervention of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 

 

Intervention card documents models 

Then choose an intervention card document model by clicking the activation button, the color of

which should switch to green.  Soleil model is a standard model of an intervention card. At an

invoice  creation,  all  the  activated  models  will  appear  in  a  drop-down  list.  You  can  choose  a

predetermined model. 

If  you  have  installed  the  ultimatepdf module,  you  should  also  activate  here  the  next  model:

ultimate_inter.

Other options

You can add an extra note in Intervention cards (Attention! the Word Wrap function is not

activated. Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text

manually while entering it). You can also add a watermark on draft orders (none if empty).

There is also a possibility to display products on intervention cards (for interventions generated

based on an order).

 

Complementary Attributes

In the „Complementary attributes” tab from the setup of  Interventions module, define the list of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the Interventions module. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-boxes),

price, phone, email, selection list, list from a table, separator field, check-boxes, radio button).

 ❖ You will find the Tickets module in the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) section. A

green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access

the specific module setup page.
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Tickets numbering models

Here, choose the tickets numbering model. You can choose between the Universal model, where

the number can be customized depending on the mask defined, and the Simple model, where the

number is presented in the form of TSyymm-nnnn, where yy is the year, mm is the month and

nnnn is a sequential counter without sequence breaks and without reset to 0.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:

{000000} corresponds to a number that will  be incremented to each ticket. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first ticket.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th ticket of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2019: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1903-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 
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Parameters

Also  send  a  notification  to  the  main  email  address:  Enable  this  option  to  send  an  email  to

"Notifications email to" (see configuration below).

Automatically assign the user who created the ticket: When creating a ticket, the user can be

automatically assigned to the ticket. 

Notifications

Notification email to: Send e-mail notifications to this address. 

Notification email from: Used into ticket message answer by example.

Introduction to the message when sending an e-mail. 

Signature of response email.

Extra Attributes

In the „Extra attributes” tab from the setup of  Tickets module, define the list of complementary

attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to manage for the

Tickets module. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types was significantly extended (string,

long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-boxes), price, phone,

email, selection list, list from a table, separator field, check-boxes, radio button).

Public interface

In the "public interface" tab you will find a public interface requiring no identification with its url.
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 ❖ You will find the  Vendor commercial proposals  module in the  Vendor Relation Management

(VRM) section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line,

allows to access the specific module setup page.
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Price requests suppliers documents models

Choose a vendor price request document model. You can choose Aurore model and, if you have

installed  the  ultimatepdf module,  you  should  also  activate  here  the  next  model:

ultimate_supplierproposal. 

Other options

You can add an extra note in Vendor commercial proposals (Attention! the Word Wrap function

is not activated. Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the

text manually while entering it).

7.2. Commercial Proposals

7.2.1. Creating a new commercial proposal

Under Commercial proposals, click New proposal. Reference field is incremented and completed

automatically, according to the numbering model selected before during the module set up. The

next field (which is not mandatory) allows to enter some more detailed information for yourself. In

the list of Customers, click on the desired Third Party link. Choice of a Third Party is mandatory for

proposal creation.

All fields complemented by an asterisk include drop-down lists. To modify their content, access

Home/Setup/Dictionaries. Click on the name of a dictionary. For example, to add a country to an

existing list – Countries (e.g.:  Borduria), in the code field, one should add the modeled code on

those already present (e.g.: RG), and in label field – Borduria. Now you will find this name in the list

of countries. By returning to dictionaries, one can activate, modify or delete such units.

After filling in the fields, click the Create draft button.

Add product and/or service to your proposal and validate it.

7.2.2. Closing a commercial proposal

Click the Set accepted/refused button. In the drop-down list named Set status to, depending on

the situation, choose “signed” (for billing) or “not signed” (for closing), then validate.
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Recommendation! In case the operating cycle is the usual one, “Proposal/Order/Invoice”, you

should  activate  the  Workflow  module  in  Setup/Modules/Multi-module  tools.  Then  in  the

Workflow module setup, activate the “Automatically create a sales order when signing a sales

proposal (the order will be the same amount as the sales proposal)" option. 

"Rank the billed source sales proposal(s)  at  the billed ranking of  the order (and if  the order

amount is the same as the total of the linked proposals)."

"Rank the invoiced source sales proposal(s) to the customer invoice validation (and if the invoice

amount is the same as the sum of the linked proposals)".

Now, when you click the Set accepted/refused button and choose  Set status to “signed” (for

billing), the Create order button will appear. 
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7.2.3. Creating a credit note

If the “signed” (for billing) option is chosen, click the Create credit note button.

7.2.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

PROPAL_CLONE_ON_CREATE_PAGE => On the page of new proposal creation, a question box

appears which asks whether you want to create it by “cloning” an existing proposal.

MAIN_PROPAL_CHOOSE_ODT_DOCUMENT =>  On  the  setup  page,  one  can  choose  the  ODT

document usage for proposal closing or cancellation.

MAIN_GENERATE_PROPOSALS_WITH_PICTURE => The product image (the first one, if there are

many) is added to the PDF generated together with the proposal. Note, that it reduces the space

available for product description.

 

PROPAL_DISABLE_SIGNATURE => The signature box is not displayed.

WORKFLOW_PROPAL_CAN_CLASSIFY_BILLED_WITHOUT_INVOICES  =>  The  button  “Classify

billed” is displayed for proposals, and it is not a proposal card.

PRODUIT_PDF_MERGE_PROPAL => When a PDF for a proposal is generated, all the PDF files

related to the proposal-linked products are included in the final PDF.

PROPOSAL_ALLOW_EXTERNAL_DOWNLOAD => When a PDF file is generated, a sharing key is

automatically defined, so that the file can be downloaded using this key only.

MAIN_PDF_PROPAL_USE_ELECTRONIC_SIGNING = add optional e-sign field in sales proposal pdf

(v8.0+)
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7.2.5. Specific cases

Question:  If I create an estimate for a Third party, how can I make a sales agent with limited

access to Dolibarr to see this Third party and to have access to the estimate?

Answer: Access the Third Party’s card, then click the Modify button.

Then add a new salesperson. We will add David Doe.

Click in the field and choose the user from the list.

The user's name will be added to the administrator's name in the line of sales representatives

authorized to deal with this customer.
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Question: How can I add lines with options in a commercial proposal?

Answer: To make the word “option” appear in the “Total without VAT” column, set the quantity to

0. 

You then have a line with the rate, but as an option, moreover the amount of this line is not added

to the total amount.
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7.3. Customer Orders

7.3.1. Lifecycle/Management rules

A customer order usually follows the next lifecycle:

If the Shipment module is enabled: 

Draft -->  Validated  -->  Shipped  -->  Delivered  -->  Processed  (Delivered  +  Billed) .

If the Shipment module is disabled: 

Draft -->  Validated  -->  Shipment  -->  Processed  (Delivered  +  Billed) .

“For billing” status is not specific in the orders workflow. For some it will  be an equivalent for

“Validated”, but for the others – for “Delivered”. An invoice can be created both before and after

delivery. Your choice of organization will determine whether it is this or another status.

Once a customer order is validated by the one who had created it, if the Shipments module is

activated, you can generate one or more shipping sheets, and even products deliveries receipts

for the products shipments. This can be done at any time after validation and before the order

status change to processed or canceled. 

You can also announce an order processing (switching to the “Shipped” status) whenever you

want. You will be able to create one or more Customer invoices basing on both validated and

delivered  orders.  Remember  that  invoices  issued  based  on  an  order  have  the  same

content/volume by default. Nevertheless, after generating an invoice, you can modify it. If you click

“Classify Billed” and there is also “Classify Delivered”, the status will change to “Processed” (the

end of the lifecycle). The order will disappear from the “Delivered Orders” menu and appear in the

“Processed Orders” menu.

7.3.2. Creating a new customer order

Under  Customer  orders,  click  New  order.  Reference  field  is  incremented  and  completed

automatically, according to the numbering model selected before during the module set up. The

next field (which is not mandatory) allows to enter some more detailed information for yourself. In

the list of Customers, click on the desired Third Party link. Choice of a Third Party is mandatory for

order creation.

Some fields complemented by a “?” icon include drop-down lists. To modify their content, access

Home/Setup/Dictionaries. Click on the name of a dictionary. For example, to add a country to an

existing list – Countries (e.g.: Borduria), in the code field, one should add the modeled code on

those already present (e.g.: RG), and in label field – Borduria. Now you will find this name in the list

of countries. By returning to dictionaries, one can activate, modify or delete such units.

After filling in the fields, click the Create draft button.

Add product and/or service to your order and validate it.
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7.3.3. Deliveries/Receival

Attention! The order must be validated to be available for shipping.

In the customer order form, go to the Shipping/Receipt tab,

or click on the "Create shipment" button.

Choose the source warehouse from the drop-down list and click on the Create Shipping button.

Order  reference  field  is  incremented  and  completed  automatically.  Attach  it  to  a  project  if

necessary, add the expected date of delivery, possible note, some information about the delivery

object (weight, width, etc…), delivery method and tracking number. The quantity to be delivered is

introduced automatically, but you can complete or delete the data from this field by clicking the

links with the same name. 
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Click the Create button. After shipment sheet validation, the “Generate Delivery Receipt” button

will appear.

If you click the latter, it will bring you to the Delivery receipt card, which you can validate by clicking

the “Validate” button. Then you can generate a delivery order.

7.3.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

COMMANDE_REQUIRE_SOURCE => Entering a  source field  becomes  mandatory  at  an  order

creation.

COMMANDE_VALID_AFTER_CLOSE_PROPAL => At an order creation after closing a proposal,

the order immediately gets the status Validated.

COMMANDE_CHANGE_THIRDPARTY => The customer linked to the order can be changed.

ORDER_ALLOW_EXTERNAL_DOWNLOAD  =>  When  a  PDF  file  is  generated,  a  share  key  is

defined automatically, so that one could download the file with this key only.
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THIRDPARTY_PROPAGATE_EXTRAFIELDS_TO_ORDER => Copy additional fields from a third party

to the order. (v11.0+)

COMMANDE_ADD_DELIVERY_COST_LINE => If the weight is known and the FraisPort trigger is

activated, adds a line with the weight.

MAIN_USE_PROPAL_REFCLIENT_FOR_ORDER =>  Copy  customer  reference  from proposal  to

order. (v7.0+) 

ORDER_ENABLE_NEGATIVE => Can validate an order even when the amount is negative.

7.4. Purchase orders

Once order products or services were received, you should return to the order card and confirm

the receival. The order status will then be switched to received partially or totally, depending on

the introduced information.

7.4.1. Creating a new purchase order

Under  Purchase  orders,  click  New  order.  Reference  field  is  incremented  and  completed

automatically, according to the numbering model selected before during the module set up. In the

list of Suppliers, click on the desired Third Party link, because an order cannot be carried out

without choosing a Third Party (Supplier). The next field (which is not mandatory) allows to enter

some more detailed information about the Supplier. Click Create draft.

Some fields complemented by a “?” icon include drop-down lists. To modify their content, access

Home/Setup/Dictionaries. Click on the name of a dictionary. For example, to add a country to an

existing list – Countries (e.g.: Borduria), in the code field, one should add the modeled code on

those already present (e.g.: RG), and in label field – Borduria. Now you will find this name in the list

of countries. By returning to dictionaries, one can activate, modify or delete such units.

In the Add a new line – Products/Sales services drop-down list, only this supplier’s products are

available.  If  you  want  to  add a  new product,  it  is  necessary  to  go to  the  Products/Services

interface to create a product, then you will use the Supplier tab from the product tab and indicate

the price and minimum quantity for the supplier. After this action, the product is available in the

list of this supplier’s products and can be added in the order line.

Once an order is validated, you will need to accept or decline it (after its processing by the person

in charge for purchase orders validation). If the order was accepted, the new block “Publish the

order” appears. 
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Enter an order method from the drop-down list and publish the order. Then, the Awaiting receival

status appears, and a new block named Accept the order will replace the block named Publish

the order in the order card.

7.4.2. Receiving a purchase order

Once order products or services were received, you should return to the order card and confirm

the reception. The order status will then be switched to received partially or totally, depending on

the introduced information. In the  Accept the order block, enter the delivery date, choose the

desired option from the drop-down list in the Shipment field, enter a comment, if necessary, and

click the Accept button. If the Integral option is accessed, the block will disappear. It will appear

again once the Reopen button is accessed.

7.4.3. Deleting a purchase order

To delete an order, you should first open its card. 

An order can be deleted only if its status is draft. Once validated, it can only be canceled. Deleting

an order removes all associated data.

Attention! A deleted order cannot be restored.

7.4.4. Modifying a purchase order

To modify an order, you should first open its card. An order can be modified only if its status is

draft.

7.4.5. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

FOURN_PRODUCT_AVAILABILITY => Supplier’s products availability is enabled on the page with

supplier’s products prices. This functionality is available together with delivery_delay, introduced in

3.8. 

SUPPLIER_ORDER_AUTOADD_USER_CONTACT => Automatically adds a user, who approves the

supplier’s order as a contact.

SUPPLIER_ORDER_USE_DISPATCH_STATUS => Adds a status in each line of order shipment.
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SUPPLIER_ORDER_NO_DIRECT_APPROVE => There is no such button as „Validate and Approve”.

You always have to follow the 2 steps: „Validate” and then „Approve”. 

SUPPLIER_ORDER_WITH_NOPRICEDEFINED => A product can be added, even if no supplier price

was defined.

SUPPLIER_ORDER_EDIT_BUYINGPRICE_DURING_RECEIPT => Upon receipt of a stock following a

purchase order, the purchase price used to calculate the PMP may be changed. (v6.0 +)

7.5. Contracts

7.5.1. Creating a new contract

Contracts identify the services provided to the customers. 

You can create contracts for existing clients and specify the service type and conditions applied

to each of them.

In the left menu, under the Contract section, click New Contract. Then fill in the opened form, first

selecting a client from the drop-down list of third parties:

The  Réf. field is completed automatically depending on the mask which was set before in the

module administration. Choose the representative that will in charge for monitoring the contract,

the commercial signatory of the contract. The date is completed automatically at the moment of

creation, but can be modified. 

Optionally, attach the contract to a project by selecting it in the drop-down list. You can also add a

public and a private note. Then click Create.

Add one or  more service  lines  either  from a free zone,  or  from the drop-down list  of  sales

services. Add the expected date of coming into effect and planned date of cessation of service

delivery. The contract card displays actual services for the corresponding customer and their

status.
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7.5.2. Closing a service

Use the Modify icon on the same bar to the right of the service status, choose an effective date of

service end and click close. The status of the contract form and of the service is changed to

closed.

7.5.3. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

CONTRACT_SUPPORT_PRODUCTS => The products are also suggested in the contract module.

7.6. Interventions

7.6.1. Creating a new intervention

In the left menu choose Interventions > New intervention. Choose a third party from the vertical

list and click the Create draft button.

You can attach this intervention to a project and insert the Description field.
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Click the Create draft button. Fill in the field of intervention description, date, time and duration.

You can repeat the procedure for several times, the field total duration then contributes to the

increase of the whole quantity of intervention hours. 

7.6.2. Modifying an intervention

You can modify the content of an intervention by clicking Modify, which allows you to edit the lines.

7.6.3. Deleting an intervention

You can delete the content of an intervention by clicking  Delete, which allows you to delete the

lines.

7.6.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

FICHEINTER_CLASSIFY_BILLED => Allows you to classify an intervention as "billed". This also adds

the FICHINTER_CLASSIFY_BILLED trigger to the list of possible automatic events in the agenda.

FICHINTER_DISABLE_DETAILS => Disables the entry of the details lines in the intervention. We

can validate without a line.
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7.7. Tickets

7.7.1. Creating a new ticket
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7.8. Supplier’s rates management

7.8.1. Creating a new price request

In the left menu, Vendor proposals > New price request.

Choose a supplier from the vertical list and click the Create draft button. 

7.8.2. Modifying a new price request

You can modify the content of a request by clicking the  Modify icon, which allows to modify a

request line.

7.8.3. Deleting a new price request

You can delete the content of a request by clicking the  Modify icon, which allows to delete a

request line.
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8. Billing/ Payment

8.1. Introduction

Billing | Payment tab includes the following modules:

 ● Invoices: Customer invoices management. Supplier invoices management.

 Special expenses: (taxes, fiscal or social charges, dividends)●

 Salaries: record and follow up the payment of employees’ salaries.●

 Loans: loans management.●

 ● Donations: donations management.

 Banks and cash: management of financial accounts (e.g. bank accounts)●

 Direct debits: Management of payments by direct debit. Also includes the generation of the●

transfer file.

 ● Margins: margins management.

Configuration

These modules are included in Dolibarr standard distribution and are already installed.

  ❖ You will find the "Invoices" module in the Financial Modules (Accounting/ Treasury) section. A

green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access

the specific module setup page.

Miscellaneous Tab

Invoices and credit notes numbering model

Here, choose the numbering model which will be used for your invoices. You can choose between

the  terre,  mars and  mercure models.  The  mercure model  suggests  a  customized  number

depending on the mask defined;  you can enter any  numbering mask.  The masks can be set
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independently  for  standard  invoices,  replacement  invoices,  credit  notes  and  down  payment

invoices. You can use the following tags in the mask:

{000000}  corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each invoice. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000 + 000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first invoice. Example: you want to start from the last invoice number of

your old software, which was FC558886. Correspondingly, set the mask in the following way: FC

{000000 + 558886}. The next invoice number will be FC558887.

{000000 @ x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from

1 to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31).

{mm} month (01 to 12).

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now. 

Example of the 99th invoice of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014:

ABC {yy} {mm} - {000000} will result in ABC1403-000099

{0000 + 100} -XXX- {dd} -YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31- YYY

The  Terre model returns the number in form of  FAyymm-nnnn for standard and replacement

invoices, AVyymm-nnnn for credit notes and ACyymm-nnnn for down payment invoices where yy

is year, mm is month and nnnn is a sequential counter without break and without reset to 0. 

The Mars model returns the number in form of FAyymm-nnnn for standard invoices, FRyymm-

nnnn for replacement invoices,  AVyymm-nnnn for credit  notes and  ACyymm-nnnn for down

payment invoices where yy is year, mm is month and nnnn is a sequential counter without break

and without reset to 0. 

Invoice documents models

Then choose an invoice document model  by  clicking the activation button,  the color of  which

should switch to green. At an invoice creation, all the activated models will appear in a drop-down

list. You can choose a predetermined model or create another one by means of ODT templates,
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which allows you to generate the documents based on an OpenDocument model (such files as

.ODT or ODS OpenOffice, KOffice, TextEdit...). 

If you have installed the ultimatepdf module, then you should also activate here one of the models

for invoices:  ultimate_invoice (a complete PDF invoice format with columns: Discount, Reduced

unit price...). 

Attention!  If  you  use  this  format  and  want  to  benefit  all  its  functions,  access  Dictionaries

Configuration – Payment methods to create a LCR code if it does not exist, and activate it.

Suggested default payment method if it is not defined at billing level

You can suggest a payment to account by selecting your bank account which will appear in the

drop-down list, if you have previously provided your bank connection. 

Similarly, you can offer a payment by check to the order and address of your company.

Attention! If you do not complete these parts, your details or bank payments will not be displayed

in any of your documents (Orders, companies, invoices).

Other options

Among the options, you can suggest forcing the invoice date to the validation date.

You can add an additional note on the invoices (there is no automatic line break, so if your text on

the document is too long, you will  need to add carriage return signs in the text entry box by

yourself),  such as the sentence: “In case of non-payment by the due date,  the amount will  be

increased by an interest of 1.50% per month of delay (Law 92-1442, Date: 31/12/1992). No

discount in case of an early payment."

Fill in a text which will come as Watermark on draft invoices (none if empty).

Complementary attributes (customer invoices)

In the „Complementary attributes (customer invoices)” tab from the setup of  Invoices module,

define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which

you want to manage for the  Invoices module. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types was

significantly extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean

(check-box with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a

table,  radio  button  (single  option),  check-boxes,  check-boxes  from  a  table,  link  to  an  object,

separator (this is not an input field)). 

Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as List from a table. We fill in

a command (which will be applied to the complementary attributes list only), a label:

Type  business,  an  attribute  code:  choice,  a  type:  list  from a table,  a  value:  we  have  chosen

c_typent table, the label field (c_typent table) and (code field of c_typent table),  then save the

records. Now, if we create a new invoice, there will be a drop-down list of business types in the

billing form.

Here is the way to recover this value in a pdf template:
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$ Test = $> array_options-obiect [ 'options_typent'];

$ pdf-> MultiCell (100, 4, $ test, '', 'R');

The code should be placed and set up in the template exactly where the value should be retrieved.

Complementary attributes (lines)

In the „Complementary attributes (lines)” tab from the setup of Invoices module, define the list of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the  Invoices module. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-boxes),

price, phone, email, selection list, list from a table, separator field, check-boxes, radio button).

Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as Selection list. We fill in a

command (which will be applied to the complementary attributes list only), a label: At your choice,

an attribute code:  choice, a type:  selection list. The list should have the next form: Key  Value:→

e.g., 1, value1…, then save the records.

Now each time you add a line in the invoice, it will be duplicated by a line tagged “At your choice”,

being preceded by the value selected from the drop-down list. 

You will  find  the  Taxes  and Special  expenses module  in  the  Financial  Modules  (Accounting/

Treasury)  section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the

line, allows to access the specific module setup page.

Supplier Invoices Tab

Other options

You can add an extra note in Invoices (Attention! the Word Wrap function is not activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it). 

Available substitution variables:

__USER_SIGNATURE__ 

__USER_ID__ 

__USER_LOGIN__ 

__USER_LASTNAME__ 

__USER_FIRSTNAME__ 

__USER_FULLNAME__ 

__USER_SUPERVISOR_ID__ 

__USER_REMOTE_IP__ 

__MYCOMPANY_NAME__ 

__MYCOMPANY_EMAIL__

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID1__ 
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__MYCOMPANY_PROFID2__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID3__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID4__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID5__ 

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID6__ 

__MYCOMPANY_CAPITAL__ 

__MYCOMPANY_FULLADDRESS__ 

__MYCOMPANY_ADDRESS__ 

__MYCOMPANY_ZIP__ 

__MYCOMPANY_TOWN__ 

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY__ 

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY_ID__ 

__MYCOMPANY_CURRENCY_CODE__ 

__ID__ 

__REF__ 

__REFCLIENT__ 

__REFSUPPLIER__ 

__EXTRAFIELD_XXX__ 

__THIRDPARTY_ID__ 

__THIRDPARTY_NAME__ 

__THIRDPARTY_NAME_ALIAS__ 

__THIRDPARTY_EMAIL__ 

__PROJECT_ID__ 

__PROJECT_REF__ 

__PROJECT_NAME__ 

__CONTRACT_HIGHEST_PLANNED_START_DATE__ 

__CONTRACT_HIGHEST_PLANNED_START_DATETIME__ 

__CONTRACT_LOWEST_EXPIRATION_DATE__ 

__CONTRACT_LOWEST_EXPIRATION_DATETIME__ 

__ONLINE_PAYMENT_URL__ 

__ONLINE_PAYMENT_TEXT_AND_URL__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_MEMBER__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_ORDER__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_INVOICE__ 

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT_CONTRACTLINE__ 

__DIRECTDOWNLOAD_URL_PROPOSAL__ 

__DIRECTDOWNLOAD_URL_ORDER__ 

__DIRECTDOWNLOAD_URL_INVOICE__ 
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__DATE_YMD__ 

__DATE_DUE_YMD__ 

__AMOUNT__ 

__AMOUNT_EXCL_TAX__ 

__AMOUNT_VAT__ 

__AMOUNT_FORMATED__ 

__AMOUNT_EXCL_TAX_FORMATED__ 

__AMOUNT_VAT_FORMATED__ 

__DAY__ 

__DAY_TEXT__ 

__DAY_TEXT_SHORT__ 

__DAY_TEXT_MIN__ 

__MONTH__ 

__MONTH_TEXT__ 

__MONTH_TEXT_SHORT__ 

__MONTH_TEXT_MIN__ 

__YEAR__ 

__PREVIOUS_DAY__ 

__PREVIOUS_MONTH__ 

__PREVIOUS_YEAR__ 

__NEXT_DAY__ 

__NEXT_MONTH__ 

__NEXT_YEAR__ 

__DOL_MAIN_URL_ROOT__ 

__(AnyTranslationKey)__ 

__[AnyConstantKey]__ 

__FROM_NAME__ 

__FROM_EMAIL__ 

Numbering models of supplier invoices

Here,  choose the invoice numbering model  which  will  be  used for  supplier  invoices.  You can

choose between the  Cactus model, where the number is presented in form of  SIyymm-nnnn,

where  yy  represents  the  year,  mm –  the  month  and  nnnn  is  a  sequential  counter  without

sequence  breaks  and  without  reset  to  0  (i.e.,  SI1301-0001),  or  the  Tulip model,  where  the

number can be customized depending on the mask defined.

You can introduce any numbering mask. in this mask, the next tags can be used:
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{000000}  corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each invoice. Enter as much

zeros as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in

order to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first invoice.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

{cccc} client code made up of n letters.

{cccc000} client code made up of n letters is followed by a counter specific to the client, without

any offset, complemented by a number of zeros similar to the one in the mask and reset to 0

together with the general counter.

{tttt} Code of the institution type made up out of n digits (see dictionaries – institutions types). 

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th invoice of the LaCompanie third party on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY. 

Invoices documents model

Then choose an invoice document model  by  clicking the activation button,  the color of  which

should switch to green. At an invoice creation, all the activated models will appear in a drop-down

list.  You can choose a predetermined model. If  you have installed the  ultimatepdf module, you

should also activate here the next model: ultimate_supplierinvoice. 

Other options

You can add an extra note in Invoices (Attention! the Word Wrap function is not activated.

Consequently, if the text in your documents is too long, you will need to split the text manually

while entering it).

Complementary attributes (invoices) 

In  the  „Complementary  attributes”  tab  from the  setup  of  Invoices module,  define  the  list  of

complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which you want to

manage for the  Invoices module. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-box
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with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a table, radio

button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object, separator (this is

not an input field)). 

Standard VAT and rounding rules
A

Description

B

Quantity

C

Price

per

unit

D

VAT

Rate

E

Total

without

tax  

= (B*C)

F

Exact  tax

amount  

= (D*E)

G

Tax  amount

rounded  to  2

dec  

= rotund (F)

H

Price  with  tax

rounded  to  2  dec  

= (E+G)

I

Price with tax rounded

to  2  dec  

= (E+G)

Product alfa 1 1.24 10% 1.24 0.124 0.12 1.24+0.124
= 1.364

1.36 

Product beta 1 1.24 10% 1.24 0.124 0.12 1.24+0.124
= 1.364

1.36 

There are two ways to calculate the total invoice: to sum the rounded lines or to round the sum of

lines.

1) If we decide to sum the lines after rounding them (to 2 decimals), then we have:

Total without tax: 1.24(E1) + 1.24(E2) = 2.48

Total tax 10%: 0.12(G1) + 0.12(G2) = 0.24 (we sum the rounded amounts of each line)

Total with tax (sum of total without tax + total tax): 2.48(Ex) + 0.24(Gx) = 2.72

Note that if we quote the rounded price including tax in each line, we have:

1.36 (I1) + 1.36 (I2) = 2.72 (the same result, so there is no error)

2) If we decide first to sum the rounds and then to round the sum (to 2 decimals), then we have:

Total without tax: 1.24 (E1) + 1.24 (E2) = 2.48 (equal to the method 1) Total with 10% tax: (1.24

(E1) + 1.24 (E2)) 10% = 0.124 + 0.124 = 0.248 rounded to the closest number to have 2

decimals, so it results in 0.25 (We sum the tax free amounts of each line, then calculate their

VAT and afterwards round it to 2 decimals).

Total with tax (total without tax + total with tax): 2,48 + 0,25 = 2,73

First of all, we notice that the results of the two methods are different. The difference is of 0.01

only, but if we have the same line n times, the different could be higher but still less than or equal

to (n-1) * 0,01. Also, if you try to round down or up instead of “to the closest value”, you will face

the same phenomenon (for example, try rounding down for the second line repeated twice, and

you will find the same difference between the 1st and 2nd methods). The difference appears for

another set of different data, but the problem itself remains, because it is not about how we

round, but when we round.

The second thing which we can notice is that it is better not to display the column I on the invoice,

if we use the second calculation method, because then the total displayed amount on the invoice

(2.73) will  not coincide with the one obtained by summing the rows (1.36+1.36=2.72). If  the

column H is displayed, it looks better, but the total amount will always be different because the
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total (2.73) is rounded, while the sum of lines in the column H (1.364 + 1.364 = 2.728) will

remain different.

In short, if we use any of these two ways of calculation, there will always be a visible incoincidence

which can be found.

What to do?

In some countries, the method for calculation for the invoices must always coincide with the 1st

one. As this is the default mode of Dolibarr, there is nothing special to do, just understand what is

happening.

In other countries (very rarely), the calculation for the invoices must always be done according to

the second method. The solution to avoid the above mentioned difference of total amounts (the

one in the bottom of the page and the result of detailed calculation) is not to display the column I.

It is also possible in case of default invoice models of Dolibarr, and there is also nothing special to

do in order to hide this information. To activate this calculation method, you must have Dolibarr

version 3.5+ and set the MAIN_ROUNDOFTOTAL_NOT_TOTALOFROUND constant to 1 (Home -

Setup – Other setup).

In most countries, both methods are possible.  In this case, use the default mode (method 1)

because it is more efficient when it comes to accounting (because, if you use the method 2, the

total  VAT of  your  invoices  will  be  neither  sums from F,  nor  sums from G,  and it  will  create

confusions later).  So,  there is nothing special  to do,  but  to understand that  what happens is

normal. However, if you totally prefer the method 2 (it is not recommended unless required by

legislation  of  your  country)  and  use  Dolibarr  3.5+,  then  you  can  set  the

MAIN_ROUNDOFTOTAL_NOT_TOTALOFROUND constant to 1 (Home - Setup – Other setup).

Default VAT chargeability option

1. Standard: The VAT chargeability on receipt is:

 ➔ upon goods delivery (in practice the billing date is used),

 ➔ upon payment for services.

2. Debit services option: The VAT chargeability on debit is:

 ➔ upon goods delivery (in practice the billing date is used),

 ➔ upon billing (debit) for services.

Default VAT chargeability limit date for the selected option

1. Purchase:

 ➔ Product: upon delivery (invoice date used)

 ➔ Services: upon payment (payment date used).

2. Purchase:

 ➔ Product: upon delivery (invoice date used)
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 ➔ Services: upon payment (payment date used).

The association has created a dedicated page to provide information on the 2016 Finance Act on

cash register software and certification NF525 or LNE, the procedures for obtaining certification

for your environment and the workflow; the page can be found here.

Here are the Questions/Answers that can be asked on the subject: 

I use Dolibarr or other ERP software, am I concerned, and for which functionalities? 

Your software is only concerned if you are subject to VAT (and not a franchise on a VAT basis),

AND if you use it to enter receipts from individuals (B2C = Business To Consumer) or in mixed

mode, i. e. both individuals (B2C) and companies (B2B), regardless of the ratio between the 2,

regardless  of  the  payment  method  used  (unless  you  only  make  direct  payments  through  a

European banking institution).

To sum up:

 ● if you do not collect any money, you are NOT concerned. 

 ● if you are an association/organisation not subject to VAT (association, doctor...), you are NOT

concerned. 

 ● if you are a professional benefiting from the flat-rate refund scheme of the agricultural VAT, you

are NOT concerned. 

 ● if you are an auto-entrepreneur, you are NOT concerned (because you are subject to franchise

basis). 

 ● if you are a company and all your receipts are made through the direct intermediary of a credit

institution (bank's VAD payment system or transfers), you are NOT concerned.

Note:  Credit  Card payments  via  Paypal  or  Stripe  do  not  belong  to  the receipts  carried  out

through the direct intermediation of an institution because neither Paypal nor Stripe are credit

institutions (including Bank). 

 ● if you only invoice companies/professionals, in this case, you are also NOT concerned by the

Finance Act (not B2C). Note: If you invoice professionals most of the time and, also, exceptionally,

from time to time individuals, via a payment method not insured by a European credit institution, if

you can manage/monitor these individual invoices separately on paper, then you are out of the

scope and are not concerned. 

If you are not in any of the above exceptions, then you are concerned if you use the Invoice module

to record your payments and/or the POS module. You will then have to make sure that the "Log

inalterable" module ("BlockedLog") provided with v10 is properly activated. Its deactivation, once

the first entries are made, will no longer be possible. With the migration in v10 and the activation

of this module you will then have a version that conforms to the technical and functional plan. You

will  then need  to  obtain  a certificate  of  compliance with  a  third party  who will  confirm such

technical/functional compliance to be legally compliant.
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If  you are using an online SaaS/Cloud version provided by a third party,  the latter will  surely

provide it to you. If not, you will need to contact your integrator or a service provider who can

provide this certificate.

Note:  this constraint will be the same regardless of the ERP chosen. The use of non-specialized

tools such as an Excel spreadsheet or other, IN THE PURPOSE OF A PAYMENT TRACE STORAGE,

no longer becomes permitted because the software is not compliant and you will not be able to

find a service provider to provide the certificate of compliance. On the other hand, if your use of

Excel or other spreadsheet is just for the purpose of "generating the PDF of the invoice" without

data retention (the text of the law then refers to invoicing software), you can continue to use it in

this way. In case you want to use something to keep track of your payments, and if you are within

the scope of the law, a certified or attestable software on the receipts part becomes mandatory.

 ❖ You will find the  Expense and Travel Reports module in the Financial Modules (Accounting/

Treasury) section. A green icon indicates its activation.

 ❖ You will find the Donations module in the Financial Modules (Accounting/ Treasury) section. A

green icon indicates its activation.

Models of donation receipt documents

Activate the cerfafr model which is an html format model.

 ❖ Setup the Margins module

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules.

You will find this module at the end of the Financial Modules (Accounting/ Treasury) section in the

Complementary modules tab. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the

end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup page:
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Here you will choose the type of the margin used.

Some definitions:

Gross margin = sales price HT - purchase price HT (to be more precise, we should talk about

the purchase cost. The purchase cost takes into account the PURCHASE PRICE, but also the

INCIDENTAL COSTS upon purchase. This is the NET FINANCIAL amount).

Net margin = Gross margin - distribution costs

Distribution costs = store management expenses, rents, staff costs, advertising...

Margin rate = Commercial margin/ Purchase prise x 100 (the margin rate reflects the margin

value as a percent of purchase cost)

Markup rate =  Commercial  margin/  Sales  price  HT  x  100  (the  markup  rate  reflects  the

commercial margin as a percent of sales price)
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8.2. Customer invoices

8.2.1. Creating a customer invoice

In  the  left  menu,  under  the  Customer  invoices  title,  choose  the  New  invoice link.  Choose  a

customer from the list.  From the  Customer tab of a basic customer record, click the  Create

invoice or credit note button:

Then you will have a possibility to choose between more options:

 ➔ standard invoice (also called the must-invoice, it is a traditional invoice)

This is a standard invoice. There are no prerequisites.

 ➔ down payment invoice (see explanation below) 

This type of invoice follows receipt of a down payment, if it is not yet possible to enter the payment

on a final invoice. 

 ➔ situation invoice (feature enabled here in the ultimatepdf invoice tab) 

First situation invoice (This option is only available when creating invoices from the "customer" tab

of the third party).
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To enable the option of situation invoice, go to Home  Setup  Modules/Applications  Multi-→ → →
modules tools  Ultimatepdf→  and choose the Invoices tab. 

Another way of its activation will be described below in the chapter 8.2.5 Hidden options. 

 ➔ template invoice

To create a template invoice, you should first create a standard invoice and then convert it to a

template.
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You can associate a scheduled task with a template.

Attention! For this, you must have the “Scheduled jobs” module enabled, otherwise you will get an

alert:
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Access the module setup page:

Activate the Security key for the URL of scheduled jobs launch.

For recurrent invoices access  Home > Admin Tools>Scheduled jobs. You can edit the prepared

sample and configure it according to your preferences.
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To launch the command manually, you will click the icon at the end of the row.

To have a command which runs automatically, for example in a Unix environment, you can use the

following entry in crontab to execute the command line every 5 minutes:

* / 5 * * * * pathtoscript/scripts/cron/cron_run_jobs.php

052c2b43e14246d92fc2298e9ea22b05 webmaster>

/home/httpd/vhosts/pathtodomain/dol600.aflac.fr/documents/cron_run_jobs.php.log

It’s up to you to create an order for, for example, reissuing an invoice daily.

 ➔ down payment invoice

A down payment invoice is an invoice that follows receipt of a deposit,  in case if  it  is not yet

possible to enter the payment on the final invoice. You can create as many such invoices as you

want. A down payment invoice will then be converted into a discount (already paid) for another

invoice (the final invoice) to which the down payment refers.

In this case we assume that the customer makes an advance payment. In the Type we choose

Down payment invoice, fill in the other fields and click Create draft.

The invoice form that appears is a down payment invoice, we can check it on the Type line. We

can validate the invoice by clicking the Validate button.

We click the Enter payment button and enter the information about the amount paid by the client.

Then click Pay and validate.

Attention! The Convert to future discount button will appear only if the amount remaining to be

paid is reduced to 0.
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If we now click on the  Convert to future discount button, on the discount line now appears the

amount available in the deduction line.

Classically the amount of the deposit is presented in this form in the invoice that uses it:
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A line with a negative amount at the beginning of the invoice. But there is another way to present

this  amount.  The  ultimatepdf  module  allows  you  to  use  the  constant

FACTURE_DEPOSITS_ARE_JUST_PAYMENTS to display it as a settlement line.

 ➔ replacement invoice

A replacement invoice allows to redo an invoice with errors and on which nothing has been done

(no payment entered).

Only  one  replacement  invoice  can  be  created  for  a  standard  invoice.  When  we  create  a

replacement invoice R, we choose the invoice F which must be replaced.  It  is then no longer

possible to perform actions on the invoice F, although the latter does not change status after the

replacement bill R has been created with the draft status. If the replacement invoice R is deleted,

the invoice F returns to  its initial  state and the life  cycle of  the invoice F can resume.  If  the

replacement invoice R is validated,  the invoice F then automatically  passes to the abandoned

status. The life cycle continues on the invoice R.
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 ➔ Credit notes

Access the card of the Customer for whom you are going to create the credit note. For this, go to

the Third parties tab, then select the third party required, then choose the Customer tab and click

the Create invoice or credit note button. 

A credit note invoice is created based on a debit note. You can create several credit notes for one

invoice. The credit note is issued to reduce the payment of any invoice with pending payment. 

Click the "Mark as credit available" button, then you can use this amount to correct your invoice

with errors. 
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Attention! The invoice to be corrected must be validated in order to use the discount. 

Then click the "Apply" button. You can then switch this invoice to "Classify ‘paid’".
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8.2.2. Modifying a customer invoice

As long as the invoice has not been validated, you can still correct its content. You can act on the

product or service lines, either by deleting them or by modifying the content of the VAT, net price,

price including VAT or quantity fields, then click the Modify icon. You can correct the fields related

to company (Tip:  for  this  go to  Setup>Other  Setup,  and in  the "name"  field  set  the constant

INVOICE_CHANGE_THIRDPARTY  to  1),  date,  payment  deadline,  payment  conditions,  payment

method and project by clicking the Modify button at the bottom of the page. 

8.2.3. Deleting a customer invoice

If you need to delete an invoice for any reason, you can do it by using the Delete button at the

bottom of the form. But remember that a reference number has been assigned to it, and you will

then irreversibly have a hole in the tracking of your invoices. We remind you that the best way to

proceed if an error has been detected after validating the invoice is either to make a replacement

invoice or to make a credit note.

8.2.4. Reduce the total amount and/or balance to be paid 

One can reduce the total amount and/or balance of an invoice, but one should make a distinction

between  a  discount  and  a  reduction,  although  sometimes  these  two  terms  are  used

interchangeably. 

  ➔ Discount

A discount is a relative reduction (percentage) in the selling price of one or more products or

services presented in the invoice. This discount must be defined line by line when the invoice is

issued and can be between 0% and 100% (the reduction percentage is then replaced by the

mention offered). 

 ➔ Remission

A remission is a reduction in the total price of the invoice. It can be defined in two ways depending

on whether or not it is associated with another invoice, i.e. a payment already received or not. 

1. Remission associated with a payment already received.

Credit  notes  and  down  payment  invoices  related  to  the  payments  already  received  can  be

converted into future remissions (Attention! Not to confuse discount and remission). In this case,

once being attributed to the current invoice via the  Remissions section, this remission will  be

mentioned at the bottom of the document with indication of the advance payments considered,

which are therefore deducted from the total amount of the invoice to specify the balance to be

paid. This remission is therefore not mentioned as a line in the invoice details. 
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2. Remission not associated with a payment already received.

It is also possible to define a remission that is not related to a payment already received. In this

case, it is necessary to go to the customer's card, customer tab, and define the fixed (amount) or

relative (percentage) remission(s) that is/are assigned to the customer, and why (commercial

action, compensation for late delivery, etc.). Once these remissions are assigned to the customer,

they will be available when issuing any of the customer's invoices in the Remissions section at the

top  of  the page.  Unlike  remissions  associated  with  payments  already  received,  these  will  be

mentioned as lines with negative values in the invoice details, and will therefore reduce the total

amount of the invoice before deducting any payments already received. But these discounts are

not associated with a credit note or down payment invoice. 

8.2.5. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

MAIN_DEPOSIT_MULTI_TVA => In the deposit invoice it creates a line per VAT rate based on the

original document (6.0).

FACTURE_SHOW_SEND_REMINDER => Displays the link "Send reminder by email", functions with

the same purpose as the link "Send by email" (old obsolete function).

INVOICE_CAN_ALWAYS_BE_EDITED => Allows to modify invoices even if the payment has been

initiated.  Note:  if  the  „BlockedLog”  module  is  enabled  (required  in  certain  countries  for  legal

reasons), this will not change the contents of archived logs tracked by this module. By definition,

there  is  no  way  to  modify  or  delete  archived  records.  It  will  simply  update  the  data  in  your

application and a create new record to track the changes in the non-reversible archive log.

INVOICE_CAN_ALWAYS_BE_REMOVED =>  Allows to  delete  invoices (even  if  it  is  not  the last

invoice).  Note:  if  the  „BlockedLog”  module  is  enabled  (required  in  certain  countries  for  legal

reasons), this will not change the contents of archived logs tracked by this module. By definition,

there  is  no  way  to  modify  or  delete  archived  records.  It  will  simply  update  the  data  in  your

application and a create new record to track the changes in the non-reversible archive log.

INVOICE_CAN_NEVER_BE_REMOVED  =>  Never  allows  to  delete  an  invoice  (except  for  draft

invoices).

INVOICE_POSITIVE_CREDIT_NOTE => Sums from credit notes are displayed as positive amounts.
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FACTURE_CHANGE_THIRDPARTY => Allows to change third party in draft invoices. If there was a

remission set based on the initial third party, it will be kept, which leads to the data incoherence.

FACTURE_USE_PROFORMAT => Allows PROFORMAT type of invoices.

FACTURE_DEPOSITS_ARE_JUST_PAYMENTS  =>  Treats  deposit  invoices  as  a  special  case.

Deposit invoices do not rely on turnover. They are then applied as a payment, as a remission to

the final  invoice.  By default,  when you include the deposit  in the draft  of  the final  invoice,  the

amount of the final invoice is reduced. With this option, the final amount is not reduced but a

payment is recorded.

FACTURE_SENDBYEMAIL_FOR_ALL_STATUS => An invoice can be sent to a customer by email,

even if its status is “Draft”. 

MAIN_GENERATE_DOCUMENTS_WITHOUT_VAT =>  Disables VAT on generated documents, as

for an association (works on „crabe” model).

INVOICE_CREDIT_NOTE_STANDALONE (dolibarr  3.9)  =>  A  credit  note  can  be  issued  without

invoice.

INVOICE_DISABLE_REPLACEMENT => Disables replacement invoices.

INVOICE_DISABLE_CREDIT_NOTE => Disables credit notes.

WORKFLOW_BILL_ON_SHIPMENT => Changes the button label with the appropriate label when

you need to create an invoice on shipments.

Introducing the MAIN_DEFAULT_PAYMENT_TERM_ID option to determine the default payment

term on the company level. 

The DOC_SHOW_FIRST_SALES_REP option displays the name of the “buying or selling user” on

PDFs.

Available  substitution  key  (__INVOICE_MONTH__,  __INVOICE_PREVIOUS_MONTH__,...)  can  be

used in the note text of recurring invoices. 

INVOICE_DISABLE_DEPOSIT => Disables deposit invoices.
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INVOICE_ALLOW_EXTERNAL_DOWNLOAD => When a PDF file is  generated,  a  sharing key is

automatically created so that the file can be downloaded using the sharing key. (v7.0+)

INVOICE_POINTOFTAX_DATE => Adds the tax date on invoices for country-specific legal reasons

(v4.0+).

FACTURE_ENABLE_NEGATIVE_LINES => Allows you to add negative lines to an invoice (v8.0.2+)

INVOICE_USE_DEFAULT_DOCUMENT =>  Allows the  user  to  select  a  default  invoice  template

based on the invoice type. On the invoice creation page, the template is dynamically modified when

selecting the invoice type. (v9.0+)

FACTURE_REUSE_NOTES_ON_CREATE_FROM => enables reuse of public or private notes from

the previous object (Commercial proposal, order...) when creating the invoice.

INVOICE_USE_SITUATION  =>  Enables  the  "situation  invoice"  feature.  For  information,  the

functionality is implemented in the ultimatepdf module, and it works in one click.

Attention!  you must start from the third party to be invoiced or from a commercial proposal or

an order that has been made to him and not from invoices>new invoice (for example, Third Party

 → Customer Tab  → Create invoice or credit note).

The percentage of the first situation invoice will be indicated on the invoice form line by line in the

progress field that appeared or by using the "Modify all lines" button at once. For example, we will

choose to put a percentage of 40%.

We see that the total of this invoice corresponds to 40% of the initial amount.
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Once this situation invoice has been settled, the "Create Next Situation" button appears. If you

click on it, the created draft proposes a new type of invoice: "invoice according to situation" with

the number of the previous invoice displayed.
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Attention! If you want to add an amount of 40% compared to the previous invoice, you must in

fact increase the amount of the increase by 40%, i.e. enter 80% (40%+40%).

To create a third and final situation invoice, we will proceed in the same way, adding 20% to our

total to arrive at 100% of the amount.

8.2.6. Scripts

Your accountant asks you for all the customer invoices paid for the company's annual balance

sheet. This script will allow you to create a PDF file from all the selected PDF files. You will choose

the rules on the command line to define which PDF you will include or exclude to make the target

PDF. You will find the file rebuild_merge_pdf.php in the /scripts/invoices folder. 

If  you want to run it with".",  you must make it  executable with `chmod`. To do this,  type the

following command into the Shell:

chmod +x rebuild_merge_pdf.php 

To choose your output invoice template, you will have to edit the file to include its name or it will be

the default “crabe” template. We will  use the ultimate_invoice1 model (part of the  ultimatepdf

module).
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For example, I choose to recover invoices paid between 01/10/2012 and 01/03/2013: 

With help of the command:

./rebuild_merge_pdf.php filter=payments 20121001 20130331 lang=fr_FR 

To retrieve the built  document,  go to:  /documents/facture/temp, you will  find a pdf  named:

mergedpdf_payments_20121001_20130331.pdf 

Usually, the end of the month is a hard period, it is difficult to get back the customers' payment. In

short, you decide to mobilize all your troops in the field: 

This script sends an email to all sales representatives associated with a third party customer who

has at least one unpaid invoice. You will find the  email_unpaid_invoices_to_representatives.php

file in the /scripts/invoices folder.

If you want to run it with „.”, you have to make it executable with „chmod”. For this, type the next

command in Shell:

chmod +x email_unpaid_invoices_to_representatives.php 

With the command:

./email_unpaid_invoices_to_representatives.php confirm 

your sales agents will receive this kind of email:
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8.3. Supplier invoices

8.3.1. Creating a supplier invoice

In the left menu, in the Supplier invoices section, choose the New invoice link. Choose a supplier

from the drop-down list, enter the supplier reference, an optional label, an invoice date, due date

and, optionally, a public note, and click Create draft.

Once the invoice was created as a draft, you should include in it Products or Services already

defined in Dolibarr, or from which you enter directly the name, VAT rate, unit price. There are 2

ways to calculate the total VAT: the first one rounds VAT in each line and then sums the rounded

amounts, while the second one sums the VAT of all the lines and rounds the final sum. The results

can be different  by several  cents.  The first way is  the default  one.  Depending on the way of

calculation used by the supplier, choose the corresponding one to apply the same rule and obtain

a result which is identical to the supplier’s data. Once the invoice is ready, you should validate it.

Attention! This option is irreversible. When you validate an invoice, it gets a number according to

the numbering model which you have chosen in the Suppliers module configuration.

8.3.2. Modifying a supplier invoice

As long as the invoice has not been validated, you can still correct its content. You can act on the

product or service lines, either by deleting them or by modifying the content of the VAT, net price,

price including VAT or quantity fields, then click the Modify icon. You can correct the fields related

to supplier, label, invoice date and due date by clicking the  Modify button at the bottom of the

page. 
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8.3.3. Deleting a supplier invoice

If you need to delete an invoice for any reason, you can do it by using the Delete button at the

bottom of the form. But remember that a reference number has been assigned to it, and you will

then irreversibly have a hole in the tracking of your invoices.

8.3.4. Entering payments

To enter the payment of  a supplier invoice,  simply  select  the invoice from the list  of  supplier

invoices  and  click  "Enter Payment".  In  the  new  window,  fill  in  the  fields  "Date",  "Method  of

payment", possibly the relevant number and the bank account concerned. Do not forget to copy

the paid amounts into the "Amount" box(es) at the end of the line, then save. 

8.3.5. Classifying invoices

When a payment is issued, the invoice changes to "Started" (list of unpaid invoices) or "Payment

started" (in the invoice). To have it in "Paid" status, it is recommended to classify the invoice as

paid: select the invoice then click on "Classify Paid", confirm the request, unless you have ticked

the option to automatically classify the fully paid standard and replacement invoices to "Paid" – in

this case this will be done automatically. If an invoice is not classified as "paid", but the payment is

issued,  the invoice changes from "unpaid"  to "started",  but it  will  be considered as an unpaid

invoice in the list of supplier invoices. 

8.3.6. Concrete case 

Question: If  I  receive a supplier invoice and a credit note because there was an error in the

invoice, what should I do? 

Answer:  Enter the supplier invoice (debit note), then enter a normal supplier invoice but with a

negative amount. Pay (enter payment). Enter the payment for the supplier invoice and a payment

of negative amount for the supplier credit note. Classify both invoices as "Paid". One debit and one

credit payment will appear in the bank records. 

8.4. Billable orders

8.4.1. Managing a billable order

In the left menu, click on the link Billable orders. The list of billable orders then appears in the

right-hand panel. Attention!  only  closed orders  appear.  These are sorted according to  their

reference, but you can adopt a different sorting by clicking on the ascending or descending icon in
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such fields as Company, Ref. Order for customer, Order date, Planned date of delivery or Status.

By  clicking on the link  of  the order reference you open the order file.  You can then use the

corresponding button to: 

 ➔ Clone the order,  Tip!:  you are offered the possibility to choose a different Third Party as a

customer,  for  this  go  to  Setup>Other  setup,  and  in  the  "Name"  field  set  the  constant

INVOICE_CHANGE_THIRDPARTY to 1) 

 ➔ Classify billed.

 ➔ Create invoice.  Attention!  Ensure that an invoice for the total  amount of  the order is  not

already associated with this order, as it is possible to bill the same order several times.

 ➔ Create shipment: sends you to the Shipments/Delivery Receipts tab of the order. For a new

shipment, choose your source warehouse, click the Create Shipment button, specify a scheduled

delivery date, a delivery method (carrier or pick-up by the customer), correct the quantities to be

shipped and create. The quantities shipped are decreasing, and the rest to be shipped must be

set to zero.

 ➔ Go to  the  Generate  Delivery  Receipt  tab  and  validate  the  reception.  The  process  is  then

completed. 

8.4.2. Modifying a billable order

Once the invoice for your order has been validated, you can modify it by clicking the Modify button.

Then, you will be able to correct or delete the product or service lines, modify such fields as Date,

Payment Due to,  Payment Conditions, Payment Method and  Project.  You can then validate it

again. 

8.4.3. Deleting a billable order

You cannot delete an invoice attached to your order, but you can place it in "Classify abandoned". 

8.4.4. Concrete case

Question: How can I bill several orders of the same customer at once? 

Answer: Go to the Customer card, Customer tab. Click the "all orders" link, click on the check-box

button placed under the magnifying glass, it will suddenly select all the check-boxes placed under

it. A drop-down list of actions will appear at the top of the form. Choose "bill orders".
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The system asks you if you want to create a third party invoice, otherwise by default it will be one

invoice per order. 

Validate or not the invoices. 

8.4.5. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

FACTURE_CHANGE_THIRDPARTY = modify a third party as client.

8.5. Taxes and charges

8.5.1. Creating a social tax

In the left menu, click on the Taxes and Dividends link, then New Charge. Fill in the fields  Label,

Type, this one with a star has a drop-down list the content of which can be modified by yourself by

going to the following address:

Home>Setup>Dictionaries. Click on the name of the Dictionary Social or fiscal taxes types to add a

type of charge (example: URSSAF) to the existing list. In the code field, introduce a code modeled

on those already present (example: URSSAF) and in the label field, URSSAF is added. You can now

find this name in the list of social taxes. By returning to the dictionaries, you can activate, modify

or delete it. After filling in the last fields, including the amount, click on Add. By clicking on the link

Social taxes you will see it appearing in the list. 

In the New charge menu you will find the Payments link that takes you to the page of social tax

payments.  Click  on  a  link  in  the  Label column to open a  social  tax  record.  The button  issue

payment allows you to proceed to payment, after having filled in at least the three mandatory

fields (Date,  Payment method and Account to be debited), fill in an amount and click  Save. Now

click the “Sort 'Paid'” button; first you go through a confirmation phase: Are you sure you want to

classify this social tax as paid? If you answer yes, you will always have a possibility to modify or

delete the record in case of error. 
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8.5.2. Modifying a social tax

Go to the card of the tax to be changed, click the Modify button. Only the Label, Period end date

and End date fields are accessible. Make your changes and save. 

8.5.3. Deleting a social tax

Go to the card of the tax to be deleted, click the Delete button. You will go through a confirmation

phase: Are you sure you want to delete this social tax? If you confirm it, the deletion is irreversible.

8.6. Reporting

8.6.1. Profit/(loss) for the year by third parties 

In the left menu, click on Reporting>By third parties. In the right field, in the header according to

your  configuration,  for  example,  if  you  had  chosen  the  Income/Expense  mode,  you  will  see:

Balance of income and expenses, by third parties. (See the cash-based revenue and expenditure

report for a calculation of actual payments made). Choose the analysis period and click on the

Refresh button. 

8.6.2. Turnover invoiced by third parties

In the left menu, click on  By third parties placed under  Turnover invoiced. Choose the analysis

period and click on the  Refresh button. The third parties (Companies) appear then in the first

column, followed by the amount of turnover linked to each third party and the corresponding

percentage.  The  last  column offers  three  icons  pointing  to  statistics  on  commercial  orders,

orders and invoices related to the third parties. 

8.6.3. Turnover invoiced by user

In the left menu, click on By user placed under Turnover invoiced. Choose the analysis period and

click on the Refresh button. The users appear then in the first column, followed by the amount of

turnover linked to each user and the corresponding percentage. The last column offers three

icons pointing to statistics on commercial orders, orders and invoices related to the user. 
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8.6.4. Sales Journal

A journal is the place where the entries are recorded. In the sales journal, all  transactions of

account 411xxx (Customers) are recorded. In the left menu, click on  Reporting>Sales Journal.

Choose the analysis period and click Refresh. The transactions for an accounting document are

broken down into three lines, corresponding to three different accounts, the customer's account

411xxx, the VAT account 445xxx and the product sales account 700xxx. 

8.6.5. Purchases Journal

A journal is the place where the entries are recorded. In the purchases journal, all transactions of

account 401xxx (Suppliers) are recorded. In the left menu, click on Reports>Purchases Journal.

Choose the analysis period and click Refresh. The transactions for an accounting document are

broken down into three lines, corresponding to three different accounts, the supplier's account

401xxx, the VAT account 445xxx and the product purchase account 600xxx. 

8.7. Margins

8.7.1. Managing buying/cost price

Fill in your product and service cards with supplier purchase prices (you can have several). They

will be offered as purchase price choices on the lines for entering commercial proposals, sales

orders and customer invoices (drop-down list). They also allow creating supplier orders. In the

supplier  cards  of  products  and  services,  you  have  at  your  disposal  an  additional  field  called

"Charges" which allows you to add to the supplier purchase price a specific charge. The total will

be the cost of your product or service. By choosing to calculate the net margin in the module's

settings, all the margin calculations described below will therefore be made based on this cost

price, and not on the supplier price only. If you enter a supplier price for a minimum number of

items (for example, 100 DVDs) because you have a particular rate from a threshold of purchased

products, you can also enter the charge corresponding to this "batch". It will be distributed to be

taken into account as unit cost for each element of the ordered batch. 

8.7.2. Managing via Commercial

To track margins by Commercial  module, you must have as many user accounts as different

commercial agents. These must be internal company accounts, not external. Then, in the "Card"

tab of your customers, you must choose a commercial agent to be attached to this customer.

From  there,  regardless  of  who  creates  the  invoices,  the  margins  will  be  posted  to  that

commercial agent, unless you define a different contact type and user on the invoices (on a case-

by-case basis). 
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Attention!  Dolibarr allows  you  to  assign  several  commercial  agents.  However,  the  Margins

module does not support this scenario at the moment, and your margins will be multiplied by the

number of commercial agents indicated. You must therefore assign only one commercial agent

per third party (the main one), then manage the cases of different commercial agents via the

"Contacts/Address" tab of each document concerned by choosing the user concerned, and the

type of contact you have defined in the module configuration. 

8.7.3. Entering a document

When entering proposal/order/invoice lines, choose or enter the purchase price of the product

or service to include the line in the margin calculation. 

Choice of purchase prices: 

 ➔ If  you enter a "free" line, specify the selling price and the purchase price (or the cost price

depending on your overall calculation choice). 

 ➔ If  you choose a product or service from your product/service database, you can choose a

supplier price as indicated in the card or enter a free purchase price. 

Attention! If the purchase price is not specified, the inclusion of the line in the margin calculation

will depend on the parameter you have defined in the module configuration. 

A table summarizing the margins for the current document, with a line for product margins, one

for service margins, and one for the total document margin, is available on the screen of each

document.

8.7.4. Discount cases

A discount made on a line will  be taken into account for the calculation of the margin. Global

remissions are taken into account according to the module settings.

8.7.5. General overview

Access the general summary by commercial agent, customer or product/service by clicking on

the Margins menu in Accounting/Treasury. 

Margins are taken into account in the summary tables on validated invoices. For each tab of this

screen, you can display the summary tables or details by product, customer, or sales agent. You

can also select a series of data for taking into account validated invoices. 
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9. Accounting

9.1. Introduction

You will find the "Accounting" module in the Financial Modules (Accounting/ Treasury) section. A

green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access

the specific module setup page.

Option for accountancy

You can choose the Incomes-Expenses  option. In this mode, the turnover is calculated on the

basis  of  payments (payment date).  The validity  of  the figures is therefore only  ensured if  the

accountancy is carried out rigorously through registration of entries/outputs to the accounts via

invoices. This will be the preferred choice of the liberal professions, and more or less that of small

traders and craftsmen. 

The  Claims-Debts option:  In  this  mode,  the  turnover  is  calculated  on  the  basis  of  invoices

(validation date). Whether paid or not, they appear in the income statement as soon as they are

due. This will be the option for SMEs. 

Other options

Here you will find fields to fill in by asking your accountant for help, or by going to get information

on the accounting plan:

(http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plan_comptable_%28France%29). 
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1. Default accounting code for goods purchases see here

2. Default accounting code for sales of goods see here 

3. Default accounting code for service purchases see here 

4. Default accounting code for sales of services see here 

5. Default accounting code for output tax see here 

6. Default accounting code for deducted VAT see here 

7. Default accounting code of third party customers see here 

8. Default accounting code of third party suppliers see here

To access the module management, click on the top menu.

The accounting module is used in several steps that are usually performed only once, or once a

year (access to the configuration space is directly from the accounting tab located in the top

menu): 
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Step 1: Create or check content of your journal list from menu Setup-Accounting Journals. 

The link takes you directly to the accounting journal dictionary where you can create a new journal

line, if it is missing (by adding a code, a label and the journal type). 

Step 2: Create a model of chart of account from menu Setup-Chart of accounts models.

Select a model or models for chart of accounts which would be suitable for you.
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Step 3: Create or check content of your chart of account from menu Setup-Chart of accounts.

Account numbers support both numeric and alphanumeric characters 

(Example: Account 626000 or 626Post) 

Choose your active account plan from the drop-down list.

The  next  steps  help  you  to  spare  time  in  future,  by  providing  you  with  the  correct  default

accounting account when breaking down (writing records in journals and general ledgers will be

done). 
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Step  4:  Define  default  accounting  accounts.  To  do  this,  use  the  menu  entry  Setup-Default

Accounts

Semi-automatic breakdown (Distribution in the accounting accounts) 

The software always leaves its place to the human and proposes an account assignment on sales

(Invoice Module) and purchases (Supplier Module) according to the settings defined previously. It

is up to you to accept or not the assignment and change it if necessary. 

Possibility to re-distribute a poorly allocated transaction in an account.
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Step 5: Define accounts and journal code for each bank and financial account. For this, use the

menu entry Setup-Bank accounts. 

The module is compatible with the entity's multiple cash accounts. Several possible banks or cash

registers separated in a specific journal.

Step 6:  Define accounts for each of  the VAT Rates.  For this,  use the  menu entry Setup-Vat

accounts. 

The link provides direct access to the VAT Rates dictionary, where you can create a new line for a

rate if it is not created yet (by adding a country, a code, a rate and, eventually, attaching it to

selling and buying account).
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Step 7: Define default  accounts for  special  expenses (miscellaneous taxes).  For  this,  use the

menu entry Setup-Tax accounts. 

Attention! As  in  case  of  all  steps  mentioned  before,  before  making any  changes  you  should

contact your accountant...

Step 8: Define default accounts for expenses from expense reports. For this, use the menu entry

Setup-Expense report accounts menu.
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Step 9: Define the accounts for your products/services.  For this,  use the menu entry  Setup-

Product Accounts. 
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10. Bank/Cash

10.1. Introduction

Bank/Cash tab includes the following modules:

 ➔ Banks and cash registers for the management of financial accounts such as bank accounts,

postal accounts or cash registers. 

 ➔ Direct  payment  orders  for  managing  direct  debit  bank  payments  and  bank  account

withdrawals.

Setup

These modules are included in Dolibarr standard distribution and are already installed.

To use these module, you should first activate them. To do this, connect from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules.

1. You will find the "Bank/Cash" module in the Financial Modules (Accounting/ Treasury) section.

A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access

the specific module setup page.

Settings

In Settings you can enter an additional note that will appear on the check deposit slips (There is

no automatic line break, so if your text is too long on the documents, you will have to add line

breaks by yourself in the text entry area). 
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Order of displaying bank information 

In addition, you can set up the order in which banking information is displayed for countries, with

details. To date, two options are available, either the general display order or the Spanish one. The

module is then operational. 

Definitions

A bank account is a bank account (often this account allows you to write cheques or pay by credit 

card). 

A cash register is a grandmother's cake box in which you put cash or a wallet or a merchant's 

cash register. When you receive a payment by cheque, it will necessarily be deposited in a bank 

account (bank account) but if you receive cash, you can store the notes in a wallet, a cash 

register 

(cash account) as well as to set them aside for deposit in the bank. Dolibarr allows you to create 

as many bank accounts or cash accounts as you need. 

To manage a cash flow, you will need at least one account (usually a bank account, unless the 

managed business does not accept cheques or credit cards and everything is done in cash, be it 

purchase or sale), but this remains optional. If the cash flow is not to be managed by Dolibarr, 

the Bank/Cash module can be disabled. 

2. You will find the "Direct bank payment orders" module in the Financial Modules (Accounting/

Treasury) section.  A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the

line, allows to access the specific module setup page.

Set up the Direct bank payment orders module

Select the user responsible for debit payments from the drop-down list. 

Fill  in the National Issuer Number, which by default is Id prof. 1 (SIREN). To obtain a National

Issuer Number, you must send your bank a request for allocation established by letterhead on

behalf of your company, signed by a duly authorized employee at the same bank. 

This request must include:

- the issuer’s corporate name,

- commercial name, 

- SIREN number, 

- the address of the registered office, 

- the activity of your company, 

- prospective number of direct payment orders,

- the frequency of direct payment orders, 

- the type of clients targeted. 

Other supporting documents such as an extract  of  registration in the Trade and Companies

Register (Kbis), a copy of statute, etc., may be requested from you.
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After examination of the request by your bank and subject to agreement, the file is sent to the

Banque de France for the allocation of the number. 

The National Issuer Number consists of 6 digits and is assigned without time limit. 

Attention! If your company consists of several legal entities, one request per entity is required. 

Then select from the drop-down list the bank account receiving the direct debits. 

Click the "Save" button.

10.2. Bank/Cash

10.2.1. Creating a new financial account

In the left menu, under  Bank/Cash, choose the link  New financial account. Fill in the reference

field (a number or a shortcut of a bank or cash account label). For the bank or cash label field, the

name of the bank will generally be used for a bank account. Choose from the drop-down list the

type of account (savings account,  current or credit  card account,  cash account).  Choose the

currency. The account status (open or closed).  Choose your country for which the account is

open. The accounting code included in the French chart of accounts: 

Account 550 - 

1. Analytical account 550/1 – Bank account at the bank Xxxx 

2. Analytical account 550/2 - Bank account at the bank Yyyy 

Web address of your bank online.

The initial balance of your account on a given date. 

The minimum allowed and/or desired balance. 

Once you have entered all the details, click "Create account". 

Your account now appears under the heading "Bank Accounts" in the left column. Click on the

account title, choose the "Account Number" tab and click "Modify" (bottom right) to fill in the RIB

details. 

10.2.2. Creating an account/cash category

You can group common expenses under a category named, example "petrol account" to track all

the expenses related to refueling a car at a gas station. To do this, fill in a label in the available

field and click "Add".
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10.2.3. Creating a bank transfer

By  entering  a  transfer  from  one  of  your  bank  accounts  to  another,  Dolibarr creates  two

accounting entries,  one  debit  entry  in  one  account  and the other  credit  entry  for  the same

amount in the other account. The same transaction wording and the same date are used for both

entries. 

For example, the Dolibarr association has two accounts, a Paypal account for online payments

(either sales on Dolistore, or donations or contributions), and a Caisse d'Epargne bank account.

Regularly we have to make transfers from the Paypal account to the Caisse d'Epargne account,

only one entry is then necessary to leave a trace in both accounts. 

10.2.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

BANK_DISABLE_DIRECT_INPUT => Allows to prevent from adding a direct entry to the account

by an unauthorized user.

BANK_CAN_RECONCILIATE_CASHACCOUNT (3.8) => Allows you to reconcile cash accounts. 

BANK_DISABLE_CHECK_DEPOSIT => Allows to disable the check deposit function.

10.3. Check deposits

10.3.1. Creating a new deposit

In the left menu under the Check deposits title choose the link New deposit.
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Click on the number of checks to be deposited (here 79). Select/filter the checks to include into

the check deposit receipt and click „Create the check deposit in account: your account”.
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Now confirm the check deposit receipt. A pop-up window displaying the following will appear: “Are

you sure you want to validate the receipt? After validation, no changes are possible”.

10.3.2. Modifying a deposit

The only change you can do is the check reception date. A radical solution is to delete the deposit

record and create a new one (all the checks of the deleted deposit reappear in the list of checks

to be processed). 

10.3.3. Deleting a deposit

Click the„Delete” button and answer ‘yes’ to the following question: „Are you sure you want to

delete the check deposit?”

10.3.4. Hidden options

BANK_DISABLE_CHECK_DEPOSIT to disable the check deposit function.

10.4. Direct Debit orders

10.4.1. Creating a new direct debit order

This requires first of all that the configuration of the corresponding module is correct.
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In the left menu click on Direct Debit orders>New direct debit order. The realization of a new debit

order requires the existence of  pre-established invoices,  with  debit  as a  method of  payment.

Check that the BAN(RIB) of companies related to the invoices are correctly filled in.

From the  screens  displayed,  make  a  request  to  withdraw the  invoices  with  chosen  pending

payment.  Then,  from the screens or  a script,  generate the text  file  of  the direct  debits  and

automatically create the payment in Dolibarr.

Click on the Debits tab of the invoice the payment method of which is set to Debit. 

This tab allows you to request to make the direct debit payment. Once the request has been

made, go to the menu Bank -> Transfers to generate the direct debit order. When the direct debit

order is closed, the payment on the invoice will be automatically posted, and the invoice closed if

the balance is zero. 
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Then click on  Make a direct debit request. You can now find your pending invoice in the direct

debits area (Bank/Cash> Direct debit orders>New direct debit order).

Click the Collect All button. The link to the direct debit payment order form is then displayed at the

bottom of the page.

The reference is a clickable link, this one can be opened from the direct debit receipt tab. The

status of the latter is still "pending". The "Lines" tab displays the list of direct debit orders. If due to

an error you wish to delete a line of an order, it is not possible to do so individually. You will have to

go back to the "File" tab and click the "Delete" button, which will delete the entire receipt. The

invoices to be withdrawn are then available again on the module main page.

To change the status of a direct debit order receipt, click the “Set “File Sent” status” button.
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11. Leads / Projects

11.1. Introduction

The Projects module allows you to define lists of tasks. It also groups such Dolibarr elements as,

for example, commercial proposals, orders or invoices.

Definition

A task has the following features:

 ➔ a label

 ➔ a description

 ➔ a start date

 ➔ an end date or a duration, but only one of them and never both

 ➔ progress registered as percentage

 ➔ a priority rank

 ➔ a status (draft, open, closed). 

Setup

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed. You will find it in

the Projects/Collaborative work section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the

one in the end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup page.

Parameters

Reference numbering models for projects
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Choose a reference numbering model for your projects.

Choosing the Simple model:

The number will be presented in form of PJyymm-nnnn, where yy is the year, mm – month and

nnnn – a sequential counter without sequence break and without reset to 0.

Choosing the Universal model:

The number can be customized depending on the mask defined.

Reference numbering models for tasks

Choose a reference numbering model for your tasks.

Choosing the Simple model:

The number will be presented in form of TKyymm-nnnn, where yy is the year, mm – month and

nnnn – a sequential counter without sequence break and without reset to 0.

Choosing the Universal model:

The number can be customized depending on the mask defined.

You can enter any numbering mask. In this mask you can use the next tags:

{000000} corresponds to a number that will be incremented to each task. Enter as much zeros

as the desired length of the counter. More zeros will be added to the left of the counter in order

to get the same number of digits as in the mask. 

{000000+000} same as above, but an offset corresponding to the number to the right of the

plus is applied from the first project.

{000000@x} same as above, but the counter is reset to 0 in the xth month of the year (x from 1

to 12, or 0 to use the fiscal year start month defined in your settings, or 99 to reset to 0 each

moth). If this option is used and x is 2 or more, then the sequence {yy}{mm} or {yyyy}{mm} is

mandatory.

{dd} day (01 to 31). 

{mm} month (01 to 12). 

{yy}, {yyyy} or {y} year out of 2, 4 or 1 digits.

Any other characters in the mask will remain unchanged.

Spaces are not allowed. On the other hand, „ / ” is allowed now.

Example of the 99th task of the LaCompanie third party created on 31/03/2014: 

ABC{yy}{mm}-{000000} will result in ABC1403-000099 

{0000+100}-XXX-{dd}-YYY will result in 0199-XXX-31-YYY 
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Project reports document model

Then choose a document model for displaying project reports by clicking the activation button

which should become green.

At a project creation, all the activated models will appear in a drop-down list. You can choose a

pre-established model.

Complementary attributes (projects) tab

Define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which

you want to manage for the  Projects module. Starting with  Dolibarr  3.3, the list of types was

significantly extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean

(check-box with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a

table,  radio  button  (single  option),  check-boxes,  check-boxes  from  a  table,  link  to  an  object,

separator (this is not an input field), etc...).
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Let’s consider the example of adding such complementary attribute as List from a table. We fill in

a command (which will be applied to the complementary attributes list only), a label:  Shipment

address, an attribute code: adresse_projet, a type: list from a table, a value: we have chosen table

projet_extrafields,  an  adresse_projet field  (for  projet_extrafields  table)  and  a  label  field  (for

projet_extrafields table), then save the records. Now, if we create a new project, in the file we will

find a drop-down list with shipment addresses.
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Complementary attributes (tasks) tab

Define the list of complementary attributes which are not available in standard version and which

you want to manage for the Tasks. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-box

with the single option), price, phone, email, selection list, list from a table, separator, check-boxes,

radio button, etc..).

11.2. Projects

11.2.1. Creating a new project

In My projects or Projects, click the New project link.

A  project  can  be  either  private  or  public.  Public  projects  (and  tasks  assigned)  can  be

read/modified by any person that has permissions to the project. Private projects (and tasks

assigned) can be read/modified only by users that have permissions to the project and are also

defined  as  project  contacts,  as  well  as  by  project  creator  (if  all  the  project  contacts  are

eliminated, there should remain at least one user that can make changes in the project, even just

for adding contacts. It is about the creator).

 ➔ The reference field is incremented automatically depending on the reference numbering model

chosen for your projects.

 ➔ Complete the Label field. 

 ➔ Status (Draft, Open, Closed).

 ➔ Usage: Track an opportunity, Track tasks or time spent, Invoice time spent (Check if you are

capturing time on project  tasks AND plan to  generate invoices  from the time to invoice the

project client (do not check if you plan to create an invoice that is not based on time capture).

Note: To generate an invoice, go to the 'Time consumed' tab of the project and select the rows to

include).
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 ➔ Remember to fill in the employee's hourly and daily rates (on their user record).

 ➔ For the Third Party field: if there are objects (invoice, order,...) belonging to another Third Party

(not chosen) but need to be assigned to the project to be created, do not fill this field in to keep

the Multiple Third Parties option open. 

 ➔ Choose the visibility mode (just project contacts or everyone).

 ➔ Enter a start date.

 ➔ Eventually, an end date and a description.

 ➔ Access the „Project contacts” tab to choose a user contact and one or more third parties

related to the project. 

 ➔ Then, access the  „Linked files” tab to set the connections between commercial  proposals,

orders or invoices and the project.

11.2.2. Deleting a project

Access the card of the project to be deleted and click the “Delete” button. Depending on the

project registered progress, the following message might be displayed: „Are you sure you want to

delete this project? This option will destroy project tasks (xx tasks at the moment) as well as time

spent logs”.
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11.3. Tasks/Activities

11.3.1. Creating a new task

In  My tasks/activities or Tasks/activities, click the link New task. You can also create a task by

means of the “Create task” button from the “Tasks” tab of a project.

You can create a task for a shared project only (without a dedicated manager) or for a project to

which you are assigned.

A task can be created based on a project or on another task of a project.

Assign the project to one of your users. Indicate a start date and, eventually, an end date. Plan the

work volume. Click the “Add” button. Now your task is operational.

If  you now click on the task reference or label, under the Project block a new block with tabs

appears. The “Time spent” tab allows you to manage the time spent by assigned user for the task.

11.3.2. Create time spent

Under  My tasks/activities or  Tasks/activities, click the “Create time spent” link. You can also

create a new entry for time spent for a task by means of the “Add” button from the “Time spent”

tab. Indicate a resource (project contact),  a certain date, a note and duration, and then click

“Add”. The time spent is added to any existent time spent entry.
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11.3.3. Billing based on time consumed

Invoice Time Spent (Check if you are entering time on project tasks AND plan to generate invoices

from the time to invoice the project client (do not check if you plan to create an invoice that is not

based on time entry).

Note: To generate an invoice, go to the 'Time consumed' tab of the project and select the rows to

be included).

You can choose a draft invoice to use, or create a new invoice.

Then click on the "Invoice" button.

The  system calculates  the  amount  of  the  invoice  from the  user's  hourly  rate  and  the  time

consumed.
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11.3.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

PROJECT_CAN_ALWAYS_LINK_TO_ALL_SUPPLIERS => Allows to activate links between projects

and any supplier, even if you use the third party link functionality. Note: set by default as 1 starting

with 3.7.

PROJECT_TIME_ON_ALL_TASKS_MY_PROJECTS  =>  Allows  to  add  time  for  tasks  even  if  a

person is not assigned to it (nevertheless, the task should belong to a project where the person is

a project contact).

PROJECT_SHOW_REF_INTO_LISTS => Allows to add a column with project reference into list

(starting with the version 3.7., only supplier invoices list will be extended to other lists).

PROJECT_HIDE_UNSELECTABLES => Allows to  hide all  the projects that can not be selected

(closed or drafts) from drop-down list.

PROJECT_HIDE_TASKS => Allows to  hide tasks.  For  a user that  uses the project  just  as an

analytical key and that does not use the tasks.

PROJECT_LIST_SHOW_STARTDATE => Displays project start date in project lists.

PROJECT_LINK_ON_OVERWIEW_DISABLED (4.0) => Allows to hide the “link to” form on the main

page.

PROJECT_CREATE_ON_OVERVIEW_DISABLED (4.0) => Allows to hide the “Create” button on the

preview page.

PROJECT_ALLOW_TO_LINK_FROM_OTHER_COMPANY => Allows to set a link between an object

and a project of a third party.

PROJECT_ALLOW_COMMENT_ON_TASK => Allows to add a function for commenting on tasks

related to projects.
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PROJECT_DISABLE_UNLINK_FROM_OVERVIEW  =>Enable  the  removal  of  a  link  button  in  the

project preview. (>= 8.0.1)
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12. Human Resource Management

12.1. Introduction

HRM includes the following modules:

 Users & Groups: Management of users / employees and groups.●

 Leave Requests: Reporting and tracking of employees’ vacations.●

 Expense reports: Management and reports on expenses (transportation, meals, ...)●

 Members : Managing the members of an associations.●

Setup

These modules are included in Dolibarr standard distribution and are already installed.

 ❖ You can find the Leave Requests Management module in the Human Resource Management

(HR)  section. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line,

allows to access the specific module setup page.

Main settings related to leaves

The deadline for beforehand vacation application (number of days to be introduced).

Notifying the validator if the leave request does not meet the deadline (check-box). 

Notify the validator if the user requests leave in excess of his balance (check-box). 

Number of paid vacation days added each month (increment of 2.08334 days each month in our

case). 

Number of paid vacation days to be deducted per day of leave taken (value in days). 

Last automatic update of leaves (the last date is automatically displayed). 
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Settings related to leaves for events

Create  an  exceptional  leave:  Enter  the  name  of  the  event  (example:  wedding)  and  match  a

number of days for this event. 

 ❖ You can find the Expense Reports module in the Human Resource Management (HR) section.

A green icon indicates its activation. There are no specific settings.

12.2. Leaves

12.2.1. Creating a new request

In the left menu, under the  Leaves  heading, choose the  New  link to display the New Request

form. At the top of the form you will find the sentence "Requests for leave must be made at least

31 days before the date of the leave." (depending on the number of days you have filled in the

administration compartment). 

Enter the beneficiary  user,  Start Date (First day of vacation),  End Date (Last day of vacation), in

the drop-down list Will be approved by: select the user responsible for validating this request, you

can provide a description and finally click on Create leave request.

After validation, the request has the following status: Awaiting approval. The Administrator that is

responsible for requests management will click either Approve, or Refuse.
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Access the card of a user via Users & Groups, you will see the HR and Bank  tab displaying user’s

vacation requests and vacation balance. 
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12.2.2. Modifying a request

The  Modify button allows to edit vacation requests. You can modify the  Start date (first day of

vacation), End date (last day of vacation), Description and Will be approved by fields.

12.2.3. Deleting a request

Once validated, the request can not be deleted. It can only be canceled.

12.2.4. Hidden options

Once validated, the request can not be deleted. It can only be canceled.

MAIN_NON_WORKING_DAYS_INCLUDE_SATURDAY  =  0  allows  to  integrate  Saturday  in  the

days off and 1 to ignore it.

MAIN_NON_WORKING_DAYS_INCLUDE_SUNDAY = 0 allows to integrate Saturday in the days

off and 1 to ignore it.

WARNING: The hidden option HOLIDAY_MORE_PUBLIC_HOLIDAYS has been removed.

Use the dictionary table instead if you need to define specific vacations.

12.3. Expenses reports

12.3.1. Creating a new expenses report

In the left menu, under the heading  Expenses reports, choose the  New link to display the  New

Expense Report form. Choose a type of expense from the drop-down list, the user concerned, the
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date of the expenses, the mileage if it is a trip or the amount of the expense in other cases, and

the  third  party  to  whom the  expenses  are  being  reported.  The  expense  report  can also  be

attached to a project. 

12.3.2. Modifying an expenses report

The Modify button allows to edit the expenses report. All the fields completed during the report

creation can be modified.

12.3.3. Deleting an expenses report 

You can delete a report, as usual, by clicking the  Delete button.  Attention! If the button is not

available, check whether you have got rights to do this in user’s permissions.

12.3.4. Hidden options

EXPENSEREPORT_ALLOW_OVERLAPPING_PERIODS => One can introduce overlapping expenses

reports or several expenses reports for the same period.

EXPENSEREPORT_USE_OLD_NUMBERING_RULE  =>  The  Expense  Report  module  uses

numbering rules that you can configure (as other modules do).

If you want to keep the hard-coded numbering rule of the Expense Report used in version 6.0, set

this constant to 1. (>=v7.0+)

MAIN_USE_EXPENSE_IK => This function allows you to define an index mileage in relation to a

mileage index for different vehicle types. (v7.0+)

MAIN_USE_EXPENSE_RULE => This feature allows you to define a variety of rules per user /

group / all so that they can create reports only within their limits. (v7.0+)

OVERRIDE_VAT_FOR_EXPENSE_REPORT => Setting the constant to 1 will allow expense reports

to display VAT even if the global VAT setting is disabled. (v10.0)
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13. Tools

13.1. Introduction

The Tools tab contains multi-module tools. 

 ❖ EMailings 

This module allows to send bulk emails to all  or some of the customers, suppliers, prospects,

members, users...

Setup 

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator's

account and access the page „Home – Setup – Modules”.

You can find this module in the  Available app/modules tab,  Multi-modules tools section:  click

„Activate”. A green icon indicates its activation. The next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows

to access the specific module setup page:

Setup page allows you to  configure the sender’s  email  address (From) and the return email

address to recover emails with errors (Errors-to). It is important to indicate the latter in case you

don’t want to be in the black list.

Allow the use of the read confirmation tracker tool and link for unsubscription: click the  on/off

button to turn it green. The security key field allowing the encryption of URLs used in the read and

unsubscribe confirmation functions will now be filled in automatically. 

The  introduction  in  your  mail  of  the  substitution  constants  __CHECK_READ__  and

__UNSUBSCRIBE__ is now functional. 
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If the function of emailing does not work properly, access the Home –Setup –emails page. This

page allows you to replace PHP parameters for emails. In most cases,  on OS,  as well  as on

Unix/Linux, PHP parameters are already correct and this page is useless. 

The PHP mail function is used by default. 

Attention, in case of some Unix systems, with this sending method, to allow sending mails on

your behalf,  one should make sure that the sendmail execution configuration contains the  -ba
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option (mail.force_extra_parameters parameter in  php.ini file). If some of your recipients do not

receive your emails, try to modify this PHP parameter with mail.force_extra_parameters = -ba.

The mail sending function using the "PHP direct mail" method could generate a mail that could be

misinterpreted by some mail servers that have bugs in receiving emails. This can lead to receiving

unreadable emails for people hosted on these platforms with bugs. This is the case for customers

of some Internet service providers (e.g. Orange). This is not a problem in Dolibarr or PHP but in

the receiving server. Nevertheless, you can set the MAIN_FIX_FOR_BUGGED_MTA option to 1 in

Setup  → Other setup to modify Dolibarr to compensate that bug. However, it is the servers that

respect  the  standard  of  sending  mails  that  may  have  problems.  The  other  solution

(recommended)  is  to  use the  SMTP socket  library sending method which has none of  these

disadvantages. 
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If  you  click  the  „Test  the  server  availability”  button,  the  following  message  should  appear:

„Testing the server availability. The server is available at the address ssl://smtp.gmail.com on

port 465”.

 ❖ Data export

Setup

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator's

account and access the page „Home – Setup – Modules”.

You can find this module in the  Available app/modules tab,  Multi-modules tools section:  click

„Activate”. A green icon indicates its activation. 
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 ❖ Data import

Setup

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator's

account and access the page „Home – Setup – Modules”.

You can find this module in the  Available app/modules tab,  Multi-modules tools section:  click

„Activate”. A green icon indicates its activation. 

13.2. Emailings

13.2.1. Creating a new emailing

The mailing functions are accessible from the "Tools" menu. In the left menu, under the Emailings

heading, choose the link "New emailing". Fill  in the description field (for example: "Subscription

Renewal"), this is the title that will appear in the list of Emailings. If you have configured the two

email addresses in the administration part of the module, the next two fields will already be filled

in. Enter a title in the "Email topic" field, replace the background color using the Color Picker tool, if

you want to customize your mail. Enter the content of the email with any substitution variables

(__LASTNAME__ for the Name, __FIRSTNAME__ for the First Name etc.),  format it using the

CKEditor tool, and click the "Create emailing" button. 
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Then you must choose the recipients from predefined lists. To do this, go to the "Recipients" tab

and click on "Add" button of the predefined lists of recipients. In our example, in "Modules for

selecting recipients", we choose the line Members, in the drop-down list select "validated (not

updated)", membership end date: After 01/01/2012 Before 01/09/2012 and click "Add". 
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When you return to  the "Emailing Form" tab,  you can either test  your mailing to  a personal

address by clicking the "Test emailing"  button,  or directly  click the "Validate  emailing"  button,

confirm, and a pop-up will appear with the following content to be validated: "For security reasons,

it is recommended to send a mass mailing from a command line. Ask your administrator to run

the following command to send the mailing to all recipients: php./scripts/emailings/mailing-

send.php". 

Attention! Only one email with the “validated” status can be sent in bulk. 

Now click „Send email”.

The overall status of sent mailings, as well as the result of the mailing for each recipient, will be

updated and available for reviewing.

13.2.2. Modifying an email

You can clone an existing email by accessing the list of created and sent emails. References are

clickable  links that  lead to  corresponding email  which can be re-used by  clicking the  „Clone”

button.

Only not validated emails can be edited. A cloned email can also be modified.
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13.2.3. Deleting an email

An email can be deleted, be it a validated one or not, by clicking the „Delete emailing” button, after

which you need to give an affirmative answer to the confirmation request: „Are you sure you want

to delete this emailing?”.

13.2.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

MAILING_LIMIT_SENDBYWEB => allows you to  set  the number  of  emails  to  be sent  directly

without using the command line. 

MAIN_MAIL_DEBUG =>  writes  the  content  with  the  header  of  the  last  email  in  the  dolibarr

mail.log file in the dolibarr_main_data_root directory. 

MAIN_SMS_DEBUG => writes the content of the SMS sent in the file dolibarr_sms.log in the

directory dolibarr_main_data_root. 

MAIN_MAIL_ALLOW_SENDMAIL_F => On a Linux or BSD system, the PHP messaging function

uses  the  “sendmail  local  to  server”  command.  In  some  cases,  the  sender's  email  must  be

provided in the sendmail command line with the -f option. This option is there to ask Dolibarr to

call the PHP mail function by adding a value for the -f option. Note that in most cases, even with

sendmail, the sender's email is correctly managed because it is added to the technical header of

the email. 

This  option  is  here  only  for  a  rare  installation  of  sendmail  that  requires  the  -f  option  to  be

mandatory or for a sendmail configuration that does not use the Return-path of the email header

by default to define the sender (with this option, the return path is also provided on the command

line and not lost by sendmail).

MAIN_MAIL_SENDMAIL_FORCE_BA => On a Linux or BSD system, the PHP messaging function

uses  the  “sendmail  local  to  server”  command.  In  some cases,  we  want  the  recipient  to  be

provided to sendmail in the content of the email instead of its command line parameter. To do

this, we must add the -ba parameter to sendmail. This option asks PHP to provide this parameter

when sending an email. Another solution is to edit the mail.force_extra_parameters = -ba in the

php.ini file. 
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MAIN_MAIL_NO_FULL_EMAIL => the recipients’ and senders’ e-mails are cleaned to be on the

"<email>" form instead of "Name <email>". This could solve the problem of compatibility with very

old email senders.

MAIN_FIX_FOR_BUGGED_MTA => some MTA agents are buggy and add CR characters every

time they see an LF. Since Dolibarr emails are intended to be cleaned, if the MTA agent does, you

will send an email with two CR characters. This may make it impossible for the recipient to read

your email. To fix this, set this constant to 1 and Dolibarr will then create an email that is not RFC

compliant,  but as far as the MTA agent is buggy,  the email  will  be modified and will  become

correct when sent, solving the problem of bad email received. Add this constant if your recipient

encounters  problems when  opening an  email,  for  example  users  using orange.fr  webmail  or

hotmail.com 

MAIN_MAIL_DO_NOT_USE_SIGN =>  a user signature at the end of the suggested predefined

email is not added. 

MAIL_FORCE_DELIVERY_RECEIPT_INVOICE, MAIL_FORCE_DELIVERY_RECEIPT_ORDER, 

MAIL_FORCE_DELIVERY_RECEIPT_PROPAL => forces delivery receipt to "Yes" in the form of an e-

mail sending. 

MAIN_EMAIL_USECCC => 1 = Display the BCC field in email forms, If email = Show BCC pre-filled

with email.

MAIN_MAIL_AUTOCOPY_PROPOSAL_TO, MAIN_MAIL_AUTOCOPY_ORDER_TO, 

MAIN_MAIL_AUTOCOPY_INVOICE_TO => email to be used as a BCC recipient when sending an

email  for  a  proposal,  order  or  invoice.  You  can  make  this  value  visible  by  setting

MAIN_EMAIL_USECCC (to 1 or to another e-mail, see previous statement). 

MAIN_EMAIL_ADD_TRACK_ID => When the value is 1 (it is also the default value if the option is

not defined): The "Message-id" record added to the SMTP header includes a tracking ID to define

where the email was sent from. When the value is 2: you send an e-mail from the third-party card,

the sender's e-mail is completed by the tracking string of the e-mail source "+ thiXXX" (your e-mail

will  be sent with the "from" which is: "myname+thi123@monentreprise.com")).  Thus, when the

user receives an email,  the "Reply" message is sent to myname@masociété.com, but with the

tracking ID included (in the header or in the target email), allowing you to know which third party

or object it is related to. 

The MAIN_INFO_SOCIETE_MAIL_ALIASES option allows to use multiple identities in 

the origin of the emails. 
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MAIL_MAX_NB_OF_RECIPIENTS_IN_SAME_EMAIL  =>  restricts  the  sending  of  an  e-mail  to  x

recipients for the same message (x for To: + CC: + BCC:). If not defined, the value is 10. This is a

mandatory constant to fight against spam that includes 1000 recipients in a message. 

MAIL_MAX_NB_OF_RECIPIENTS_TO_IN_SAME_EMAIL,

MAIL_MAX_NB_OF_RECIPIENTS_CC_IN_SAME_EMAIL  and

MAIL_MAX_NB_OF_RECIPIENTS_BCC_IN_SAME_EMAIL are also available. 

MAIN_MAIL_FORCE_CONTENT_TYPE_TO_HTML =>  forces  all  emails  (event  with  text  content

only) to be sent as an HTML email.

MAIN_MAIL_USE_MULTI_PART => allows to create content of an email using another part of the

text (for version 5.0.2+). By default with 6.0+.

MAIN_MAIL_ADD_INLINE_imageS_IF_IN_MEDIAS => if  images have been stored in the media

directory from CKEditor,  the images in  the emails are replaced by "online content".  This  can

seriously increase the risk of being detected as SPAM. 

MAIN_COPY_FILE_IN_EVENT_AUTO => allows to add a document as an attachment to an event

automatically generated by sending an email in Dolibarr. (v6.0 +). 

MAIN_EXTERNAL_SMTP_CLIENT_IP_ADDRESS => enters the public IP address of the server, so

that it will appear in the help on the email configuration page. 

MAIN_MAIL_ENABLED_USER_DEST_SELECT => also displays internal users in the list of email

recipients in the email sending form (v8.0 +).

13.2.5. Substitution constants

The following constants will be substituted by their corresponding value..:

__USER_SIGNATURE__ = Signature of the sending user

__USER_ID__ = 3

__USER_LOGIN__ = ttestor

__USER_LASTNAME__ = Testor

__USER_FIRSTNAME__ = toto

__USER_FULLNAME__ = toto Testor

__USER_SUPERVISOR_ID__ = __USER_SUPERVISOR_ID__

__USER_REMOTE_IP__ = 62.212.123.123
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__MYCOMPANY_NAME__ = Dolibarr Association

__MYCOMPANY_EMAIL__ = contact@dolibarr.org

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID1__ = 520339938

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID2__ = 52033993800018

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID3__ = 9499Z

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID4__ = __MYCOMPANY_PROFID4__

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID5__ = __MYCOMPANY_PROFID5__

__MYCOMPANY_PROFID6__ = __MYCOMPANY_PROFID6__

__MYCOMPANY_CAPITAL__ = __MYCOMPANY_CAPITAL__

__MYCOMPANY_FULLADDRESS__ = 265, rue de la vallée, 45160 Olivet, France

__MYCOMPANY_ADDRESS__ = 265, rue de la vallée

__MYCOMPANY_ZIP__ = 45160

__MYCOMPANY_TOWN__ = Olivet

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY__ = France

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY_ID__ = 1

__MYCOMPANY_COUNTRY_CODE__ = FR

__MYCOMPANY_CURRENCY_CODE__ = EUR

__DAY__ = 2

__DAY_TEXT__ = Monday

__DAY_TEXT_SHORT__ = Mo

__DAY_TEXT_MIN__ = M

__MONTH__ = 3

__MONTH_TEXT__ = March

__MONTH_TEXT_SHORT__ = Mar

__MONTH_TEXT_MIN__ = M

__YEAR__ = 2020

__PREVIOUS_DAY__ = 1

__PREVIOUS_MONTH__ = 2

__PREVIOUS_YEAR__ = 2019

__NEXT_DAY__ = 3

__NEXT_MONTH__ = 4

__NEXT_YEAR__ = 2021

__DOL_MAIN_URL_ROOT__ = https://admin.dolibarr.org

__(AnyTranslationKey)__ = TranslationOfKey

__(AnyTranslationKey|langfile)__ = TranslationOfKey (load also language file before)

__[AnyConstantKey]__ = ValueOfConstantKey

__ID__ = ID registration

__EMAIL__ = recipient Email

__LASTNAME__ = Last Name
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__FIRSTNAME__ = First Name

__MAILTOEMAIL__ = Recipient Email (including the "mailto:" html link)

__OTHER1__ = Other1

__OTHER2__ = Other2

__OTHER3__ = Other3

__OTHER4__ = Other4

__OTHER5__ = Other5

__CHECK_READ__ = Track the opening of the email

__UNSUBSCRIBE__ = Unsubscribe link

__SECUREKEYPAYMENT__ = 588fc0cadee01eaf81b77c88d99
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13.3. Export Assistant

13.3.1. Creating a new export

Access the Tools Export Assistant New Export menu.→ →

Choose dataset you want to export.

In  this  example  we  will  choose  the  “Third  Parties”  module  with  exportable  data

„(companies/organizations/natural persons) and attributes”. Click the icon at the end of the line

to move to the next step.

Choose the fields to export  or choose a predefined export profile.  If  you click "All",  the list  of

"Exportable Fields" is moved to the "Export Fields" column. 
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If you want to filter certain values, enter them.

In the next step you can sort the order of the list of fields to be exported.
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If you have made special settings, consider saving this export profile if you want to reuse it later.

Now choose the export format from the drop-down list and click “Generate” to issue the export

file. Existent formats are CSV or TSV (text file) or Excel 2007 or Excel 95 (Excel format).
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13.3.2. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

EXPORT_CSV_SEPARATOR_TO_USE =>  Character value to be used as a CSV file delimiter (by

default Dolibarr takes","). 

Example: EXPORT_CSV_SEPARATOR_TO_USE=; 

EXPORT_CSV_FORCE_CHARSET => Selects the charset of the file generated by CSV exports. 

Default: UTF-8.

Example: EXPORT_CSV_FORCE_CHARSET=ISO-8859-1 
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EXPORTTOOL_CATEGORIES => can export categories (several lines) in a column with the "product

export profile". 

USE_STRICT_CSV_RULES  =>  Uses  only  CSV  strict/real  format  for  export.  Does  not

clean/replace CR + LF with „\ n”, but reads them using the CSV escape character ("). 

13.4. Import Assistant

13.4.1. Creating a new import

Access the Tools/Import Assistant/New Import menu.

At the 1st stage, choose a predefined set of data which you want to import. We will refer to our

example with the Third Parties module. Click the „New Import” icon. 

At the 2nd stage, we choose the format of the file which we want to import by clicking the icon at

the end of the line.

Recommendation! You can download a file by clicking „Download template file with field content

information (* are mandatory fields)”.
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At the 3rd stage, choose the file from your computer which you want to import and click Add file to

send it to Dolibarr. We will import the file created in the export chapter.

Once the file was transferred, click the icon at the end of the line to move to the next stage.

At the 4th stage, in the left column there are the fields from the document you have sent. In the

right one, there are the fields from Dolibarr. Move the fields from the left column up or down by

drag and drop, placing the mouse cursor at the arrow, so that each field from the source file

would be placed right in front of the line of the Dolibarr field. If any field from the downloaded file

should not be imported, place it down under the „Fields of source file not imported” line.
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Recommendation! If no imported field corresponds a Dolibarr line, use the “Another field” line

which you will place in front of the field.

Recommendation! Moving the mouse cursor to the question sign at the end of the line, you can

see the information related to values which should be introduced into the Dolibarr field with also

limits and sometimes examples of values.

At the 5th stage, tick or untick the „Do not import the first line of the source file” box, then click

„Run Import Simulation”.

The simulation will try to introduce in base by canceling the operation at the end. Then, an error

report will be displayed. If there are no errors, you can click “Import Data” which will be definitive.

Imported data is added to the existent data. 
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Attention! Often,  errors at  the simulation  stage  come from the import  of  the first  line,  if  it

corresponds to the titles of fields.

Recommendation!  Don’t forget to add a column for country with value equal to 1, because by

default the country column is not introduced at import.

Recommendation!  All  data imported in  Dolibarr are imported with the  import_key field,  and

they have the value corresponding to the import date. If any problem is detected later, you can

easily find the lines in question with help of an SQL editor.
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13.4.2. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:
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IMPORT_CSV_SEPARATOR_TO_USE  =>  value  of  the  character  which  should  be  taken  as

separator of CSV file (by default Dolibarr takes ",").

Example: IMPORT_CSV_SEPARATOR_TO_USE=; 

IMPORT_CSV_FORCE_CHARSET => Allows choosing a set of characters of the file generated by

importing CSV. By default: UTF-8. Example: IMPORT_CSV_FORCE_CHARSET=ISO-8859-1 

13.5. Print bar code

With this tool you can print sheets of bar code stickers. Choose format of your sticker page, type

of barcode and value of barcode, then click the „Generate page to print” button.
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13.6. Poll

13.6.1. New poll

You can create a new poll of two types: date poll and standard poll.

13.6.2. List

Here you will find the list of carried out polls.
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14. Agenda

14.1. Introduction

Agenda module  allows you to  use a  calendar in  Dolibarr and to  manage reminders,  as,  for

example, events and meetings.

Definition

Events and meetings

An event is a notion describing a short or long action which occurred before or is supposed to

occur in future. It has the following features:

 ● A label (In iCal: summary), 

 ● A description (In iCal: description), 

 ● A start date (In iCal: dtstart), 

 ● An end date (In iCal: dtend) or duration (In iCal: duration), but only one of them and never both. 

 ● A location, as, for example, name of a room (In iCal: location) 

 ● Priority (In iCal: priority) 

 ● Transparency  (In  iCal:  transp)  which  shows whether  the  participants  are  available  or  not

because of the task/event. 

 ● A status (attempt, confirmed or canceled), rarely used.

 ● Other information, less structural.

Example of usage: Corresponds to the information which we see in Outlook calendar (Calendar

file),  Evolution or  Thunderbird/Lightning.  We use„events” to  stock meetings,  for  example,  but

these  can  also  be  used  to  stock  any  activity  which  should  be  done  in  a  certain  period  of

time/days.

In  Dolibarr: This notion is managed by the  Agenda module.  Dolibarr had added the notion of

completion percentage.

Setup

This module is included in Dolibarr standard distribution and is already installed.

You will find it in the Projects/Collaborative work section. A green icon indicates its activation. The

next icon, the one in the end of the line, allows to access the specific module setup page.
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 ❖ Miscellaneous

Parameters:

 ● Use events types (managed into menu Setup -> Dictionaries -> Type of agenda events): set as

activated – on or deactivated – off.

 ● Set automatically this type of event into search filter of agenda view: choose the event type

from the drop-down list.

 ● Set automatically this status for events into search filter of agenda view. For example: To do, In

progress…

 ● Which tab do you want to open by default when selecting Agenda menu? For example: Week

view, month view, etc... 

 ❖ Automatic filling

Define here events for which you want  Dolibarr to create automatically an event in agenda. If

nothing is checked by default, only manual actions will be included into agenda.

Selected events (creating an invoice, validating an order) are saved automatically in agenda.

These symbolize a business activity which was just performed. Consequently, they are created

with the status of completed (completion percentage = 100%). Duration of such events is usually

0 seconds (end date = start date).
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 ❖ Export calendar

This  page  allows  configuring  some  options  to  export  events  from  Dolibarr agenda  into  an

external calendar (thunderbird, google calendar, …).
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TimeZone correction: Example: +2 (fill only if timezone offset problems are experienced).

You can also add following parameters to filter output:

logina=admin to restrict output to actions owned by a user admin.

logint=admin to restrict output to actions assigned to user admin. 

project=PROJECT_ID to restrict output to actions linked to project PROJECT_ID. 

logina=webmaster to limit the export to actions owned by the webmaster user.

logina=!webmaster to limit the export to actions not assigned to the webmaster user.

logint=webmaster to limit the export to actions assigned to the webmaster user (owner and

others).

project=__PROJECT_ID__ to  restrict  the  export  to  events  associated  with  the  project

__PROJECT_ID__.

notactiontype = systemauto to exclude automatic events.

 ❖ Import external calendars

This page allows to add external sources of calendars to see their events in Dolibarr agenda.

 ❖ Complementary attributes

Define here the list of complementary attributes which are not available by default, and which you

want to manage in Agenda module. Starting with Dolibarr 3.3, the list of types was significantly

extended (string, long text, integer numbers, decimals, date, date and time, boolean (check-box

with the single option), price, phone, email, URL, password, selection list, list from a table, radio

button (single option), check-boxes, check-boxes from a table, link to an object, separator (this is

not an input field)).

For example, we need to add such complementary attribute as Selection list. We will carry out a

command (which will be applied for complementary attributes list only), a label: At your choice, an

attribute code: choice, a type: Selection list. The list will be of the key type -> value: for example 1,

value 1..., then save the records.

14.2. Events

14.2.1. Creating a new event

In Dolibarr, these events are also called actions. There are automatically inserted events (created

automatically by Dolibarr) and manually inserted events (created by user). The aim of the Agenda

module is to manage this type of events.

In the left menu, under the “Events” rubric, click the “New event” line, choose a type (for example:

meeting, phone call…). If the box “Event on all day(s)” is checked, the option of time choice will be
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displayed in gray color. Indicate the start date and end date, Status/Percentage, if it is the case.

Assign the event. Click the “Add” button. Now your event is in the list of events.

14.2.2. Modifying an event

Access the event to be modified through the “List” line in the left menu under the “Events” rubric.

Choose the desired event from the list, click the hyperlink to open the event card and click the

“Modify” button. The card will be modified and it will be possible to change some elements.

14.2.3. Deleting an event

Access the event to be deleted through the “List” line in the left menu under the “Events” rubric.

Choose the desired event from the list, click the hyperlink to open the event card and click the

“Delete” button. Give a positive answer to the Question “Are you sure you want to delete this

event?”.

14.2.4. Hidden options

There are some more available options which are not visible in the interface. In most cases, you

do not need these functions, while their usage can lead to instability of the application.

To activate them, you should set one of the constants to 1 in the menu  Home/Setup/Other

setup. Here are the constants:

AGENDA_MAX_EVENTS_DAY_VIEW => Defines maximum number of visible entries for each day

in agenda. Default value is 3. Value 0 means no limits.

AGENDA_USE_EVENT_TYPE => At event creation uses a mandatory field “Type” (outdated).

AGENDA_AUTOSET_END_DATE_WITH_DELTA_HOURS =>  To set automatically the end date of

an event to its start date and deviation to the page of event creation. 

MAIN_ADD_EVENT_ON_ELEMENT_CARD => Allows to create an event  based on a document

(proposal, order, invoice).
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15. Complementary modules

15.1. Introduction

Complementary  modules are the functions that  can be added into  Dolibarr  by  adding some

component files.

The DoliStore web-page offers modules from external editors for downloading: DoliStore.com

15.2. Ultimatepdf 

15.2.1. Information

Editor: Atoo.Net 

Web: www.atoo-net.com 

Status: stable

Prerequisites: Dolibarr min version 13.0.x (or more recent versions) 

15.2.2. Functionalities

Allows to personalize pdf documents according to the graphic map of your company. You can

choose font color, borders and background, continuous or dotted borders. It also allows adding

more functions in documents, for each document type independently:

 ● LCR coupon for invoices

 Management of situation invoices with summary on last page,●

 ● Displaying reference column

 ● Hiding VAT sums and column

 ● Signature and stamp block „Agreed and Signed”

 ● Currency symbols displayed after amounts

 ● Thumbnail photo of the products in proposals, orders, invoices

 ● Choosing several logos for documents

 ● Choosing the desired font (Helvetica, DejaVuSans, FreeMono)

 ● Changing the height of the space reserved for the free text block

 ● Displaying a background image on your documents.

 Display a pdf as background.●

15.2.3. Prerequisites

Dolibarr 13.0.x or a more recent version. 
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15.2.4. Installation

 ● Download the archive with the module (.zip) from the next link www.dolistore.com or you can

get it in any other manner.

 ● Put the file into the Dolibarr root directory or create a customized folder in Dolibarr root in

order to place there all the complementary modules (If you choose this solution, remember to

uncomment the two lines of the related configuration file).

 ● Unzip the file with help of the unzip ultimatepdf.13.0.x.zip command.

The module is operational and can be activated.

Watch an online video about setup here (which starts on the date of...) 

15.2.5. Setup

To use this module,  you should first activate  it.  To do this,  connect  from the administrator’s

account and access the page Home – Setup – Modules/Applications – Available app/modules –

Multi-modules tools. Click „Activate”. An icon appears at the end of the line; click on it to access

setup  page  particular  for  this  module.  The  „ultimate_xxx” set  of  templates  now  appears  in

management of business modules which use PDF documents: 

 ● ultimate_propal in document templates for commercial proposals,

 ● ultimate_order in document templates for orders,

 ● ultimate_inter in the intervention sheet templates,

 ● ultimate_shipment in the shipping note templates, 

 ● ultimate_receipt in the customer receipt templates, 

 ● ultimate_invoice in the invoice templates,

 ● ultimate_contract in the contract templates,

 ● ultimate_expensereport in the expense report templates,

 ● ultimate_supplierorder in the supplier order templates,

 ● ultimate_supplierinvoice in the supplier invoice templates, 

 ● ultimate_project in the project report templates. 

The module is operational.

Templates setup page

On the templates setup page you can:

 ● Modify the borders (dotted or continuous line), right or rounded angles,

 ● Click the color picker icon to apply the desired option related to the background color, border

color, text color or footer color,

 ● Display or hide the reference column independently of the description column,

 ● Display or hide the column and amounts of VAT, 

 ● Choose a logo which is different from the one configured in administration of your company,
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 ● Choose another font  (you can use, for example,  DejaVuSans for a language which requires

UTF8, e.g.: Cyrillic alphabet), 

 ● Change the height of the space reserved for the free text block (This is the text you can place in

Additional note on commercial proposals, orders and invoices), 

 ● Change the size of the free text font,

 ● Display a background image on your documents, but beware of the image size, because it can

increase the document size. Also, be careful because this option can disrupt TCPDF generation

and some of the content may disappear behind the image. 

 ● Adjust the size of the product thumbnail photo in your documents if you have configured its

display, 

 ● Set the size of the logo in the header of your documents, 

 ● Adjust the width of each column. 

Click the Modify button to access the template management.
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1. Fill in the Label field to name your template.

2. Describe your template to find it easier (e.g. My blue template with VAT and references).

3.  You  can  use  another  font  than  the  one  configured  in  the  language  file,  for  example

"DejaVuSans".

4. Display background image on your templates.

5. Use the color picker for background color.

6. Use the color picker for border color.

7. Use the color picker for text color.

8. Set the border line (dotted or continuous).

9. Hide or not the column and amounts of VAT.

10. Reverse the direction of the sender/receiver address blocks. 

11. Set the margins of documents.
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1. Adjust the size of the row numbering column.

2. Display or not the references column.

3. Adjust the size of the reference column.

4. Adjust the size of the description column.

5. Adjust the size of the image column. 

6. Adjust the size of the VAT column. 

7. Adjust the size of the price per unit column.
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1. Adjust the size of the quantity column.

2. Adjust the size of the unit column.

3. Adjust the size of the discount column.

4. Change the height of the space reserved for the free text block (at the bottom of the page).

5. Change the size of the free text font.

6. Display the signature of the representative in charge in the box for public note.

7. Configure the text color of the footer.

Validate the changes by clicking the Modify button or cancel them.
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„Options” setup page:

Generally,  options  are applied  for  all  types  of  documents.  It  is  not  necessary  to  click  on  the

template again in order to validate the changes. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used,

 ● Hide VAT number in address boxes,

 ● Hide long description in column with description,

 ● Hide references in column with description,

 ● Hide all  the data from the columns that  follow the description (VAT,  public price,  quantity,

discountings, total),

 ● Hide VAT column only, but you can display the total amounts,

 ● Hide sums, without VAT,

 ● Hide quantities,

 ● Hide amounts with all taxes included,

 ● Add a dotted line between the lines of products/services,

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages,

 ● Set up the bar code type used by default for all third parties.

Below you will also find configuration of the footer block, Other Options and Paper formats.
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„Commercial Proposals” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to commercial proposals. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used.

 ● Display the customer's phone, fax and email. 

 ● Hide details from the source in the address block.

 ● Hide the display of intra-Community VAT in the address blocks.

 ● Ask for bank account destination of proposal
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 ● Display the barcode of products in commercial proposals.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your commercial proposals,
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 ● Display third parties’ QR codes at the top of your commercial proposals,

! Important: Requires the ultimateqrcode module.

 ● Display your QR code at the top of your commercial proposals (this refers to both third party's

and your QR codes, because the location is the same),

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines. 

 ● Display a folding mark on the third of the page to make it easier to send it in an envelope. 
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 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display the row numbering column. 

 ● Display product thumbnails in your Proposals. 

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in commercial proposals. 

 ● Display the reduction column in commercial proposals. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in commercial proposals. 

 ● Display the quantity column in commercial proposals. 

 ● Display the weight column in commercial proposals. 

 ● Display the block: "Agreed and Signed", 

 ● Use the electronic signature system in the "Agreed and Signed" block.

 ● Display the „Auto-liquidation subcontracting regime” line in your commercial proposals,

 ● Merging pdfs directly linked to products in commercial proposal. 

 ● Attach pdf files by merging them to commercial proposal. 
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Under the Options tab you can configure the Terms and Conditions so that they are available for

the three types of documents (Commercial proposals, invoices, orders).

„Orders” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to orders. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used.

 ● Displays the customer's phone, fax and email. 

 ● Hide details from the source in the address block.

 ● Hide the display of intra-Community VAT in the address blocks.

 ● Ask for the target bank account during the order.

 ● Display the barcode of products in orders.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your orders.

 ● Display third parties’ QR codes at the top of your orders.

 ● Display your QR code at the top of your orders (this refers to both third party's and your QR

codes, because the location is the same).

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines. 

 ● Display a folding mark on the third of the page to make it easier to send it in an envelope. 

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your orders. 

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in orders. 

 ● Display the reduction column in orders. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in orders. 

 ● Display the quantity column in orders. 

 ● Display the weight column in orders. 

 ● Display the block: "Agreed and Signed", 

 ● Use the electronic signature system in the "Agreed and Signed" block.

 ● Show or hide all prices in your orders.

 ● Display the „Auto-liquidation subcontracting regime” line in your orders,

 ● Attach pdf files by merging them to orders. 
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Setup page for „Invoices”: 

The following settings are applied specifically to invoices. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used.

 ● Displays the customer's phone, fax and email. 

 ● Hide details from the source in the address block.

 ● Hide the display of intra-Community VAT in the address blocks.

 ● Display bar codes of products in your invoices.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your invoices.

 ● Display third parties' QR codes at the top of your invoices.

 ● Display your QR code at the top of your invoices (this refers to both third party's and your QR

codes, because the location is the same).

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● View all deliveries related to the invoiced order.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines. 

 ● Display a folding mark on the third of the page to make it easier to send it in an envelope. 

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your invoices. 

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in invoices. 

 ● Display the reduction column in invoices. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in invoices. 

 ● Display the quantity column in invoices. 

 ● Display the weight column in invoices. 

 ● Display the „Auto-liquidation subcontracting regime” line in your invoices.
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 ● Enable the functionality of situation invoices.

 ● Display the amount of work in process in the document.

 ● Convert amounts and numbers to text.

 ● Attach pdf files to invoices.

„Shipments” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to shipments. You can:

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your shipment receipts.

 ● Display third parties' QR codes at the top of your shipment receipts.

 ● Display the QR-code of the order link at the top of your shipment receipts.

 ● Display your QR code at the top of your shipment receipts (this refers to both third party's and

your QR codes, because the location is the same).

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines. 

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your shipment receipts. 

 ● Display the product weight/volume column in shipment receipts. 

 ● Display the quantity ordered column in shipment receipts.

 ● Display the quantity sent column in shipment receipts.

 ● Display the quantity remaining to be sent column in shipment receipts.

 ● Display the block: "Agreed and Signed".
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„Delivery Receipt” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to delivery receipts. You can:

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your delivery receipts. 

 ● Display the quantity sent column in delivery receipts.

 ● Display the quantity remaining to be sent column in delivery receipts.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines. 

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Display the block: "Agreed and Signed".

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display third parties' QR codes at the top of your delivery receipts.

 ● Display the QR-code of the order link at the top of your delivery receipts.

 ● Display your company’s QR codes at the top of your delivery receipts.
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„Purchase Order” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to purchase orders. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used.

 ● Displays the customer's phone, fax and email. 

 ● Hide details from the source in the address block.

 ● Hide the display of intra-Community VAT in the address blocks.

 ● Hide the product description in your supplier orders. 

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display the product barcode in your orders.

 ● Display the third party’s barcode at the top of your orders.

 ● Display the third party’s QR code at the top of your orders.

 ● Display the QR-code of the order link at the top of your orders.

 ● Display your company’s QR codes at the top of your orders.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines. 

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your orders. 

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in your orders. 

 ● Display the reduction column in orders. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in orders. 

 ● Display the quantity column in orders. 

 ● Display the block: "Agreed and Signed".

 ● Display the „Auto-liquidation subcontracting regime” line in your orders.
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 ● Attach pdf files to orders.

„Vendor Invoice” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to vendor invoices. You can:

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Display bar codes of products in your supplier invoices.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your supplier invoices.

 ● Display third parties' QR codes at the top of your supplier invoices.

 ● Display your company’s QR codes at the top of your invoices.

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your supplier invoices. 

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in invoices. 

 ● Display the reduction column in invoices. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in invoices. 

 ● Display the quantity column in invoices. 

 ● Display the weight column in invoices. 

 ● Hide the long description in the description column of the supplier invoices.
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„Price request” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to price requests. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used.

 ● Displays the customer's phone, fax and email. 

 ● Hide details from the source in the address block.

 ● Hide the display of intra-Community VAT in the address blocks.

 ● Hide the long description in the description column of the vendor price requests.

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines.

 ● Hide the conditions and method of payment.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display product thumbnails in your vendor price requests. 

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in vendor price requests. 

 ● Display the reduction column in vendor price requests. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in vendor price requests. 

 ● Display the quantity column in vendor price requests. 

 ● Display the weight column in vendor price requests. 

 ● Display the price column in vendor price requests. 

 ● Attach pdf files to vendor price requests.
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„Contract” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to contract. You can:

 ● Display the contact details: phone number, fax and e-mail, if a contact address is used.

 ● Displays the customer's phone, fax and email. 

 ● Hide details from the source in the address block.

 ● Hide the display of intra-Community VAT in the address blocks.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your contracts.

 ● Display third parties' QR codes at the top of your contracts.

 ● Display your company’s QR codes at the top of your contracts.

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display the column unit prices without taxes in contracts. 

 ● Display the reduction column in contracts. 

 ● Display the unit price after discount column in contracts. 

 ● Display the quantity column in contracts. 

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Display the block: "Agreed and Signed".

 ● Attach pdf files to contracts.
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„Expense reports” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to expense reports. You can:

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines.

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display the column unit prices with taxes in expense reports. 

 ● Display the quantity column in expense reports. 
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„Interventions” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to interventions. You can:

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines.

 ● Display the Encraje company specific code.

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display the dates column in your intervention form.

 ● Display the column of intervention times in your intervention form.

 ● Display third parties' bar codes at the top of your intervention form.

 ● Display third parties' QR codes at the top of your intervention form.

 ● Display the QR-code of the order link at the top of your intervention form.

 ● Display your company’s QR codes at the top of your intervention form.

 ● Use the electronic signature system in the "Agreed and Signed" block.
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„Projects” setup page:

The following settings are applied specifically to projects. You can:

 ● Display the signature of the representative in charge in the public notepad.

 ● Add a dotted line between product/service lines.

 ● Not repeat the header if there are several pages.

 ● Display the row numbering column.

 ● Display the progress column in projects. 

 ● Display the start date column in projects. 

 ● Display the end date column in projects. 
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You can navigate and choose between different design models for your templates by using the

small icon at the top right menu.

Each member  of  your team can have their  own design for the documents used.  Moving the

mouse cursor to the icon, you will  see which design is used;  a click on the icon provides you

access to a drop-down list to all the design models.
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